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SENATOR HERBERT J. BUEHLER: Ladies and gentlemen, we will commence
this hearing. I would like to introduce Senator McDonough and the aide to th~
Transportation Committee, Joe Capalbo. I am Herb Buehler. We would lik(> to
begin with the Commissioner, who has a very heavy schedule toduy. Cornmi ssion<'r·
Sagner •
A L A N
S A G N E R: Thank you, Senator. I think
C 0 MM I S S I 0 N E R
you have copies of my statement. I welcome this opportunity to appear before
you this morning, Senators, in order to present a report on the status of the
proposed PATH Extension from Newark to Plainfield.
Let me stat~ at the outset that the PATH project did not originate
with this Administration, either in the Department of Transportation or the State
House. Because of the complex requirements from conception to operation, transportation projects will span administrations and administrators' terms. This
dictates an obligation to provide continuity to effect any results. Our role
has been to carry out a public transportation project initiated by a prior
Administration -- a project that had received the approval of the Legislature
and was proceeding in accordance with the planning requirements of State and
Federal law. It is incumbent upon each new Administration to review those programs
that are in progress and this certainly has been done in regard to the PATH
project. We have examined every aspect of this project repeatedly, both on our
own initiative and in response to specific requests by the Federal Government.
Moreover, in addition to our own exhaustive reviews and studies of this project
since early 1974, the Port Authority, beginning in 1973, has worked closely with
the local officials and community leaders of the affected communities on all
aspects of the planning project. Citizen input and participation were sought
after and reported back to the project planners, engineers and rail service
operations staff for incorporation into the final plans whenever feasible. The
public hearings and community meetings that were held in 1973 and 1974 are a
matter of public record. Today I would like to put into the record a list
of meetings with public officials and community groups which have been held
on this ·project since December 1976. Attached to this statement, Mr. Chairman,
you w.i 11 s~c the' number of meetings that have been h0ld since Dec0mber. Some
hdve even been held since the February lOth date. (see page lx)
I believe that community input, that is, local elected officials and
citizen participation,is essential to the planning process. The purpose of
community meetings and public hearings is to make certain that the public has
an opportunity for a full review of all the social, environmental and economic
factors associated with a project. So, too, it is essential for those who
have to make the decisions, in accordance with the planning process as established
by State and Federal law, to evaluate and understand the views of the public
before arriving at a decision. I firmly believe this process has been carried
out effectively by the public officials who are responsible for making the
decisions in the case of the PA~~ Extension.
As the planning for this project preceded our Administration and as an
important planning role is played by the Metropolitan Planning Organization,
Tri-State, I checked with them on the history of PATH. A request for A-95
approval for this project was submitted to Mr. Robert Storseth, of Tri-State, and
by A. Gerdes Kuhbach, for the Port Authority, on August 15, 1973. A-95 is a basic
requirement under Federal planning procedures. A description and other pertinent
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data of proposed projects must be circulated to all of the affected communities
for their review and comment before an application can be filed with Washington.
Accordingly, Tri-State circulated the PATH proposal at that time.

Replies were

received by a vast majority who favored the PATH project - although not ever·yone
did.

A letter, dated September 26, 1973, from the Somerset County Planning

Board, under the signatures of Mr. John J. Senesy, Chairman,and Robert F.
Schwenker, Jr., Chairman, Transportation Committee, raised in great detail
their objections to the PATH project.

This is evidence of the opportunity that

all those concerned have had for input into the decision on this project.

It

is not implicit in the requirements for participation that all views, either pro
or con, be accepted.

It is implicit that they be considered, but not that they

have to be followed or accepted.

This is the essence of the planning process,

Mr. Chairman.
Furthermore, the PATH project has appeared in the Master Plan for
Transportation, developed, printed, and circulated by Tri-State in the publication
Regional Transit in 1972; Regional Transit, July 1974; in Maintaining Mobility,
September 1975; and in Maintaining Mobility, September 1976.
Master Plans of the Metropolitan Planning Organization.

These are the

After circulation and

review and comment, t-.r:cy were adopted and approved as the Mast.er Plan for the
region by the Tri-State Commission.

I would like to point ouL, Mr. Chairman,

by these dates of approvals of PATH in the Master Plan by Tri-State, and the
support of Tri-State for this project, that this preceded

my ex-officio position

as Commissioner and this year's Chairman of Tri-State.
The concerns of the Somerset County Planning Board and the Board of
Chosen Freeholders are well known to this Department.

A formal statement was

•

again presented by Somerset County at a public hearing held on January 23, 1974
in Plainfield, expressing their objection to the project.

Their concerns about

service west of Plainfield were considered in arriving at the Department's decision
to support the PATH Extension.
The key issue that Somerset County is promoting in this matter appears
to arise as a result of the communication that was received from the U. s. DOT
on September 23, 1976 at a meeting in Washington in which UMTA Administrator
Robert Patricelli said that the U. S. DOT would supply $157 million for a project
in this corridor to be used for either the PATH transit extention or a CNJ
up-grade, whichever "can best meet the needs of users in the corridor" as
determined "by the people and public officials of New Jersey and not by UMTA."
This statement has been the rallying point upon which demands have been made
from as far south as Camden County and as far north as Bergen County that everyone should have a hand in deciding the future of the PATH pro:ject.

Therefore,

to clarify this point, I wrote to Administrator Patricelli on December 6, 1976
as follows:

"As Secretary Coleman stated when this letter was presented to us ••• " -

the September 23rd letter -

" .•• he said it was not: intended that the planning

process be done by referendum, but

~hat

the word 'people' refers to the government

of New Jersey making the choice, not UMTA.

The following procedure is what I

believe we have agreed meets the intent of the letter."

•

I then described in

my letter to Patricelli what we wen:! doing.
Mr. Patricelli replied to me as follows:

"UMTA sees the choice for

the corridor being manifested through two local processes normally required for
transit projects using UMTA or nighway funds.

First, the project to be imple-

mented in the corridor will have to be included in the Transportation Improvement
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Program (TIP) in order to be approved for Federal funding. The development of
the TIP is the responsibility of the Metropolitan Planning Organization, in Ulis
case the Tri-State Regional Planning Commission. Since a subregional planninq
committee, the Northeast New Jersey Transportation Coordinating Committee, has
participated in the TIP process in the past, we would expect their continm'!d fld:tticipation in this case." Let me interject somethinq here, Mr. Chairman. Thf' procedures for the New Jersey Transportation Coordinating Committee have been
spelled out by bylaws adopted by Tri-State, which specifically state that the
decisions and the comments of ·the Coordinating Committee are advisory to the
MPO. For example, at a meeting in which the PATH project was presented to the
Coordinating Committee, we also presented Route 287, we also presented Route
I-95, and there were comments pro and con on those projects. The comments are
then sent to Tri-State, which under the laws and the rules, has to make the
decision
Going back to Patricelli's letter -- "Second, the procedures for using
funds currently allocated for highway construction purposes for transit will
have to be followed. Withdrawal of the Interstate segment requires support
from the local governments in whose jurisdiction the proposed highway was located
and concurrence of responsible local officials acting through the Metropolitan
planning Organization. Assuming approval of the withdrawal, usc of the funds
for a specific substitute project would require TIP programming, as would the use
of FAUS funds. The TIP development process outlined above should be followed
in the programming of Interstate and FAUS funds for a transit project in the
corridor."
I am still quoting and this is the most important sentence: "You
should note, however, that while we will not require any new or additional
procedures for selection of the type of improvements to be made, should the PATH
Extension be the desired project, a public hearing will be required once the
Environmental Impact Statement is available. Inasmuch as an EIS is required
to include a description and assessment of alternatives to a proposed action, the
public would have an opportunity to comment on alternatives for the corridor.
We discussed this during our meeting on the State's program on September 23rd.
"I hope this clarifies our position." It is signed Robert E. Patricelli,
Administrator.
I would like to state, Mr. Chairman, and to the members of your Committee
that we are following this procedure as required by the Federal Government.
Despite all of this, Dr. Thomas Maggio, Director of the Board of
Chosen Freeholders of Somerset County has stab!d, as have other officials in that
area, that there has been - and I quote - "a s<!ries of refusals by Commissioner
Sagner to conduct public hearings on the issue of relative merits of the PATH
project versu,, the upgrading of <O!xisting facilities •.. "
I would like to state :~.t this time that the publ.i.c hearing and information meetings on the Environmental Impact Statement, copies of which are here today
and will be presented to you, have been organized by us in cooperation with the
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey and a copy of that hearing and meeting
schedule and copies of the EIS will be presented to you today. I apologize for
dwelling on this matter, but I have great conc(~rn that in their apprehension for
what they perceive to be the best interests of their county, the opponents of
PATH are circulating and promoting inaccuracies concerning the relative merits of
PATa vs CNJ upgrade and also inaccuracies concerning the proper planning process.
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This debate on PATH should be, with these people, what I perceive
to be the real issue - that is, do we want to improve transportation, to
promote growth and development in all of the open space in that corridor "to
the Delaware?"

'

Let me now, as quickly as possible, run through a ljst of important
factors that were carefully analyzed by this Department in arriving at its decision.
Before I do, let me quote to you from a memorandum of record in my personal files,
dated November 22, 1974, from my then Deputy Commissioner, Manuel Carballo.

It

was a report on his meeting to begin the analysis of the PATH Extension and the
alternatives as

requested by UMTA at that time.

Present at the meeting were

Lou Gambaccini, Vice President and General Manager of PATH, Roger Gilman, Director
of Planning of the Port Authority, other Port Authority staff members, Douglas
Webb of New Jersey Department of Transportation, and John Taylor and Ken Vought,
regional representatives of UMTA.

After discussing the requests of UMTA and

setting up various study tasks with the staff 'and other officials, the meeting
was terminated and the memorandum goes on to say, "Gambaccini and I then met
privately to discuss what additional work was necessary.

We agreed to press the

in-depth analysis of the PATH Extension, the CNJ electrification and CNJ diesel
push-pull."
I am referring to this memorandum to demonstrate that at the time we did
our analysis of alternatives we used our very best people to do - and I am quoting an "in-depth and objective analysis to determine what would be best viewing all
considerations."

Let me assure you that men of the caliber of Lou Gambaccini and Manuel

Carballo, dedicated public servants, do not lend themselves to superficality
or to "snow jobs" under any circumstances.
no motive to do so.

Certainly, in this matter they had

•

If the PATH Extension is completed to Plainfield, Mr.

Gambaccini, as its Director, will have an additional responsibility and no extra
compensation.

It is, therefore, implausible that he would have concluded his

study recommending the PATH alternative to Plainfield corridor unless he were
professionally convinced that is is plausible.

Incidentally- and I don't want

to embarrass you, Lou - Mr. Gambaccini is so highly regarded for his knowledge
and his integrity throughout the country that he was the Carter Administration's
first choice for UMTA Administrator - a post he declined in order to stay with

Mr. Carballo, who was plucked away from New Jersey DOT by General Patrick
Wisconsin, is
one of the most intelligent and conscientious of the bright young men in government today. He,too, certainly approached this assignment in an objective and
responsible manner.
PATH.

Luce1'• after a nationwide search, for a high cabinet position in

Now, some of the issues:
The cost of the alternatives - and I have a chart here, Mr. Chairman,
to make this simpler for you

The PATH Extention, the cost as presented by the

Port Authority after careful analysis and with allowance for inflationary
factors, is $347 million.

The cost of providing a people movE•r from McClellen

Street Station to Newark Airport wiJ.l be $35 million for a tot.al cost of this
project of $382 million.

•

Now, I not:e that some PE'Ople will say that this does

not include the rost of improvements to PATH east of Newark - and there will be
costs - but I believe - and Mr. Gamhaccini confirmed this - that most of these
costs which might be moved ahead in this schedule more quickly because of the
PATH project are expenses and capital investments that would be required in any
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event to maintain the high level of service on the PATH Extension.
The CNJ electrification., based on our best estimate, would be
$336 million. Then to provide access to the Airport, which is a key ingredi0nt
and purpose of the PATH project- which is much further than thP McCl0llnn
Street Station - would be $219 million, or a total of $555 million. If we
electrified the CNJ and instead of putting in a people mover to the Airport
we ran PATH to the Airport, the cost would be $210 million, or a total of $546
million •
A CNJ diesel upgrade would be $174 million: $219 million for the ITTS:
and a $393 million total cost.
CNJ diesel upgrade.$174 million and if we run PATH to the Airport
it would be $210 million, or $384 million total.
Now, there have been some figures circulated tl1at put the CNJ
diesel upgrade at $124 million, instead of $174 million. This omits $50 million
which is the estimated cost of. additional trackage for the Aldene connection
which, without research that I am aware of, the opponents of PATH said is not
needed. We have, in our discussion and planning of this project, concluded after talking to ConRail and the people at U.S. DOT - that the liklihood is
that burden would fall upon the State of New Jersey due to the additional freight
service.
Now, I would like to point out another figure that I put in right
here. It is small but I think it is a significant additional factor. It is
generally agreed by all that the operating cost of PATH will be a great deal
lower than the operating cost of the CNJ. Mr. Hoban and Mr •. Gambaccini will
explain some of the technical reasons why this is so •
But, if we take the accepted figures of $17 million annual deficit
for CNJ as opposed to $6 million for the PATH Extension, we have $11 million
annual cost going on and on and on. If we would capitalize that money, say
at a 9% factor, we could afford to spend another $120 million on the PATH project
in order to have the cost equal to the cost of the CNJ upgrade. So, $120 from
$382 means that in a true cost, if you take the capitalization you are saving in
operating cost from the cost of the project, the true cost of the PATH project
is $262 million, compared to the alternatives.
I think it is appropriate for this time of the year, when you will
be coming back very soon to try and squeeze a four gallon demand on your budget
into a one gallon container, to consider on-going costs. I just want to point
out, without dwelling on i~ ona important figure. The average operating cost,
per passenger, in this corridor - the deficit - under PATH would be-- The
average cost, rather, would be $1.50. About 75¢ of that would come out of the
fare box. So, we would have to, in our budget, from now on, provide - if we
held fares constant - 75¢ for every commuter and oth~r travelers who use PATH.
The cost of the CNJ, $386 -- we would have to take out of our budget
over $3.00 for every passenger, not one year, not two years, but every year
as long as we continue to use that facility •
SENATOR BUEHI,ER: Commissioner, before you leave the charts, I would
like to ask two questions. One is in reference to correspondence from Patricelli
to you on September 23, 1976. He states that while the total capital cost of
the PATH Extension of $374 million is substantially higher than for the
CNJ diesel upgrade of $124 million, he accep$the State's rationale that higher
CNJ operating cost erased the difference over the life of the capital equipment.
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Can you explain to the Committee -COMMISSIONER SAGNER: Why he says $124?
SENATOR BUEHLER: Yes.
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: I think it is an error, Mr. Chairman, and I
can substantiate correspondence from Federal officials.
SENATOR BUEHLER: I am reading from his letter to you.
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: Yes. I say that must be an 0.rror because I can
substantiate that the cost of the CNJ upgrade should include the cost of the
additional tracks that would be required.
SENATOR BUEHLER: One other question. In the Port Authority's estimate
there is an additional $96 million which must be expended on the existing PATH
system to accommodate the traffic that will be generated by the Extension. Is
that part of your information as well?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: I say there will be - and Mr. Hoban and Mr.
Gambaccini will give you the details on that - expenses east of Plainfield, some
of which can be attributed to the PATH Extension but not all of them and they
will not be the responsibility of the State of New Jersey.
SENATOR BUEHLER: I am sorry to interrupt your report. I just wanted
to ask those two quest~ons.
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: I appreciate the opportunity to answer questions,
if I can.
To get back to the question of the future operating cost, very briefly and I won't dwell on this because I think Mr. Hoban and Mr. Gambaccini can
explain it better - I do want to make at this point, Mr. Chairman, a very important
point. Of course these figures - $6 million in operating costs and $17 million
in operating costs - are the best projections that we can make, due to what we
know now and assuming what is going to happen in the future. But, I do want to
point out - and I will come to this again in another context - that if the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey is the operating agency of the commuter
service in this corridor, the people of New Jersey have much better control over
those costs and what happens than we will if this railroad is going to be operated
by ConRail. We can see an example of that in the present fare of PATH which is
still being held at 30¢ because of the position of the Governoc and the Commissioners
of New Jersey. I don't believe that we would have that type of control. I know
we would not have that type of control over ConRail.
To pursue this further - because I think it is a very key point, Mr.
Chairman
I would like to call your attention to an experience that MBTA - the
Transit Authority in Boston - had with ConRail. I will quote from the January
27, 1977 issue of Passenger Transport, a transportation trade paper- "The
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority has protested as 'outrageous' the
92% increase in subsidy which ConRail wants to run the former Penn Central
commuter service south and west of Boston to 18 communities. ConRail has posted
a legal notice tc discontinue service March 13th."
MBTA Chairman, Robert R. Kiley,said, "Contail's estimate that its '77
operation of the commuter service will cost $8.7 million is absolutely outrageous.
That amount ••• is twice as much as wltat Penn Central decided was sufficient a scant
10 months ago."
Subsequently, after a om,-day shutdown of the service, the MBTA was
able to have service provided by the Boston and Maine Railroad. They walked
away from ConRail. Such an alternative would not be available to us in the event
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that New Jersey had a similar experience with ConRail.
Mr. Chairman, more important and to the point, at this very moment
our staff is continuing negotiations with ConRail which is threatening to post
similar notices on all commuter railroads in New Jersey on April 1st.

We have

been unable to reach agreement on a contract with ConRail on several very
important issues for the welfare of the State of New Jersey.

One of these

is our inability in this State to satisfy ConRail's demand for insurance
coverage entirely different and beyond what we have had with the private
carriers up to date and which we consider excessive.

Not only do we consider

it excessive, it is so far unavailable to us and we are threatened with a shutdown of the system because we can't arrive at a contract.

We would not be faced with this type of confrontation if PATH and
the Port Authority were operating the service.

Mr. Chairman, you have had

experience in the last few days with ConRail unilaterally removing the work
forces from the railroad that would be considered essential for maintaining the
safety and the convenience of the commuter.

We were fortunate after the fact -

because you brought it to out attention - to bring some pressure on ConRail to
preserve those jobs and that service.

But, in this morning's Star Ledger, there

is a report - which I have not yet had time to confirm - of an additional layoff
on the very line that is the subject of this hearing, where maintenance personnel
had been laid off.
that line.

Certainly nobody can say that maintenance is not required on

This layoff took place without our even being notified.
The second point that I would like to make

is, the transit-type

equipment and service to be provided by PATH, while not as comfortable as a commuter rail operation, due to the lighter weight cars, offers more frequent and

•

reliable service that, in the view of our planners, would be an essential benefit
to the region as the cost of fuel continues to increase and environmental concerns, such as air pollution, force greater reliance on public transit.

The

type of service that PATH proposes will be more suitable for intrastate transportation than heavy rail along a most important and heavily traveled corridor
in the future.

Our most profound planners and thinkers in this country and in

the State predict such a need - the only question that separates any of them is
how soon we will need this facility.
CNJ, despite statements to the contrary, will not - I repeat, will
not - give direct access to New York City. Despite the suggestions of many
that the electrificat.ion of the CNJ or the use of dual mode locomotives would
provide access to New York through the existing Pennsylvania Railroad tunnel, it
is just absolutely not so.

Just a few weeks ago, I met with the Federal Rail

Administration and AMTRAK representatives to discuss the Northeast Corridor
Improvement Program.

Mr. Albert M. Schofield,

P~oject

Manager for the Northeast

Corridor Improvement Program and AMTRAK stated again, with no equivocation, based
on all of the studies and tests that had been done,

that there is not the

capacity in the tunnel nor in Penn Station, New York, for any additional services
other than those planned by AMTFAK in the corridor and the present trains coming
in from the New York and Long Branch, the trains coming in on our commuter service
on the main line and the proposed trains that would come in from the M&E

•

connection at Kearny •
The next point is service west of Plainfield, which we state will be
provided.

Studies have been done to find the most feasible alternative service

for the people west of Plainfield.

It now appears - although the final decision
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has not been made - that a diesel shuttle on the existing track will be the
ultimate choice.

This will require virtually no capital investment.

is there: we have the rolling stock.

The track

Those people going to downtown New York

will have one change as they do now- at Plainfield instead ot Newark.

Arnnittedly,

it will be less convenient for those going to uptown New York, as they will have
to make two changes.

"

However, 60% of the people - according to our surveys - go

to downtown Manhattan.
Now, I would like, at this point, Mr. Chairman, to get back to an
important matter that I started to address before.

In their objection to this

project, the representatives of Somerset County have rightfully objected because
this service will not be as convenient to them as an electrification or upgrading of the CNJ would be.

They state - and I quote - that the PATH Project will

"discourage growth and development in the area."

I repeat- the PATH Project

will "discourage growth and development in the area."

In this regard, I would

submit that this perception or this result,in the view of many of those who are
concerned about the future of the State of New Jersey, would not be in. the worst
interest of the State of New Jersey.

This has been expressed by the Regional

Planning Association in its public statements, by Tri-State in its land use
studies, by the New ,Tcrsey Department of Community Affairs, as well as by this
Department in its planning projections.

These study and planning agencies

strongly believe that our highest priority should be to encourage growth where
the infrastructure is already in place and to discourage suburban -- I won't
say sprawl, that is a pejorative term-- to discourage suburban growth.

They

recommend preserving the precious and diminishing open space of New Jersey and
not encouraging more spread development by providing the needed utilities -water,
sewer and, yes, transportation is also a utility.

•

I am supplying to you, as

members of the Committee, documentation for the record from those agencies that
I have quoted.
Next, concern has been expressed about the PATH third rail presenting
a safety hazard.

The superior safety record of the Long Island Railroad, which

has a third rail, and PATH, which has a third rail to Newark, can be compared
to the inferior safety record sustained by other lines which operate in this
area with overhead catenary.

The record is as follows:

The only accidents

caused by the third rail involved the Long Island Railroad, which reported that
in the last five years there were three accidents, none of which was fatal.

PATH

experienced no accidents involving the third rail since the Port Authority took
over in 1962.
As for accidents caused by overhead catenary wires, ConRail Mainline
reports an average of eight accidents per year; AMTRAK four over the last six
years and the ConRail Erie Lackawanna reported one accident in the last two
years.
It shollld be noted that the third rail operation on direct current
involves a considerably smaller electrical output than the alternating current
catenary operation, which, incidentally, under the new plans is going to be
having an even hiqher voltage.

The entire right-of-way of the PATH Extension

will be fenced in, which is not so on the Long Island Railroad, and the third
rail will be coveced, as it is throughout the existing PATH system, by a protection
board.
An obj<~ction to PATH, as expressed both openly and covertly is what
has come to be known as "Bronxification."
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The fear is that thn development

a

of the PATH project, which otherwise is

~ot

considered good transportation by

'the detractors, would be, however, in this concern, so attractive a transportation mode that it would lead to intensive urbanization in the corridor.
believe this is a straw man and without any justification.

Under our New Jersey

horne rule law those communities in the corridor that desire growth, that would

•

benefit from improved transportation, can have it: those which do not desire
growth can, through the powers of their own zoning ordinances, maintain the
type of community that presently exists.

For example, Plainfield which strongly

supports PATH because they want to encourage office building and high-rise
development, may zone for it if that is the wish of the citizens as expressed
to their local elected officials.

Those communities which oppose any change,

such as Fanwood, may preserve that right.
Legal interpretation of the Mount Laurel case and other court
decisions that seem to impinge upon "horne rule" specifically address themselves
to developing communities with
zoning.

"open space" to such degree as they affect local

Just last week the Supreme Court reported out, on September 24th, a

statement that confirms and reassures this position.

Certainly, this does not

apply - the open space and developing communities concept - to any of the communities in the PATH corridor.

What PATH will do, and why it is important to

the major urban cities in the corridor - Jersey City, Newark, Elizabeth, and
Plainfield - is that it will encourage and assure their development and with
probably greater benefit in future years when other modes of transportation
become more costly and difficult.

Good public transportation with frequent

service is essential to their future viability.
Next is the question of station parking and access that can and
will be developed in cooperation with the communities.

It must be noted that

improved station parking and access facilities would be required whether we
build the PATH project or whether we seek Federal funding for a CNJ upgrade.
That is a requirement of UMTA and also it is a rational transportation improvement that we should address ourselves to even if we do nothing.

If we follow

the "do nothing" alternative, we should still consider these improvements.
Funds are available and we have assured the local communities that the
State will cooperate in providing FHWA and FAUS funds for their required parking and access improvements and the State will continue, as it has, to provide
the full matching share.
Another question that I would like to respond to is that concerning
the "compatibility" of the PATH system with other rail service in New Jersey.
Some apparently reasonable questions have been raised about the benefit of having the CNJ electrified so that the CNJ equipment could be interchangeable and
used on the other lines in the State, that is, the Morris and Essex, the main
line of the Penn Central, and the New York and Long Branch.
Let's put aside the fact that such electrification would be more
costly in capital and operation.

•

The point that is missed here is that the

PATH Extension to Newark Airport, Elizabeth and Plainfield is compatible with
an existing railroad system that is as great or greater in its capacity - in
terms of passengers carried - than all the other heavy rail commuter systems

..

in the State put together, including the non-electrified.

Therefore, the

economy and advantages of having coordination is greater with the PATH project
than it would be with any of the other systems and this is reflected in hard
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dollars and cents in the lower operating costs of PATH.
Next, one of the concerns that has been expressed about this project
is that it will use up all of New Jersey's capital for future mass transportation improvements.

There are four major public transportation projects that

have been proposed for some time in this State.

Since 1968, the State has

•

been attempting to upgrade and electrify the New York and Long Branch, reelectrify and upgrade the Morris and Essex Line of the Erie Lackawanna, and to
purchase buses to replace our aged fleet.
removed the bottlenecks to these projects.
are on the streets.

In the last three years we have

•

The buses have been delivered and

The other three are proceeding with applications filed.

The fourth project - PATH - was, in 1972, approved and a.n application for Federal
aid was subsequently filed.

These projects are all in a, development stage.

They are real projects and should be completed.

There are no other projects

that are at a stage of development which are threatened by the use of the $400
million in Federal aid that is available to the State.
It must be remembered that we, together with Governor Byrne and
Senator Williams, fought for and have gotten the $400 million commitment on
the basis of our applications for these three projects.

Mr. Chairman, if we are

going to question usir:q $157 million of the $400 million for PATH because
there are other projects that are desirable, why shouldn't we question whether
we should reconsider the electrification of the New York and Long Branch or
the reelectrification and the upgrading of the Erje Lackawanna?

All three of

these projects have been through the incubat.ion Pf'riod and to stop any one of
them now, would jeopardize the possibility of improvement - of any improvement in that corridor and would certainly result in higher cost when the matter is
again resolved.
Further, fear has been expressed that the $12 million in FAUS funds
being passed to this project will deprive counties of monies that they need
for their local roads.

This is of particular interest to me.

I would like to

point out that we hope,this year, to obligate to the counties and throughout
the

State for highways, $25 to $30 million in FAUS funds.

That $25 to $30

million does not equal our Federal apportionment for this year, which is $32
million.

We have an accumulation of over $100 million for FAUS projects.

If we do not obligate this money in three years, it will lapse.

I know of no

road project - and I challenge any county engineer or planner to tell us of a
project - that is threatened by the use of FAUS funds for the PATH Extension.
As the counties and we, together, overcome processing bottlenecks, we can
finance and build their legitimate needs. Therefore, to use this money from
FAUS for PATH, for the Newark Subway, for station improvements, and for other
transportation projects, is what Congress intended us to do when it passed
the legislation making this possible.

This is a wise and necessary step.

More importantly, as I have said for months now, the national need
for public

transi~rtation

is far beyond the funds available in present UMTA

legislation and we can anticipate, based on all or our discussions in Washington

•

and particularly with our own leaders in the Congx·ess, that there will be
additional funding available.
of Friday, March 18, 1977:

I would like to quote from the New York Times

"The Department of Transportation and Senators

framing new mass-transit legislation were in agreement today on most aspects
of a Senate committee plan to make about $11 billion available for transit
capital and operating aid over the next five years.
10
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"Under the proposal being drawn up by Senator Harrison A. Williams,
Jr., Democrat of New Jersey, $8.6 billion would be available for special projects between 1978 and 1982 and $2.88 biilion for operating assistance over a
shorter period. 1978 through 1980."
This represents about $5.7 billion in new money. Using rule of
thumb, New Jersey could look forward to some $250 to $300 million of this money •
Again, we can fund any projects that will go through the planning process and
will be acceptable to UMTA with the money that will be made available to us.
Another point I would like to make, Mr. Chaimrman, is on the use of
the $120 million that the Port Authority has pledged to this project. If the
PATH project is not carried out, we cannot automatically state that this $120
million can be used for other projects. There are a number of limiations. One
is, it would have to be within the area of the Port's operation. Number two,
it would have to be approved by the Commissioners on both sides of the river.
Number three, it would have to be approved by the Legislature of both States a long and difficult process, Mr. Chairman.
There are a number of other desirable public transportation projects
throughout the State for which we will file Federal aid applications in view of
the money that is available to us, which we anticipated. We will do this as
quickly as the planning and the studies have reached a stage in which an application can be filed.
The next application that we are ready to file with UMTA and which
will be done in a matter of weeks, is that for DRAP 1, the direct rail access
to New York's Penn Station for the Morris and Essex Line of the Erie Lackawanna.
So, I repeat, there are no public transportation projects that are
of higher priority that are jeopardized by the PATH project.
In conclusion, let me say, gentlemen, that the planning process on
public projects - or any projects, for that matter - is far from an exact
science. However, all that we can do if we are going to plan and to build
is to take all of the facts that are available to us, analyze what information
we have about what the future holds and have the courage to make a decision
and stick to it. Thank you. I will be available for any questions.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Commissioner Sagner, let me, on behalf of the
Committee, thank you for a very comprehensive report. Before we subject you to
questions, I would like to acknowledge a message from Senator Tumulty. He
intended to be here but there was a death in the family and he had a funeral
to attend. Senator Imperiale,also a member of this Committee, reported in sick
this morning. Senator Orechio is on his way.
Commissioner, many of the previous hearings that you have held-- and
I understand there is to be one more hearing, is that correct?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: Yes.
SENATOR BUEHLER: On April 18th? That is the final hearing?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: April the 19th. There will be several informa-·
tiona! meetings preceeding that and that is the required public hearing on the
env:.ronmental impact statement which will include the presentation of the
alternatives analysis. The public is then to make their comments, pro or con,
and before the Federal Government will approve the grant, we must answer in
detail and to the satisfaction of the Federal Government those "con" comments
on any aspect of the plan.
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SENATOR BUEHLER: Okay, Commissioner, the purpose of this Committee's
holding a public hearing is born out of the fact that a number of requests were
made to the Senate Transportation Committee and we acknowledge those requests
and in cooperation and coordination with hearings that are being held and that
have been held, we assess from all of that research several questions which we
would appreciate your answering. I think in the context of your remarks you have
probably answered most of them.
Would the CNJ serve a larger geographical area then the proposed PATH
Extension, in your view?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: The answer is yes. The CNJ presently goes from
Newark to Phillipsburg. The PATH would not give you an uninterrupted trip for
that distance. If you were on PATH, you would have a trip from New York City
to Plainfield and then a transfer would be required to cover the distance now
covered by the CNJ.
SENATOR BUEHLER: The question that perhaps is paramount in most
minds involves cost and you did state that the correspondence that you
received from Mr. Patricelli in September of 1976 should be corrected. The
information that this Committee had was that there was a cost figure for the
PATH Extension at $34/ million- as you indicated in your cha1t- and $124
million for the upgrading of the CNJ. Could you clarify that for us?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: Mr. Chairman, I stated that l will give you
documentation on which we based the $174 million figure and you can evaluate
it and see if you come to the same conclusion that we did. I would like to
point out, however, that if we accepted the $50 mj !lion reduct.ion in the cost
of the CNJ upgrade, by our calcualtion, considering operating costs, tl1e PATH
is still more economical.
S.ENATOR BUEHLER: In that same correspondence - and, of course, this
is a letter that I am sure has been updated - Mr. Patricelli states that he will
need an assessment of the need and financing for corollary improvements in the
corridor which are necessary to assure the anticipated patronage levels the
PATH Extension specifically refers to -- the need for station improvements:
parking expansion: feeder bus service: and PATH stations.
Later in this letter he states that you have a $400 million ceiling.
When I looked at the $382 million figure and an estimate of $90 million for
corollary services, that brings you well over that $400 million limit. Where
will the additional funds be coming from?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: Well, the $382 million, Mr. Chairman, includes
$15 7 million out of the $400 million and the balance would corne from the Port
Authority and from the transfer of interstate highway funds and the transfer
of FAUS funds.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Well, how much of a commitment do we have from
the Port Authority in terms of hard doilars?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: How much of a commitment do we have?
SENATOR BUEHLER: Yes.
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: We have a commitment on which the application
is predicated and approval by the Commissioners, subject to an agreement that
is being drafted by the State and the Port Authority. That is a commitment that
has been repeated by Chairman Ronan and by the Executive Director of the Port
Authority and by the Commissioners.
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SENATOR BUEHLER: And their estimate is that you will need an additional
$96 million for this project?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: Whose estimab!?
SENATOR BUEHLER: The Port Authority?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: For the improvements east of Newark?
SENATOR BUEHLER: The figures we have indicate the Port Authority
has estimated an additional $96 million must be spent on the existing PATH system
to accommodate additional traffic that would be generated.
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: I will ask Mr. Gambaccini to answer that •
SENATOR BUEHLER: Okay.
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: He can give you the details on that.
MR. GAMBACCINI: The figure you are referring to, Senator, is for
the east of Newark improvements estimated at $75 million. There is then an
additional sum of some $20 million that are funds not eligible for Federal aid.
They include prior study costs, provision for labor protection, and interest
during construction. That would be an add-on to the $347 figure.
SENATOR BUEHLER: In that same vein, Mr. Gambaccini, the Port Authority
has estimated $120 million over the next 10 years to New Jersey. All of this
money will be spent on the PATH Extension project, is that correct?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: I will answer that.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Okay.
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: The $120 million is available not over 10 years,
Mr. Chairman, but when the State of New Jersey wants it for this project - not
over 10 years. If we obligate the money, as we build this project that $120
million is available.
SENATOR BUEHLER: What plans are there for the -- looking down the
road for the CNJ line?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: I don't understand the question.
SENATOR BUEHLER: What plans are there for service west of Plainfield?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: As I stated in my remarks, Mr. Chairman, we are
doing a study, funded by the Federal Government, to decide the best plan for
service of that corridor. It is my view - and the study is not completed and
I said that it is not official - that it appears the best alternative will be
to provide railroad service using equipment that the State presently owns and
using the present right-of-way so that entire corridor can be supplied with
rail service.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Does the PATH system include a direct rail length
into Newark International Airport, as was initially proposed?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER: A direct rail length? It would provide for a
rail link at McClellan Street, which is one mile from the Airport terminals.
As former Secretary Coleman pointed out at our meeting of September 23rd, this
is considered in transportation circles airport public transportation. There
is only one airport in the country where the public transportation actually
goes directly to the terminals. Many cities that use and are benefiting from
public transportation have the transportation somewhere on the periphery of the
airport, similar to what the McClellan Street Station will be to the Newark
Airport •
SEHATOR BUEHLER: You alluded to fares before. In comparing fares,
do you have any estimates of what these fares would be on PATH?
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COMMISSIONER SAGNER:

The fares on PATH would be comperable to the

present CNJ fares, adjusted on the same level of inflation that the fares of
the other transportation facilities in the State would be on the date we
go into service.
SENATOR BUEHLER:

Will commuters be able to get commutation tickets?

COMMISSIONER SAGNER:
SENATOR BUEHLER:

•

Yes.

Another question - are there target dates that have

•

been set for completion of this project?
COMMISSIONER SAGNER:

Yes.

I will pass on that.

When Mr. Gambaccini

and Mr. Hoban give their testimony, Mr. Chairman, they will give you exact
schedules for contracts, completion, and so forth.
SENATOR BUEHLER:

That is all I have, Commissioner.

Thank you very

much.
Mr. Gambaccini.
L 0 u I s

J.

GAMBA C c I N I:

Mr. Chairman, my name is Lou Gambaccini.

I am Director of the Rail Transportation Department of the Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey and the Vice President and General Manager of the Port
Authority Trans-Hudson Corporation, or as it is more popularly known, PATH.
It is my privilege t.c appear before you today to review briefly the Port
Authority's role in the provision of improved public transport.ation services
along the heavily travelled corridor from Newark to Plainfield.

Mr. Chairman, with your indulgence, I do have a copy of a statement
which I would like to brief down.
of time.

I will skip several paragraphs in the interest

But, I would like for the record, though, to reflect the long history

of this project and the Port Authority's role in it because I think it is
important to an understanding of why we are at the point we are today and at
least to explain some of the history and background of this.
The Jersey Central Mainline Corridor has been a troublesome one
for the State of New Jersey for several decades.

The need for public trans-

portation improvements became clearly evident twenty years ago with the continuing
cycle of deteriorating equipment and service, declining patronage, rising
fares and rapidly increasing deficits that mandated State intervention to assure
the continuing operation of this important segment of New Jersey's public transportation system.
With specific regard to the Jersey Central, physical changes in the
services provided were first proposed in 1959 with the objective of reducing
the operating costs associated with the Jersey Central commuter service.

The

proposed restructuring was called the Aldene Plan, by which all Jersey Central
trains would be rerouted to Penn Station, Newark, thus allowing passengers
destined for Manhattan to transfer at Newark to the Hudson and Manhattan Railroad or to the Pennsylvania Railroad for the remainder of their journeys to work
in New York City_

The savings to the Jersey Centr·al were to be derived largely

from the discontinuance of the CNJ's old, costly and, at times, unreliable
Hudson River fen-y service and terminal facilities in Jersey City.
Because of the precarious financial position of passenger service on
both the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Hudson and Manhattan Railroad, neither
was willing nor in a position to provide the requisite facilit:ies and equipment for the implementat:ion of this plan.

It was not until the Port Authority

acquired the H&M Railroad in 1962 that the implemPntation of t:he Aldene Plan
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could prog:ress. Between 1962 , the date of the Port Authority's: acquisition,
and 1967 the Port Authority and the State worked closely to make this plan a
reality. On its part, PATH, in 1967, assumed total operating responsibility
for that part of the service which had been operated jointly by the H&M and
the Pennsylvania Railroad between Jersey City and Newark. On its part, the State
provided the railroad facilities necessary for the restructured services of
the CNJ that would permit all trains to operate into Newark. Operating agreements were negotiated with the Penn Central. Additionally, both the State and
the Port Authority applied for and received capital grants from the Federal
Government under the Urban Mass Transportation Administration Act of 1964. It
should be noted that the State and PATH were among the earliest recipients of
capital grants under the UMTA program.
The Aldene Plan eventually went into effect in April 1967. In the
eight years between the conception of the Plan and its effectuation, the financial
fortunes of the CNJ continued to decline. The CNJ had once again gone into bankruptcy and the State was faced with the serious possibility of loss of all commuter rail service in the corridor. The operating subsidies had to be increased.
The operating savings were somewhat less than originally anticipated because
of the higher payments to the Pennsylvania Railroad for the use of tracks and
facilities as a result of the higher costs of operation.
It became increasingly evident during this period that a major effort
was required to develop a long range plan for the provision of public transportation along this corridor as well as the other major transportation corridors
in the State.
Beginning in 1968, during the Hughes Administration, the Port Authority
and the State undertook joint evaluations of alternative services that could
be provided along the Jersey Central Mainline Corridor. These included extensions
of PATH, electrification of the Jersey Central to be compatible to the Penn
Central and the continuation of diesel services. Addltion~lly, a series of
studies were undertaken concerning the improvement of public transport access
to Newark International Airport. One of the alternatives was the extension of
PATH from Penn Station, Newark to a new terminal area.
When Governor Cahill succeeded Governor Hughes in 1970, he indicated
that a major thrust of his administration was to secure improved public transit
access to Newark International Airport. PATH and the Port Authority reexamined
the various alternatives, as did New Jersey Department of Transportation. In
May 1971, the New Jersey Legisiature approved bi-state legislation authorizing
an extension of PATH to Cranford via Newark International Airport and Elizabeth
which would provide an additional service from Cranford to Newark to complement
the proposed rehabilitation of the CNJ Mainline. While the intent of this
legislation was to provide for a rehabilitated commuter service, along with a
service to the airport, both of which were considered high state priorities,
intensive analyses of costs, both capital and operating, and service levels
indicated that the plan as proposed would be eKtremely costly for the benefits
to be derived. No savings in the operating expense or in capital requirements
were achievable on the commuter service. The extension of PATH via the airport
and Elizabeth to Cranford necessitated extensive and costly reconstruction that
would be useful only for a relatively modest number of potential passengers.
Further analyses, combining the intent of the legislation for an
15

airport access and improved upgraded service on the CN,J Mainline Corridor
indicated that a through-service by PATH as far as Plainfield to Newark via
Elizabeth and the airport would be an effective solution.

The results of these

studies were reviewed by officials of New York and New Jersey and the Port
Authority Commissioners.

Subsequent evaluations led to the joint announcement

•

on November 12, 1972, by Governors Cahill and Rockefeller, of a bi-state plan
for Port Authority sponsored rail mass transportation improvemPnts which included
a $220 million program for the extension of PATH service via the airport to
Plainfield.

Legislative hearings were held in December 1972 which led to the

passage of legislation by the State of New Jersey at that time.

Identical

legislation authorizing this project was enacted in New York State in early
1973.
With this legislative mandate, the Port Authority, in cooperation
with the State of New Jersey, carried out extensive planning, preliminary design
and engineering studies.

Labor protection agreements were negotiated.

detailed environmental impact analysis was conducted.

A

Scores of informational

meetings were hald in communities throughout the corridor, culminating in five
formal public hearings which examined in detail the elements of the project
and received public

r~action

to it.

This process culminated in PATH's April 1974

application to the Urban Mass Transportation Administration of the U.S. Department of Transportation for a Federal grant of approximately $201 million to
assist in the construction of a 17-mile, $251 million PATH extension to Newark
Airport, Elizabeth and Plainfield.
During the incubation period of this project, increases in the
authorized level of Federal capital assistance for public transportation pro-

•

jects were being offset by an increasing flow of grant applications from urban
areas throughout the Nation.

With the funds available for less than the increased

demand for Federal assistance, UMTA - that is the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration - devised new procedures and more stringent regulations with
respect to the criteria for grant approval.

Among these was a requirement that

any urban area wishing to apply for Federal assistance must develop and evaluate
a set of alternative transportation improvement strategies, each of which must
be specially tailored to the situation in the urban area.

An analysis of

alternative financing mechanisms also must be completed and submitted with the
analysis of transportation alternatives.
The UMTA response to the PATH application of April 1974 was to request
a more exhaustive reevaluation of the commuter transportation alternatives along
the Plainfield Corridor.

a Joint PATH-New Jersey Department of Transportation

Task Force was established.

During the following months all reasonable

alternatives in public transportation service along the corridor were identified.
Five of these were selected for intensive scrutiny.

The results of these

analyses were reported fully in a joint Task Force Report on January 15, 1975,
a copy of which I am submittingto

yo~.

This report spelled out the estimated

capital investment, the operating costs, and the service levels for each of the
alternatives.
The results of the Task Force Study on the alternatives is summarized,
in an up-to-date form, in the Environmental Impact Statement, copies of which are
available to members of the Committee here today.
In summary, the Task Force concluded that the PATH alternative required
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more capital investment than did the upgrading of the CNJ as a commuter railroad.
However, the operating expenses and operating subsidy requirements under the
PATH alternative were substantially less than other alterndtives and with rcspP~t
to service levels, the Task Force report. concluded that while the comfort levels
for the PATH alternative would be somewhat less than with the Jersey Central
upgrading, the frequency of service would be greater and the running times
for PATH would be less than the CNJ. Further, the PATH alternative would provide a direct, no-transfer service from Plainfield to lower Manhattan, the
destination of the majority of CNJ commuters. Finally, the PATH alternative
would provide service to the airport whereas the upgrading of the Jersey Central
would require a supplementary service if access to the airport were a major
objective.
These conclusions were reviewed in detail with Governor Byrne in
January 1975. Based on his review, the Governor advised the Port Authority that
the PATH extension was the most effective alternative and directed New Jersey
DOT and the Port Authority to proceed with the project. In response to the
Governor's directive, PATH filed a revised application with UMTA in May, 1975.
As a result of the very rapid rate of inflation and other national and international developments, as well as the delay in getting the project underway, the
estimated construction· costs had risen to $347 million. Federal assistance
was requested at $278 million.
Despite our best efforts and after several months of responding to
further requests from UMTA for more information and clarification, UMTA
Administrator Patricelli advised us in December, 1975, that UMTA could not
approve a grant for the PATH extension at the requested funding levels. UMTA
did indicate that it would consider a multi-year commitment in the area of $350
million in capital grants to New Jersey for a comprehensive transit improvement
program through fiscal year 1980. UMTA also advised that the PATH extension
project could be included in this comprehensive program, provided that UMTA's
participation in the project's funding was substantially reduced.
At an April 1976 meeting with Governors Carey and Byrne, Chairman
Ronan of the Port Authority noted that the revision to the Port Authority
bridge and tunnel toll schedules which was effective May 5, 1975 could support
$120 million for authorized mass transportation projects in New Jersey to be
allocated in accordance with the State's priorities. An equal amount would be
available for New York projects.
On the basis of this commitment, the State of New Jersey developed
a revised financial plan for the PATH extension, designed to significantly
reduce federal funding requirements. Under the terms of this plan, out of the
revenues available from the toll increase, the Port Authority would contribute
$120 million to the increased non-Federal share of the project: $54 million in
Federal highway funds would be transferred to the project: and the State of
New Jersey would provide $16 million of the required non-Federal share.
The State of New Jersey then formally submitted this plan to UMTA
as part of a total transportation improvement program which would involve
UMTA funding cf $400 million. The total program was approved conditionally in
September of last year by William T. Coleman, Jr., then u.s. Secretary of
Transportation, in his announcement of .UMTA's commitment of up to $400 million
for mass transit projects in New Jersey during fiscal years 1976 to 1980. The
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The announcement by Mr. Coleman left the choice between a PATH extension or
rehabilitation of the CNJ commuter rail service to the discretion of the State
of New Jersey. The New Jersey Department of Transportation subsequently indicated that the PATH extension was its preferred alternative, and once again
requested the Port Authority to proceed with the project.
In the September announcement, the United States Department of
Transportation imposed four conditions to be met before a Federal grant would
be formally approved for a PATH extension. 'rhese are listed in the statement.
The fulfullment of these condtions is nearing completion as a result
of intensive work over the past few months carried out by the New Jersey DOT
and the Port Authority. An Environmental Impact Statement has been circulated
by UMTA. Public information meetings in several Union County municipalities
are scheduled for next week, and the formal hearing is scheduled to be held in
Elizabeth on April 19th. The evaluation of public transportation alternatives
west of Plainfield and the assessment of station parking and access requirements
are rapidly approaching completion. As described in the Environmental Impact
Statement, the Port Authority is assisting the State in proceeding with the
necessary administrative and legal steps to satisfy UMTA that the non-UMTA
funding to satisfy Conditions 3 and 4 listed above is available.
Mr. Chairman, for almost fifteen years I have had the privilege of
directing the rail transportation activities of the Port Authority. During the
whole of my tenure, the Port Authority, independently and in cooperation with
the State of New Jersey, has analyzed and evaluated almost every conceivable
possibility for meeting the public transportation needs of this area. Throughout
this process, we have been consistently directed by State officials under three
gubernatorial administrations to plan and implement a PATH extension project,
and on two separate occasions the New ,Jersey Legislature has added its mandate
to that of the State's executive branch. I bE~lieve we have c<•r·ricd out the~
instructions of the State in a responsible and professional manner, and we
will continue to do so to the best of our ability.
I believe that the record of the Port Authority and PATH in its
commitment to the improvement of mass transportation are self-evident. Since
1962, when the Port Authority •assumed title to the properties of the old Hudson
and Manhattan Railroad, we have invested over $250 million in the upgrading and
rehabilitation of these public transit facilities as well as over $266 million
in accumulated deficits, for a total well in excess of $500 mjllion. Service
has been vastly improved and expanded. OUr record of reliability is among
the best in the whole public transportation industry.
While the extension of PATH to Newark Airport, Elizabeth and Plainfield will represent a new challenge, we firmaly believe we can provide a
responsive first class service.
Mr. Chairman, if time permits, I have ssked my deputy, who has also
been serving as Project Director of the Task Force assigned the mission of
implementing thif; project, to present a very quick review - through slides of the project -- a description of t.he project for the benefit of those who
are not famjliar with its physical eomposition and layout. After this, I am
available, as is Mr. Hoban and two other ~embers of staff who have been deeply enmeshed in this project, for any qU(!Stions you may have.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Mr. Garnbaccini, in light of the importance of this
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project and the number of people that we have here, I think any additional
input from your Department would be helpful, so we welcome the opportunity
to hear from you.
MR. GAMBACCINI: Thank you, Senator.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Mr. John Hoban •
J 0 H N
F.
H 0 B A N: Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name
is John F. Hoban. As Lou has indicated, I am the Deputy Director of the Rail
Transportation Department of the Port of New York and New Jersey Authority.
Since January 1973, I have also been the Project Director of the
Task Force, with the responsibility for directing all the engineering, planning
and operational studies pertaining to the proposed extention of PATH to Plainfield as well as the preparation and submission of the grant applications and
other requisite materials to the Urban Mass Transportation Administration of
the United States Department of Transportation.
Commissioner Sagner and Mr. Gambaccini have already testified concerning the selection of the preferred alternative and on the background of
the planning for the extension of PATH to Plainfield via Newark International
Airport and Elizabeth. The thrust of my presentation today will be to provide
the Committee with a visual review of the existing PATH system and the physical
plans for the extension from Newark to Plainfield. This prese~tation is virtually
identical to the many presentations that I have been giving at community meetings
since 1974.
With your permission, I would like to begin,the presentation. The
''PATH Way to Plainfield" is a visual presentation designed to explain what PATH
is and show the routing and physical characteristics of the proposed extension
of PATH to Plainfield.
PATH is the acronym for the Port Authority Trans-Hudson Corporation,
a rail operating subsidiary of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey.
The PATH system currently extends some 14 route miles from Manhattan to Hoboken,
Jersey City, Harrison and Newark. About half of this route mileage is in
underground tunnels and half at or above grade with a total of 13 stations.
It carries some 150,000 passengers each working day. Approximately 50% of
the passengers come from the local cities of Newark, Harrison, Jersey City,
Bayonne and Hoboken and the other half are primarily commuter railroad passengers
from such suburban areas as Essex, Bergen, Middlesex, Union and Monmouth Counties
who board PATH at Hoboken and Newark.
At the direction of the two States, the Port Authority acquired
the bankrupt Hudson and Manhattan Railroad nearly 15 years ago, on September 1,
1962. Lacking funds for essential maintenance and modernization, with most
of its facilities and equipment .'intiquated and with ridership declining, the
H & M Railroad faced abandonment.
Thi_s celebration in 1')09 in Jersey <~ity m<'trked the opening of the
two downtown 1:unnels. The two t·mnels to midtown were opened for service a
year earlier •
This slide shows PATH's essential role in bringing people into the
downtown and rnidtown business districts. During the peak period, PATH carries
33% oi the toi:al passengers coming from West of the Hudson River to Manhattan •
For Lhe downtown financial district, PATH's share is 70%. As the slide indicates,
PATH is large.Ly a terminal to terminal operation, the most active stations
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being Newark, Hoboken, Journal Square, World Trade Center and J3rd Street.
Commissioner Sagner indicated that we could point out with these slides
some of the reasons why the deficits occur on transit systems. About 65 to 70
percent of our passengers arrive at a peak hour in the morning and a peak hour
in the evening, five days a week and we are required to have full crews and
equipment for that peak hour. The problem is that the CNJ, that we interface with
at Newark, has to have the same type of an operation and what was intended by
the merger of these two operations is, one crew, namely the PATH crew, leaving
World Trade Center could, when they get to Newark, rather than go to the yard
and to the locker room, continue on to Plainfield. At present, a passenger
boarding a PATH train at World Trade Center goes to Newark, crosses the platform, and boards a CNJ train that has three to four CNJ employees on it and
then that crew takes the passenger to Plainfield. It is obvious that it takes
somewhere between five and six men to get the passengers home at night. Under
the proposed PATH extension, it would only take two people and economies like
that are where the PATH project comes out cheaper over the lifE~ cycle.
PATH acquired, on takeover in 1962, over 200 of these so-called
"black cars." Some had been in continuous service since 1913, with the newest
built in 1927.
PATH had to overhaul the old "black cars" of the former Hudson and
Manhattan and keep them running until 1965 when the first of the 162 brand-new,
all air conditioned, cars were delivered.
With over 250 of the new PA series cars now in service, PATH was
the first transit system in the world to have an all air-conditioned rapid
transit fleet. The interiors of the new cars are well-lighted and provide a
comfortable ride.
After cleaning up and rebuilding virtually the entire system, PATH
began work on several major modernization projects. In the substructure of
the World Trade Center, PATH built a completely new modern terminal, which
opened in July 1971, to replace the 62-year old Hudson Terminal.
This modern station, handling 40,000 commuters a day, emphasizes
passenger amenities. It was the first air-conditioned rapid transit station
in the United States. It was designed with many advanced architectural features,
and was styled after a modern airline terminal.
This is a view of PATH's Journal Square Transportation Center, an
$87 million coordinated transportation facility dedicated in October 1975. The
Center includes a new PATH rail rapid transit station with capacity for longer
trains, a modern off-street bus station for buses serving over 30 routes, a
two-level automobile parking area for 618 cars, consumer service areas, and a
ten-story building for PATH administrative offices.
This i:3 the concourse of t.he- new Center showinq the escalators
leading to and from the plaza or str·~et levc1.l. 'lh,! Center all• >WS the car, bus
or rapid transit commuter to interchange between the various modes of transportation in all all-weather controlled environment:. It has alleviated the bus
and car congestion on the streets in the area, and already has spurred new
building construction and commercial activity in Jersey City.
This is the new Operations Control Center for the entire PATH rail
system. From one centralized location, PATH can oversee the operation of its
1,200 daily trains, the signal system, the power system, and the stations
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allowing rapid response to any situation which may arise. PATH trains on the
extension will also be controlled from this central point.
I should point out that by the investment of capital at the front
end of the project, PATH was able to minimize its labor burden. Each substation along the right-of-way used to have a minimum of two men around the
clock. We are now able to operate the complete power system wilh Lhis compuLeL
and six men, which allows us, by investing in projects such as this, to operate
the Hudson and Manhattan Railroad with less operating people than the bankrupt
H&M was able to do it with and we are running more trains and carrying more
people.
Another feature of the control set-up is this All-Station Monitoring
Board. It is located in the control center. These television monitors, under
continuous observation by communications petsonnel, permits PATH to monitor
the flow of patrons through PATH stations and the status of key comminuctions
and passenger control equipment. Again, this investment of capital allowed us
to eliminate all station agents and to take a substantial reduction in annual
operating costs. Our policy in eliminating these jobs is never to fire or to
furlough anyone but to let attrition take place, so we have had excellect labor
cooperation with the introduction of this automation.
This is the New Jersey legislation signed by Governor Cahill in
December, 1972, authorizing the Port Authority to provide improved passenger
railroad service between Newark and Plainfield. Identical legislation was
passed by the New York Legislature in May of 1973. The reason that we show it
to the communities is to point out to them that the Port Authority, a bi-state
agency, needs duplicate enabling legislation in both states to undertake any
project and this legislation spells out, in detail, exactly what we will do.
It tells us that we should build the Plainfield Corridor Service
Project. It calls for the extension of the present PATH system from Penn
Station, Newark, south along the Penn Central tracks to a connection with the
Newark International Airport at McClellan Street and then down to Elizabeth
where the PATH tracks will swing west onto the Central Railroad of New ,Jersey
Mainline tracks, replacing that service with a mbdern rail transit line.
From this point, PATH trains will serve the communities of Resell/Roselle Park,
Cranford, Westfield/Garwood, Fanwood/Scotch Plains, and terminate at Plainfield.
We will now take apictorial overview along the proposed PATH route.
It begins at Penn Station, Newark, the western terminus of the PATH system.
Gateway Center is on the left, and Penn Station is the low structure running
from the bridge across the screen to the lower righthand corner. If you keep
your eye on the Gateway Tower, it will become a landmark as we fly south.
The PATH.trains will stop at Penn Station, Newark, and then continue
south through the present South Street Yard and alongside the former Penn
Central - now ConRail - tracks which run down the center of the screen. At the
left is McCarter Highway.
Th·~ PATH elevated tracks will be built on an embankment, with a
retaining wall, between the curb of McCarter Highway and the present Penn
Central tracks at the extreme right, maintaining east-west street access along
this section.
Th·~ PATH extension route will run south under Route 21, the raised roadway running fcom left center to the lower right-hand corner of the screen.
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Moving further along the right-of-way, the cluster of white buildings
in the right-center of the screen is the intersection of McClellan Street
and the Penn Central. Here, PATH plans to build the Newark International
Airport/McClellan Street Station.
This is an artist's rendering of the proposed Newark International
Airport/McClellan Street Station. At right angles to and und~r the track is
the proposed Airport's Inter-Terminal Transportation System also known as a
"people mover." This special "people mover" would run down from Newark International Airport, parallel to McClellan Street and connect with the PATH
Station. Here, PATH passengers would leave the PATH train and use an escalator
or elevator to transfer to the "people mover" which would take them to each
of the Airport's terminals. Airport patrons, in turn, would use the "people
mover" to connect with a PATH train and go on to Plainfield, Newark and midtown
or lower Manhattan.
People movers are a proven form of transportation now used in major
cities throughout the world. Shown here is the "Skybus" as developed by Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Other major manufacturers have also developed
versions of "people movers."
The Airpo:~:L "people mover" system would run through a special rightof-way on the outside of the terminal buildings. It is indicated by that black
arrowhead and was incorporated at the time that we built the structures, when
we were modernizing the Airport. Each terminal would have its own station with
easy access to and from airline arrival and departure areas.
The red line shows how the "people mover" system would run around
the entire Airport complex and connect to the PATH system. The PATH system is
in the lower right hand corner. It is about 1.1 mile to terminal a.
Continuing south, we are passing through Elizabeth with the Budweiser
Brewery - the red building - and airport in the upper right. The Penn Central
tracks run vertically through the center of the screen. PATH will run along the
left side of these existing tracks.
This is the Penn Cental/CNJ intersection at Elizabeth. The Penn
Central from Newark is at the bottom right. The CNJ to Plainfield is at the
top right.
Here, in a closer view, we see how PATH would come off the Penn
Central right-of-way, right on to a curved viaduct to be built at the intersection of these two tracks, and down onto the Central of New Jersey tracks.
We will now head west from the City of Elizabeth, down the center of
the screen, toward Roselle/Roselle Park. This is the station building at
Roselle. Roselle Park lies to the north in the upper right of the picture.
The current Roselle Park Station, the Lehigh Valley right-of-way, does not
show in this picture.
This is the Cranford Cent.ral Business District. The CNJ tracks
run from the right to the left across the screen, and the proposed PATH extension
would run on the two northerly tracks. Just right of the center is the existing CNJ Cranford Station. I should point out here that the two southerly tracks
would be left for the fr·eight operation along this corridor.
Here, again, is the present Cranford Station, the only high-level
platform station on the CNJ Mainline and similar in concept to one of the
present PATH stations. PATH would require only one of the two high-level
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This view shows Westfield's Central Business District. The proposed
PATH service would run from right to left between those two rows of trees
across the lower screen. At the right of those trees is the present CNJ
station •
Here is another artist's rendering of the proposed PATH Westfield
Station. 'M1P. exlsting station buildings would remain as community landmarks.
The modern, center-platform, high-level PATH station will be constructed belwPon
and in the area of the two existing station buildings compatible with community
standards.
Further to the west along the right-of-way, this is Fanwood/Scotch
Plains. The former Fanwood Station is the red building, circled, in the center
of the screen. The proposed PATH service would run from center right on the
screen to center left. Fanwood has a drainage problem in this area. PATH
will work cooperatively with the town and Union County to assure service
reliability while minimizing or eliminating this long-standing problem.
This is Plainfield's Central Business District. The tracks in
this picture run from center right to center left, across the screen. The
present CNJ station is the square building with the pinnacle roof in the center
of the screen.
A close-up of the present northside station in Plainfield. The
tracks shown here, after total replacement and construction of a high-level
platform, would serve the proposed PATH extension. This site, as the terminus
for the PATH extension, represents the choice of Plainfield officials. The
legislation identifies Plainfield as the limit of the extension. The location
within Plainfield represented the will of the community.
Just east of the center of Plainfield, this area, running from the
lower left quarter of the screen to the upper right quadrant will be used for
PATH's car storage yards. Here the PATH trans would be stored when the
extended system - except for the Newark Airport service - shuts down between
1 a.m. and 5:30 a.m.
Under the present CNJ scheduling, the interval between trains
averages about 20 minutes during peak periods. With the new PATH service, the
interval between trains will be between 3 and 6 minutes, giving the commuter
a more flexible choice of trains and spreading arrival times at stations more
evenly over the peak morning and evening hours. As brought out in our parking
studies, which will be published shortly, this should reduce the congestion
at the stations. Rather than having everybody arriving to board or to meet
a train - a large train - arriving every 20 minutes, we would have frequent
service that would bring a more even distribution of passengers to and from
town.
With PATH's faster acceleration and deceleration, and elimination
of the Newark transfer, the proposed PATH extension would c:ut some 15 minutes
off a passeng<~r' s commuting time to downtown M;mhattan. Addi tiona! time will
be saved in w-1iting dme because of the increa:;ed frc!quency of service. You
can see from ·this chart, that the present running time is 62 minutes and the
proposed running time would be 47 minutes •
This is a rendering of the exterior of a propos<:!d new Plainfield
rail rapid tr-:1nsi t passenger car which will be similar to -::he new PATH equipment.
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I should point out that these cars are subject to Federal requirements for
strength and construction. We are subject to the Federal Ra.il Administration
and they have the same bus loading- or in-loading- as requ.ired by prest"nt.
CNJ commuter cars.
The possibility for the interior of the proposed new car for the
Plainfield service is shown here. Air conditioned, of course, and fully carpeted,
it has space for carry-on baggage under the seats.
This slide portrays the scheduling of the steps for the PATH
Plainfield Corridor Project to gain final grant approval as outlined by the
United States Department of Transportation. The required steps for Federal
grant approval are nearing completion. The public hearing will take place on
April 19th, 12 days ahead of our schedule. UMTA review is scheduled to be
completed and grant award received by October 1, 1977, when the final design
to contract award phase can proceed.
As you can see from this, if we have the grant money in hand by
October, we would have contracts in the marketplace before the end of the year,
with work commencing in the spring of 1978. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
MR. GAMBACCINI: Mr. Chairman, we are both available for any
questions you may have.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Thank you for the presentation. If we can get
the lights back on, we will proceed. Mr. Gambaccini, I think the bottom line
issue regards the 17 mile extension which is reported to me as perhaps the most
expensive mass transportation project, mile for mile, of any in the nation. Is
that accurately represented?
MR. GAMBACCINI: Mr. Chairman, that is far from correct. There are
many examples of more costly systems that are presently approved, including
in New York City, Buffalo, and elsewhere. Indeed, one of the big advantages
of this project is the ability to use existing right-of-way and existing
facilities to the greatest extent.
Unfortunately, the times have changed to such an extent that the
number has grown very, very large as compared with 10 and 20 years ago. Indeed,
from the inception of this project to the last application, more than $100
million of pure escalation was added to the project. But, the answer to your
question is that is decidedly not the case. It is not even among the highest
per mile capital cost project to be found.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Okay. Well, then, the bottom line issue is the
chart up there that reflects the significan_t difference between the PATH
extention and the upgrading or improvement of the CNJ as an alternate proposal.
Perhaps you might address yourself to the reason why we move in one direction
instead of the CNJ project.
MR. G~MBACCINI: Mr. Chairman, the Port Authority has never had any
particular prefenmce for any physical configuration and indeed I have a good
feeling about the objectivity of the alternatives analysis study. I think any
fair minded person reading that study would have to admit that the project
results listing the four alternatives lets it all hang out in the current
vernacular. That is, each of the projects shows pluses and minuses. So,
indeed, we have not tried to sugar coat or color to the advantage of thn PATH
extension.
We havn said over and over that the significant dif:ference between
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the ~ATH extension and the ~NJ is in the operating costs and if you do an
econQinic analysis over a pr;:>)ected 30 or 35 year life of the project, giving
full!value to the differencr in the operating costs, the projects are virtually
comparable
in their economic
cost to the public. Thereafter, the question
I
.
really, for focus, is what are the other public values to be achieved in terms
of c~mfort, frequency of service, reliability of performance, future of CNJ,
and all of these kinds of questions. I think those ~re the issues that were
pivo~al.
I think it is significant that notwithstanding the original position
of UMTA that capital costs must be held down, that they came to accept the
view'that an honest evaluation of the total economic implications made th~
two projects relatively comparable from a dollar and cents point of view.
SENATOR BUEHLER: In your analysis, looking down the road 20 or
30 years, what is the anticipated ridership on this extension?
MR. GAMBACCINI: Well, we have those data but we tended to focus
on 1985, which was five years past the opening date. We anticipate 14,100
i
daily passengers on the extension. That is up from a level of about 7,500
today.
SENATOR BUEHLER: So, you anticipate, by 1985, your ridership will
double?
I
!
MR. GAMBACCINI: Yes. Now, part of that is the Airport patronage
as
This was one of the features, if you recall, in my testimony -- my
des~ription of the historical pressures simultaneously both to deal with the
CNJ_jproblem and with rail access to the Airport. Put together they reinforce
eacf other on patronage potential.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Well, do you anticipate any operating losses?
MR. GAMBACCINI: Yes, sir.
SENATOR BUEHLER: And is it not a Port Authority statement that
these loses would have to be picked up by New Jersey as operating losses?
MR. GAMBACCINI: That is correct, sir.
SENATOR BUEHLER: And what are those anticipated losses?
MR. GAMBACCINI: We estimate, again 1985 numbers, that the PATH
extension would represent about $6.4 million.in loss as against on the order
of $15 to $17 million in the way of additional subsidy if the CNJ were to be
continued in operation.
SENATOR BUEHLER: And your analysis in comparison to the CNJ, would
those losses be accrued in the same amount?
MR. GAMBACCINI: I'm sorry, I don't quite understand.
SENATOR BUEHLER: If we looked at the CNJ, those losses would be
tantamount to-MR. GAMBACCINI: They would be considerably higher and this has
been the major advantage or incentive for the State to prefer the PATH alternative.
One is the mu~h lower operating costs, or subsidies, that the State would have
to bear and the other is, as Commissioner Sagn·3r indicated, the much greater
sensitivity under PATH operation to continued ·:>peration and reliability of
service than rnight otherwise be the case in the speculative future of existing
commuter services.
SE~ATOR BUEHLER:
Well, that goes back to my original question of
Commissioner 3agner then. CNJ would be serving a much larger geographical area.
How do you estimate that the losses would be higher or equal to the losses of
I
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the PATH extension?
MR. GAMBACCINI:

Well, then} are two major components that rPpn'S<'nt:

the difference in the losses.

One is that you have virtually a complete

duplication of train crews and overheads.

The costs assigned to the extension

are incremental, those costs that would otherwise not be born by PATH.

•

So,

there is no charge for overheads or crew costs except as can be directly related
to the extension.

So, it is an increment to an existing system.

Another significant difference is the nature of the operation.

We

have a transit type of operation with a two-man crew, whereas the CNJ has a
more conventional commuter service type operation with a larger crew.

It can

range from 3 to 5, or so.

Mr. Gambaccini, we thank you very much for appearing before the Committee, and your aide as well. Thank you.
MR. GAMBACCINI: Thank you.
SENATOR BUEHLER:

•

•
•
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Assemblyman Patero.

J 0 s E P H
P A T E R 0:
My name is Joseph Patcro, Assemblyman from the
17th District, which composes part of Somerset and Middlesex County.
I have a prepared statement, which I will not read completely. I
will just read one paragraph of my statement.
My only objection here today is, if the PATH project is approved, it
only stops in Plainf~eld, when it is a known fact that Middlesex, Somerset and
Hunterdon Counties are the fastest growing population areas in the entire State of
New Jersey. It is to these areas that people are moving from the cities and it is,
likewise, in these areas that expansion is taking place, almost at an unprecedented
rate, even in these financial and difficult times. The mass influx of residents
to these areas should definitely be taken into account by agreeing to the extension
of PATH from Newark to, for example, the Borough of Raritan in Somerset County. It
is only this way that the State of New Jersey is going to be able to cope with
the problem that will consistently become worse and worse every day unless immediate measures are undertaken to do something now.
I am of the opinion that supporters of the PATH extension only to the
Plainfield area are taking a very short-term view of a long-term problem.
That is all I have to say.
(Complete statement submitted by Assemblyman Patero can
be found, beginning on page ax.)
MR. CAPALBO: Thank you very much.
Is Assemblyman Kavanaugh here to speak for Congresswoman Fenwick?

c AR

0 L
W 0 0 L S 0 N:
I am an aide to Assemblyman Kavanaugh. He was
unavoidably detained this morning. I have the statement here from Congresswoman
Millicent Fenwick that I should like to read .
"Dear Mr. Chairman:
"The Environmental Impact Statement that has just been released brings
the question of PATH versus Central Railroad of New Jersey very much to the fore.
The time is corning when a decision must be made between a 17-rnile super trolley
on the one hand, costing some $347 million, plus $100 million for improvement east
of Newark, and, on the other hand, an upgraded, re-equipped railroad costing
$124 million. (These are Department of Transportation figures.)
"The area under consideration is a stretch 30 miles long, from Raritan,
New Jersey, to New York. The trolley will cover only 17 miles and passenger service
west of Plainfield will be provided, according to one of the present plans, by busses
which will necessarily run over one of the most congested and dangerous highways
in the State - Route 22. The Department of Transportation estimate for this is an
extra $3.8 million. Another plan is to extend PATH to Raritan, an extra cost of $197
million."
She lists four other alternatives on an attached list here. (See page llX
for the list.)
"The J~ailroad, CNJ, would provide passenger servic<~ over the entire 30
miles, on upgriided track, with new equipment, and would cover not only the toWll3 PATH
would service, but also those to the west. It would go straight into Newark, using
the Penn Central tracks and station, as they do now. From Newark, CNJ would run
on tracks alre.idy being upgraded by AMTRAK, straight into New York's Penn Central
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station via the tunnel.

Trains west of the tunnel would run on diesel fuel, as

usual, switching to electricity on the third :r·ail now already in place.

FL9

trains are suited to this and are being used by the New Haven at present.
"Eventually, any sound mass transportation plan must provide service from
the Hudson to the Delaware, and carry goods as well as passengers.
section of the CNJ track could be the beginning of this.

Many businesses, now

providing good jobs, settled along the CNJ in order to bring in their necessary raw
materials and ship out their finished products.

•

The improved

•

Since PATH wouLd make no provision

for this, the CNJ would have to be maintained in any case, and Lhis should be
added to the operating cost estimate of PATH.

Another addition to PATH's operation

cost, is that of operating the busses or trains to take passengers from Raritan
to Plainfield.
"Department of Transportation's original statement conc8rning these two
alternatives - PATH and CNJ - established the 'Newark-Plainfield-Raritan corridor'
as the area to be covered.

So for PATH we have a total

million and for CNJ, $124 million.

estimab~

of well over $450

The statement also required in a clarifying

letter dated December 14, 1976, a public hearing 'once the Environmental Impact
statement is available.'

I hope very much that DOT will insist that officials of

those communities, deprived of the transportation CNJ would provide, will have
an opportunity to be heard, to question, and to require explanations of the
advantages and disadvantages of each alternative at the meeting planned for
April 19th in Elizabeth.

It is significant that Congresswoman Meyner, whose

district lies to the west of mine, has expressed serious concern for the future of
CNJ and the services it provides her constituents.

Also, Congressman Rooney

(Democrat, 15th District of Pennsylvania) is deeply concerned and working hard for
the railroad that would give his people and industries access directly to New York.
"Thank you for your kind attention and consideration in this matter."
MR. CAPALBO:

Thank you very much.

Is Mr. Thomas Maggio here?
T H 0 MA S

M A G G I 0:

Good morning.

I am Dr. Thomas Magqio, the Director

of the Board of Freeholders of Somerset County.

And I would like to take this

opportunity to express my appreciation to you and to the Senator and to the Senate
of the State of New Jersey for this opportunity to address you on this matter
which is of vital concern to all of us who live in Somerset County.
I am here today to plead with the Senate Committee and impress upon
them the very important need which is clear in the eyes of the people of Somerset
County whoni represent and the Board of Freeholders, of which I am a part; and,
that is, that there are two aspects of this proposal which have not yet been fully
explored.

It is clear to us that the spirit of the law which calls for free,

complete and thoro·1gh public pa:r·ticipation in the d·:cision to pr:oceed with the PATH
project or with any project, alternatives included, is reqnired before federal
moneys can properly be allocated for these purposes.

That same principle, of

•

course, should apply to State funds.
It is sec•)ndly clear to us that in the initial approvaLs of concepts
dealing with PATH oroposals, that those concepts were based upon non-deficit operating
conditions and it was to those plans and to those concepts that the Senate and
the Assembly of this State had earlier approved a PATH construction to Plainfield.
The present propos.:ll departs from both of these conc:li tions very severely and we
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think to the great detriment ultimately of the people of New Jersey, and certainly
a great loss to the people of Somerset County and to many of the count i<'s i u tIt<'
State of New Jersey.

•

The PATH to Plainfield project would leave the arcd wesl ot Plaint ield
without viable public transportation.

This affects not only Somerset County,

but Middlesex County, Hunterdon County, Warren County, Mercer County, and areas
across the Delaware River into Pennsylvania, involving not only the Central of

•

New Jersey, but the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad as well.

It is significant,

Senator, I believe, to note that of the 21 counties in New Jersey, 10 Boards of
· Freeholders have taken official

positions opposing the construction of the PATH

project, 10 being almost half of the total number of counties in the State,
as we 11 a s

one County Planning Board and one local Citizens' Transportation

Coordinating Committee from another county, making a total of 12 counties in all
which have had official government bodies taking action in opposition to the proposed PATH extension.
A lack of a thorough-going study and evaluation of the cost of upgrading
and modernizing the CNJ and the Philadelphia and Reading Railroads is the most
glaring omission of this entire PATH project.

The total cost of the PATH to

Plainfield project will be in excess of $400 million and will likely approach a
half billion dollars.
The Urban Mass Transportation Administrator, Patricelli, has estimated
that the CNJ be upgraded and modernized at a cost of $124 million, which allows
for the purchase of new engines and coaches and the construction of new stations.

•

It should be noted that ConRail, using federal tax dollars, is presently upgrading
the roadbed and trackage on both the CNJ, the Philadelphia and Reading

Railroads,

with federal tax dollars.
Another matter of great concern which puts the PATH to Plainfield project
under a cloud of suspicion in the eyes of us in Somerset County is the apparent
gross conflict of interest on the part of Transportation Commissioner Saqner.
Commissioner Sagner firstly serves as a Commissioner of the Port Authority of N('w
York and New Jersey, the agency which is both conducting the studies on which
this decision has been made and which will construct and operate the PATH system.
Next, Commissioner Sagner serves as the Chairman of the Tri-State Regional Planning
Commission, which is the metropolitan planning organization responsible for reviewing all federally aided projects in the region. Finally, in his fourth capacity,
Commissioner Sagner chairs the Northeastern Transportation Coordinating Committee,
which is supposed to represent local elected officials in a ten-county, two-city
area of Northeastern New Jersey.
I might add parenthetically, Senator, that of that Northeastern Coordinating
Committee, there are only three local officials involved.
appointed, eight State officials.

There are twc county-appointed officials and

one citizen at large and three elected officials only.

•

There are six bureaucrats

In the spirit of the law,

it is our under standing that such commissions s:bould be comprised principally of
elected officials and not of employees of the State or bureaucrats to report to
agencies of thE> State.

•

Most recently, the
own department, from the

Commi~lsioner

Tri-StatE~

has designated staff people from his

Regional Planning Commission, and from the

Port Authority of New York and New Jersey as voting members on this Committee.
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It is also noteworthy that Hudson County has been given two voting memberships,
they being the only county so honored. On a 17-member committee- I think my
arithmetic is slightly off- but on an average membership of 17, the Commissioner
has a running start of 6 votes. It makes any clear-cut, impartial evaluation of
this project highly suspect.
We deeply appreciate and wish to thank Senator Buehler and his colle~gues
on this Committee for scheduling the public hearing, which was originally requested
by my predecessor Freeholder-Director Doris Dealman.
Former Federal Transportation Secretary Coleman stated at a meeting in
Washington that public hearings would be held on this project'up and down the
corridor" - I quote - "to assure public participation in making the decision between
the alternatives of the PATH to Plainfield and a modernized CNJ."
I submit, Mr. Senator, that one hearing on the environmental impact of
this project, conducted in Elizabeth, is not an adequate satisfaction of that
promise by the Secretary.
It should be noted that the Department of Transportation is conducting
only one public hearing in the Plainfield corridor service proj~ct, at Elizabeth,
New Jersey, on April lq"':.h, from 10:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. They have a rigid format
for speakers which preregister, with a five-minute limitation on statements. Commuters
and those directly involved in the project could reasonably be expected to arrive
at the hearing about 6:00P.M., if they skip dinner. Assuming each speaker took
five minutes without any interruptions or answers to questions, a grand total of
36 commuters could be heard at that public hearing, unless they chose to take
vacation days and appear at the morning or afternoon sessions.
Finally, regarding community involvement and citizen participation, Mrs.
Helen Neuhaus, Director of the Office of Community Involvement, New Jersey Department of Transportation, has stated that there is no community involvement program
for this $450 million project. We contend that the lack of public participation
in making this vital decision as to how public transportation should be approved
to meet the needs of the Newark-Plainfield-Raritan corridor is a gross distortion
of all congressional mandates for public hearings and public participation.
It would please me very greatly, Mr. Senator, if today I could have heard
that the Commissioner was indeed scheduling an extensive program of public hearings,
not only in Elizabeth, New Jersey, but in Somerset County, Hunterdon County, Warren
County and those areas that are directly affected by this project. It is not fair
to say that simply because a project isn't coming to my county that my county isn't
involved. In fact, we are involved in it very much in a very negative way.
Again, I have to express my regret at having to recommend the expenditure
of public funds for what, to me, seems to be a clear mandate from the federal
government and the clear desire on thE! part of all involved in this project to
have the project mcwe forward with reasonable dispatch, but certainly under the
rules of the game.
Within th£· next week, SomersE!t County's Board of Freeholders will go to
the federal courts and seek an injunc1:ion and ask those courts t.o order the Commissioner and the Governor of this State to conduct the public hearings which
we think are vitally necessary in order that a fair and reasonable decision can
be reached on this project.
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There is no intention on the part of my county of blocking PATH or
blocking the provision of mass transportation to the Central Nf'W .Ters<"y <'orr idor.
Rather we feel there are viable alternatives that are more. attractive financi ..Jlly,
that are more important to a larger segment of the people of our State, that n~rd
to be addressed and have not properly been evaluated. The evaluations to date that
we have talked about, we have read about and that in our hands,have dealt with
comparison of a modernized PATH, semi-computerized operation, between the Hudson
River and Plainfield, with an antiquated, ancient Central New Jersey Railroad,
which is not at all what,we are talking about. Whpt we would like to have is an
impartial evaluation of the PATH project as compared with a modernized up-dated,
upgraded CNJ system. That comparison has not been made.
We are hopeful that the ten boards of freeholders that have in this
State adopted resolutions in opposition to the PATH project, recognizing that,
first, it does not solve the needs of many of the counties of this State to
provide mass transportation, and, secondly, it leaves unanswered the critical
question of where the money is coming from, will supr~rt us in our legal actions.
I ask that the Senate carefully evaluate the financial obligations that
we are undertaking in this project. As I have indicated, all comparisons that we
have seen to date have been comparisons between a modern PATH system and an outdated CNJ. That is not a viable alternative in the minds of any reasonable person
reviewing the project. An upgraded CNJ would, however, I believe offer similar
economies of operation. And until such a thorough and professional study and
evaluation are completed, no real decision can be made.
There has been much concern about the obligation of federal moneys for
transportation purposes that come to the State to the support of the deficit operation of this project. I think that the counties outside of the Central Jersey
'"Orridor need to know if, in fact, PATH proceeds, they will be deprived of any
federal funds which would be needed to underwrite the deficit for the operating
costs of this program.
The long-term State financial obligations for this
program, according to the recently published EIS statement, indicates that there
will be an obligation on the part of the State of $6.4 million a year, over a 35year pay-back period, the $6.4 million being the initial cost and that being
escalated at the rate of 7 percent a year throughout the 35-year period.
In final comment on the comparison of costs between PATH and the potential
improvements to an upgraded CNcf, in the original Port Authority Joint Task Force
Report, the Port Authority group stated as follows: "It is a legitimate question
to ask whether significant, improved utilization of CNJ labor could be achieved
within the framework of the existing or upgraded diesel operation. We cannot
definitely answer this question from the information available to us at this
time." I submit to this Committee that that question has still not been answered.
Yet we are ready to embark upon a traumatic and dynamic, overwhelming financial
commitment on t.he part of the people of the State, which may deprive not only
Somerset County but most of the other counties of this State of their due share
of federal revenues and federal moneys for transportation. Thank you.
MR. CI,PALBO: Thank you.
One question: Do you believe that the costs of upgrading the CNJ and
PA'I'H would be roughly similar or do you believe one would be more expensive than
the other?
DR. MhGGIO:

I can only say from the brief study we have made, it
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appears that the upgrading of CNJ would be a lower initial cost.
that the PATH study states a similar conclusion.

And I believe

Their argument then, as I

understand it, is that, however, operating costs of the upgraded CNJ versus PATH
would be higher.

My submission to the Committee is that we hav•' seen no comparison

of the operating costs of a modernized CNJ versus a new PATH.

'l'he comparison has

been between a new PATH proposal and the existing CNJ,which we qrant is outmoded
and uneconomical.
MR. CAPALBO:

Thank you very much.

Is Mr. Richard Venus her·e, please?
RICHARD

P.

V E N U S:

Mr. Capalbo, on behalf of the United Trans-

portation Union and myself, I would like to thank

Senator Buehler and members of

the Committee for affording us the opportunity to speak here.
My name is Richard P. Venus, Legislative Representative and Secretary of
the New Jersey State Legislative Board, United Transportation Union.

Members of

the United Transportation Union are employed as trainmen and conductors on both
the former Central Railroad of New Jersey, which is now Conrail, and the Port
Authority Trans-Hudson Cc1:poration, referred to as PATH.
The Urban Mass Transportation Administration has indic.1ted a willingness
to provide up to $400 million through fiscal year 1980 from existing Section 3
authorizations, of which $157 million would be provided for either a PATH line
to Plainfield or an upgrading of the former Central Railroad of New Jersey, now
Conrail, to Raritan.
The United Transportation Union opposes the proposed PATH extension and
supports the upgrading of the present CNJ service.

•

It should be noted that

when the PATH project was first proposed, it was to provide direct rail service to
Newark Airport.

The PATH proposal that is now under consideration does not provide

for rail service to Newark Airport.

Although the proximity to Newark Airport is

.

"

cited as a major benefit of the PATH proposal and the reason for a substantial increase
in ridership, transportation from the McClellan Street Station to the airport would
be provided only by a bus service first.

Drawings presented at public hearings

recently by the Port Authority have included an advanced transit system from the
station to the airport, but it is not included in the official PATH project nor in
cost estimates.
If one carefully examined the released draft on

Enviro~mental

Impact

Statement, which was issued in March, 1977, the cost of a proposed transportation
system to bring PATH passengers two miles from the McClellan Street Station to
the airport would be between $35 to $94 million.

(Re:

Path application to UMTA.)

This would be an add-on cost to the PATH project.
The present successful ground-access system, Airlink, would be replaced
by a bus service between the McClellan Street Station and the airport. This
would have the effect of requiring many passengers who arrive and depart through
Amtrak's Newark Station to change to PATH trains to McClellan Street and then

•

an additional change to a bus for the trip to the airport- for example, Conrail's
Shore passengers.
As stated in Appendix IX, Draft Environment! Impact Statement, public
hearings were held during the month of January, 1974.

It should be noted that

during 1974, the passenger service operated by the Central Railroad of New Jersey
was under a constant threat of discontinuance because of the bankruptcy of the
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railroad. This is not the case today. Because of Conrail, the present CNJ route
is now part of a statewide system, affording many benefits for a conventional rail
passenger service in the Newark-Plainfield-Raritan corridor.
Like the proposed PATH service, an upgraded CNJ service would provid0
through trains to New York City.
There would be pooling of equipment, central maintenance facilities and
continued through railpassenger service to points beyond Plainfield. Today,
Conrail is gradually consolidating many of the passenge~-related facilities, such
as car shops and engine repair facilities. These developments would lay to rest
the claim that an upgraded CNJ would be too labor intensive. The problem is that
studies that have been made compare the operating costs between a modern semiautomated system(PATH) and an antiquated independent CNJ operation of 1974.
In addition, an upgraded CNJ route would be compatible with other rail
systems in the State, while PATH cars would not be compatible in car size,
floor height or power systems with any other railroad. PATH cars could not run or
be hauled over any line but PATH, locking us into this type of system for the
c~orridor.
The PATH extension would take power from a ground-level third rail,
subjecting passengers to bad-weather delays and posing possibility of death or
injury, even though PATH's entire right-of-way in CNJ territory would be fenced in.
A diverson of about $70 million of highway funds for PATH would be averted
by an upgrading of the presentCNJ route. As to the proposed $11,786,000 for
increased parking facilities required by expected increases in ridership, Port
Authority spokesmen have said Commissioner Alan Sagner has committed all available FAUS funds to such parking needs. However, FAUS funding is usually only
70 percent, so the remaining 30 percent would have to come from other sources.
The total grant required for parking, once capital contributions from lot revenues
are deducted, is about $10,394,000. While FAUS would provide about $8,195,000,
Westfield would still have to find about $1,187,000 and Plainfield $378,000 to
cover the costs FAUS won't pick up.
Service via the PATH extension would operate at a deficit as both PATH
and CNJ service do now. In return for the $120 million promised by the Port
Authority, the State of New Jersey has agreed to subsidize PATH's operation.
In addition, the State DOT has agreed to pay rental fees of $6.4 million a year,
increased by 7 percent for every year of a 35-year lease term. This means that
hundreds of millions of dollars in cost will be put on the back of the taxpayers.
Remember the PATH project was originally sold to the public as a "no deficit
project."
The Environmental Impact Statement states that the elimination of through
passenger service (rail), from west of Plainfield would be one of the long-term
adverse effects of the project. Jn our opinion, it would be a disaster. Remember
26 to 30 percent of CNJ passengers now originate west of Pla.infield with Hunterdon
County experiencing a rapid growth in development. With passenger service eliminated
west of Plainfield, freight service will decline along the CNJ route because of
the possibility of downgrading thP CNJ branch line status.
Durin<• the five or more years that will be required to construct this
pl-oject., the ccmmuter using the present system will face increasing
delays. Your service via the CNJ between the time of the PATH approval and the
time the extension is operational cannot help but deterioriate, the best effl)t·ts <>f
Conrail to mainta1.n it dependably notwithstanding. Equipment obviously would not
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be upgraded.

Passenger track and roadbed could not prudently be maintained in

anything other than safe condition for continually lowered speeds and slower
service.
There are many questions that have gone unanswered for too long a time.

.

For example, in the various studies on the PATH project,why was there no inpnt to
the study from the former CNJ management?
stated in his press release ,

As Representative Mat. thew J. Rinaldo

dated October 7, 1976, and I quc•te:

"Five years

have gone by since the PATH extension was broached as a serious proposal.

•

If

attempts to decide between the PATH extension and CNJ modernization continue to be
handled by remote control in Trenton, instead of through direct and open
negotiations with the communities involved, then we could well experience another
five years of delay."

Rinaldo said the New Jersey Department of Transportation

has informed UMTA that it is standing by its proposal to extend PATH.
he added, "Proponents of the CNJ upgrading are refusing to budge."

Meanwhile,

This impasse

has to be broken, and the best way to do that is by taking the issue directly to
the people involved - those who will use and must live with whatever mass transportation system is provided.
The United Transportation Union opposes this proposed project and hopes
that the Legislature will set aside approval of any funding of Lhis project until
a true determination can be made as to an upgraded CNJ system.
I have a few other comments I would like to make here in regard
of operations.
this morning.

to cost

That seems to have been brought up many times a1: this hearing
In the Environmental Impact Study, they mention 409 employees

•

required to provide passenger service on the CNJ, rP-ferring to Section 3-4
of that study.

I would like to take exception to those figures.

For example,

and these are approximate figures, we have 128 operating men in the passenger
service at this time and this also includes former CNJmen operating on the New York
We have approximately 135 nonoperating people involved in similar

and Long Branch.

service, and that also includes Bay Head yard, which is not a part of this project and it also includes Raritan and Harrison.

We are nowhere near a 600 figure.

In

fact, I have some doubt as to whether we have that many employe"s left on the
former CNJ.
One thing they keep forgetting when they talk about operating costs is
that we are now consolidating our services under Conrail.
dated.

Shops are being consoli-

So you no longer can go by 1974 figures, fiqures that could have been

inflated as a result of CNJ trying to survive at th.it time. I don't know- I don't
have access to those figures.

But I do believe no <:omparison sl10uld be made with

our 1974 operation and the operation of a modern PA'rH system that they claim will
operate only as far as Plainfield.
I do agree with

~ne

thing that Commissioner Sagner said:

The states are

experiencing difficulty in dealing with Conrail and trying to negotiate a new subsidy contract.

I

~

aware of what has happened up .in Massachusetts with the Boston

to Providence service.

And I understand we are having a problem now across the

river in Bucks County.

The United Transportation Union is now going to support a

position that we should have a whole new agency on a long-term basis handle our
commuter service, and that agency is known as AMTRAK.

A number of legislators in

other states have been talking this situation over with our people and we feel AMTRAK

is the agency that should be the one required to provide passenger services.
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was designed to provide passenger service on a nationwide basis. There is no
reason why it shouldn't be able to provide commuter services, particularly in these
heavily industrialized urban areas.
This in my opinion and in the opinion of the
United Transportation Union would be a long-term solution to this problem •
Commissioner Sagner also compared heavy rail- and he compared that with
CNJ- versus PATH. Well, PATH is considered heavy rail also. Heavy rail is
a subway type operation or a commuter rail. Light rail, which is not feasible
for this corridor, is an entirely different ballgame.
They mention~d capacity in Penn Station with regard to bringing trains
into New York. The United Transportation Union has submitted many proposals to
the State Department of Transportation showing where we can run trains into New
York. We have come at it from all different angles. We have suggested how we
can change engines at Hudson. We have suggested the FL-9 projects. We even
suggested, under electrification, how service can be operated through to New York.
Commissioner Sagner stated that the capacity is not there~ I don't agree with
that. We had far more traffic moving through those tunnels and through Penn
Station during World War II than we have today. I am certain that the capacity
is there to handle CNJ traffic into New York.

•

•

Also Commissioner Sagner mentioned the safety of the catenary wires. He
said there were a number of accidents with catenary wires and he compares them
to the Port Authority's third rail operation. The Port Authority does not operate
many miles of track and most of their track is in the tunnel~ whereas, the Penn
Central or Conrail operates well over six or seven hundred miles of catenary
operation. Certainly, you cannot make a comparison of accidents between a 10mile railroad and a railroad that extends many, many miles with electrification.
This is not a fair comparison.
Mr. Sagner also stated that the PATH system in relation to costs, etc.,
serves a much larger area. Let me point out that PATH now serves a developed area.
What we are proposing here is elimination of services to areas that are now growing.
And, when you mention costs over a long-term period, I don't know- again we go
back to labor problems here - but I believe we can work out costs that would be
compatible to PATH. When Mr. Hoban mentioned two-man operations on PATH trains,
he is forgetting that the entire right-of-way has to be fenced in and policed. He
has not mentioned the fact that the stations have to be policed. This requires
additional personnel. There would have to be maintenance at turnstiles: whereas,
on the present CNJ operations, stations are not even required to be open. We
collect fares on the trains and we afford protection to people on late-hour
services. And most of our crews do operate with only three men. On CNJ we have an
agreement that only requires a flagman, conductor and an engineer. Our contracts
on the CNJ are geared to productivity.
Commissioner SagnP.r stated at this hearing today also that he was
considering service west of Plainfield. Negotiations to provide rail service at
best would be difficul-c on our pa~t because our contracts are designed for
product.i vi ty.

•

In the event that ·'fe run a limited shut:tle service, the whole purpose

of our agreements would be defeat•3d.
So, aqain, I am urging the Senators he~·e to reassess this PATH proposal
and to give th·~ people of New Jersey a good mass transit system west of Plainfield,
which I think 3hould be conventional rail and an upgrading of the CNJ. Thank you.
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MR. CAPALBO:
MR. VENUS:
are four

Thank you.

How far west of Plainfield dO<'S CNJ extend?

Passenger servicewise, from Phillipsburg, NP.W Jersey.

1~ere

trains west of Raritan, three of them operate to Phillipsburg and

one operates to High Bridge.
How many miles is that?

MR. CAPALBO:

..

It is approximately 60 miles if you are talking of from Newark

MR. VENUS:
to Phillipsburg.

AMR. CAPALBO:
MR. VENUS:

Is that through service to New York?

At present, no, sir.

On all CNJ Raritan service and the

Phillipsburg service, passengers are required to change at Newark.

We did submit

proposals to the State Department of Transportation where engines can be changed
at Hudson Tower, which is out at Harrison, and D motors would bring those Phillipsburg trains into New York.

I will admit it might be difficult to bring all CNJ

trains into New York, especially during peak periods.

But certain trains, we do

have sufficient slots to bring them into New York.
MR. CAPALBO:

Thank you.

SENATOR BUEHLER:
Mr. Dombroski,

E D

wA

R D

D

Edward Dubrm;ki.

u

Thank you, Mr. Venus.

3eneral Chairman, Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.

B R 0 S K I:

I would like to introduce mysel [.

My name is

I am the General Chairman for the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers, representing the engineers and the assistant engineer.'! for the former
Central Railroad, which is now called ConRail.

I want to thank

'{OU

for the

opportunity to speak.
I am here to speak on behalf of my members and the commuters which
are opposed to PATH.
A large sum of money is needed for the PATH

project~

however, this in

no way will solve the problem of transportation here in New Jersey.
In my opinion, the transportation problem can be solved by upgrading the
CNJ Railroad.
To be specific, I will now state the advantages of upgrading the CNJ:

(1)

The CNJ expansion would cost a lot less because it could use already

existing facilities.
(2)

The CNJ would go into Newark, using the Penn Central tracks and then

on to New York through the tunnel and use the tracks already being upgraded by
AMTRAK.
(3)

Using a new type of locomotive, you could operate the train from

Phillipsburg to the Newark Station, on diesel power, and then convert to electricity,
thereby eliminating the transfer of passengers from ConRail to PATH cars.
(4)

The t;pgrading of the CNJ would only cost $124

million~

whereas,

PATH would cost considercUUy more, $347 million.
(5)

If the CNJ Railroad is upgraded, this would insure the fact that

the tracks would remain; whereas, if the PATH project is approved, most likely the
tracks would be elimi.nted, because Lehigh Valley tracks run alongside the CNJ
Railroad.
(6)

If the PATH project is approved, more than likely a bus service plan

would have to provide the services from Plainfield to P!",iJ.lipsburg, New Jersey,
also from Plainfield to Trenton, New Jersey.

The buses would have to travel on a

congested highway which would the.r:eby cause more pollution, increase the demand
on fuel consumption, and the pos:·libility is that more accidents will occur.
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Already, Route 22 is classified as the most congested and dangerous highway in
the State.

•

(7) The bus service would have to travel from Route 22 through the
congested town of Plainfield, to the railroad station, which is time--consuming.
(8) It is unlikely that a commuter would board a bus at Phillipsburg
or Trenton, get off at Plainfield, get on the PATH train, travel to Newark,
get off the PATH train at Newark, and get on another train to travel to Uptown
New York City.
( 9')
The commuters are against this bus service plan.
probably would use their automobiles for transportation.

Therefore, they

( 1)
PATH cars are small. Because of this, rest room facilities are not
available at all. If mother nature beckons, what does one do without rest rooms
while travelling to and from?

•

(11) People will be laid off from the Central Railroad if the PATH
project: is approved. Has anyone thought about these people being laid off and
the cost that will be involved? For instance, you would have to provide unemployment benefits to those people. Also the State would lose the revenue from those people
if they were · l~id off.
(12) At a recent meeting, all the mayors, except one, opposed the
PATH project.
(13) It is stated that we have a democracy. However, if that .is the
case, then the PATH project should be rejected because at all the recent meetings
that were held, the outcry of the people was against the PATH project and the
people's cry was for upgrading the CNJ •
In conclusion, in my opinion, the PATH project should not be approved.
Instead, the CNJ should be upgraded.
Thank you for Lhis opportuni t·.y.
SEN1\TOR BUEHLER: Thank you very much, Mr. Dombroski, for that st:atemcnt:.
Is the Mayor of Plainfield, Paul O'Keefe, here?
WILLIAM
I N G L E F I E L D:
My name is William Inglefield and I am
representing the Mayor of Plainfield, Mayor O'Keefe.
Senator, we thank you for allowing us to make some comments at this
;·1earing. We have heard so far both in direct testimony and through the Environmental
Impact Statement some of the advantages and disadvantages of PATH, including service
levels and frequency, capital and operating costs, reliability, energy and
environment.

•

In brief summary form, we have discussed that the PATH plan would benefit
the highest number of patrons - over 56 percent more than the maximum diesel
alternative. It has significantly less operating expenses and it should have
less deficits than other rail alternatives. The lower operating expenses for
PATH offset higher initial capital costs. The alternative proposed by PATH also
provides better frequency of servlce, travel-time savings, environmental benefits,
and convenience factors.
Consi<lering inflation, tite advantages to a PATH
increase with Lime.

alt~ernative

should

Another iidvantage is that jt is an interstate system which

provides no-tr'<nsfer, high-speed service throughout the corridor to lower and
•nidtnwTI Manhattan.

The comm1;ting time is cut, which resultf; in a benefit to PATH
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riders.

The riders on a round-trip basis between Plainfield to downtown Manhattan

would save an average of 16 minutes a day.
It will link Plainfield, Elizabeth, Newark, Jersey City and Hob"kpn with
this frequent service.

whic~h

It is especialLy important t.o Elizabeth

wo•il d 11ut

•

henefit from any of the plans to upgrade the CNJ.
The service characteristics of a PATH extension are significant improvements over the existing CNJ.

Compared to the present waiting times between

CNJ trains of about 20 minutes during the peak hours, PATH service would provide
headways of 3 to 6 minutes.
Finally, the proposed project provides a closer link to Newark International
Airport.

Throughout the State, we have been discussing the use of Newark International

Airport and wondering why it is not used as much as some of the other places.
Substantially i1nproved access to this airport has long been sought as a means of
increasing that facility's use.

It should also create opportunities for business

growth in the surrounding conununi ties.
In terms of environmental impacts, the PATH extension 1-o Plainfield would
result in fewer adverse impacts.
And, perhapR mvst importantly, the PATH plan provides the largest amount
of directly generated employment and would significantly contribute to New Jersey's
immediate economic recovery.

That last quote is directly from the Environmental

Impact Statement.
In the planning going on with the PATH extension, municipal officials
have been involved more so than with any other alternative.

For example, in the

..

PATH Station Parking and Access Study, which was a requirement of UMTA t.o receive
the funds, the committee,made up of mayors and other officials from the municipalities
in the corridor, discussed community land areas, local control, encouraging transit
access to stations, accommodating commuters at closest stations to residents,
keeping travel time as low as possible, encouraging safe operations, and, perhaps
most importantly, optimizing the use of available government funds.

All of these

were prime considerations throughout the study.
PATH construction, itself, is also a form of investment dollars, both
directly and indirectly.

On a direct scale, the $347 million plus the additional

costs that would be invested for station improvements, etc. represent a coordinated
and tangible public i.nvest:ment in the continued welJ -being of the corridor, in
relationship to jobs and the increased job opportunjties through the PATH construction.

As a rule of thumb, up to 75 percent of personal income is what

we call disposable income.

It is spendable in other places, other resources, other

businesses.
PATH additionally would spur complementary development.
emphasize "complemt•ntary" in this case.

I must

Many speakers have discussed and we have

heard many statements about "Bronxification" of the corridor.

1-'lell, Plainfield,

for example, has l(•ss than 4 percent of its land available for development.

As

•

municipal officials and as staff to those officials, the municipality retains
control of development and density.

We retain that cont:rol.

interest t.o uti! izf, the investment dollars that wouJ d be

pt.~t

H. is in our best

int-.o the corridor by

PATH.
Additionally, with the time npan discussed for other alternatives -·

at

least a two-year waiting or lead time to develop th€· impact statements and the paper
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w-:-.rk nec<=ssary to file applications - we can't afford to wait.
,.,xp:~nse.

It is at the expense ;;f escalating costs for all of the altern3tives.
In Plainfield, •ve feel that we have been planning for ....,hate·.·er

incl11ding PATH .

•

.-11 -:•~Ftrt i

is

c)c:,·

This is at ,-,ur·

i ''"! comes intn Plaj nfield, par.ticlll.'irly for the PATH al ternati '?e,

whic~h

preferred: and we, ourselves, should not be penalized for the advance

planning that we have done on this project.

•

Something on

indi.-.~cL

henefits - although it is direct - that the project, it-

self, represents in the life of the corridor residents:
transportal:i.on benefits - time and connections.

It represents direct

More importantly to us, on a

lrJcal basi;3, i ": represents impc.cl: on two main programs we are working ,)n in Plainfield.

We have an Pconomic develop program.

We work with an Economic Deve.L,pment

Commitl:ee which js made up of residents,businessmen, group leaders and municipal
official.s in l:he comnu. ity.

This Committee has endorsed the PATH extension.

It should mean to us improved transportation for our labor sources.
pool of skilled and unskilled labor.
for those people.

We have a

This should represent improved transportation

It will represent an improved connection to Plainfield.

At

this point, the main connection to Plainfield is through the CNJ rail service, which,
as previously mentioned, has 20-minute headways, delays and other problems.

This

will improve that connection to Plainfield.
In some regards, it should help free the freight system.
the same trackage be used for passenger and freight operations.

No longer will
This should remove

some of the burden on the freight system.
We also have a downtown development program.

We have been actively

participating in upgrading our downtown area, which we consider somewhat of a hub
in our regional area.
development.

•

We have a Downtown Policy Committee helping direct that

That is made up again of community leaders, businessmen, our Chamber

of Commerce representatives and government officials.
We would like to bring up the impact on reverse commuting that is possible
through PATH.

At this point, we anticipate that some commuters may wish to come

back to Plainfield - that not all the flow will come from Plainfield to Manhattan.
In any case, when a commuter is using the station in Plainfield, that is an indirect
use of our downtown.

The main station in Plainfield that would be utilized is two

blocks from our downtown core.
We are talking here also of possible complementary development around
the station - again, I emphasize "complementary" - in which we took an active role
in planning for this development.

PATH has not been forced upon us and we have

not been forced to react at the last minute to it.

Complementary development would

include restaurants and such other amenities.
We also feel that the PATH extension will cut down on auto travel within
the corridor.

The Environmental Impact Statement agrees to that.

In addition, at

Plainfield, we have actively planned for the remainder of auto traffic that may be

"

coming into the town to utilize PA'l'H.

Previous speakers have also mentioned the fact that PATH would not be extended
into the Somerset County region.

.

So we have planned for the PATH exter:sion.

They have stated that Somerset, Hunterdon and

Middlesex are among the fastest-growing population areas in the entire State, people
are moving there from the cities and expansion is taking place at an unprecedented
rate even in what we might call financially difficult times.

I might note that

the PATH extension has been endorsed by the Tri-State Regional Planning Commission,
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which has jurisdiction over planning for the Tri-State Region.

It has been

endorsed by other county planning boards, but not those west of Plainfield.

How-

ever, Tri-State in its endorsement must have considered, by law, the impact of a
PATH extension upon development east, west, north and south of the corridor, not
only within the corridor itself.

•

We also submit that further planning within the western area would
alleviate some of the suspicion about not extending PATH to the western area.
Additionally, this raises a conflict point if those who oppose PATH because it
is not extended into Somerset County,

•

oppose it because of development possibilities.

Are not these the same people who are crying about the "Bronxification" of the
corridor?

And we wonder what impact they would consider PATH has if it were to

be extended into the Somerset County area.
A final statement.

We are long past the time of what you might call

"go-gO" growth, particularly in this corridor.

The State and many municipalities

are embarking on a program of what we might call urban conservation.

The State's

goals, for example, of revitalizing urban areas through economic development can
b~

enhanced by the availability of efficient rail transit through the Newark-

Plainfield corridor.

Again, connections to Newark Airport and Elizabeth would

provide the best economic stimulus for the region.

In fact, new development pro-

jects have already been stimulated by the PATH extension project.

They include a

shopping-business-recreation center surrounding the McClellan Street Station,
a transportation and commercial center improvement for Plainfield, a cultural center
in Westfield, and commercial and public facility in Fanwood.
In regards to the urban conservation, we must consider the cities that

.

'

would be touched by the PATH extension as resources in the corridor, not as problems.
The PATH extension will help the State and the municipalities realize some of the
resources in the corridor.
Finally, all we can do is urge implementation of the PATH extension at the
earliest possible time.

Thank you.

SENATOR BUEHLER:
O'Keefe of Plainfield.

Mr. Inglefield is the representative of Mayor Paul

I don't want to take an unfair advantage of you as the

representative of the Mayor.

But all of those pluses that you mentioned that the

PATH extension would bring to_mass transit

~1d,

in particular, to Plainfield-

how would you assess those benefits if we went to the improvement of the CNJ?
MR. INGLEFIELD:

The first thought that comes to mind is the headway

time and the commuting time.

.. *,:

All of the alternatives here being discussed are to

be done for one prime purpose and, that is, to improve transportation and access
to Manhattan and throughout the corridor.

At this stage, we feel that the PATH

extension has benefits that are not reached by the other alternatives.

In

addition - one other point that may not have been brought up - the Environmental
Impact Statement notes that of a 35-year write-off period for capital investments,
no provisions were made to renew CNJ equipment - the maximum diesels, etc.

Pro-

visions were not made in the 35-year capital cost write-off to renew that equipment.
SENATOR BUEHLER:

Well, notwithstanding the 15-minute commuter saving time,

if that is valid, what are the economic benefits that would be lost if we followed
the route of CNJ?
MR. INGLEFIELD:
here.

•

I think they would be difficult to detail to you right

Suffice it to say that we feel at this point through our planning and
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•

work-- and we have, in fact, reviewed the other alternatives.
sat idly by and had PATH give us the information.
alternatives.

•

We have not just

We have reviewed the other

I would just say at this point that we feel PATH could bring

the most stimulated economic development to the area,and especially to Plainfield .
One point would be the ridership.

I don't recall the figures exactly.

But

PATH is estimated to have sufficiently higher ridership levels than the other

•

alternatives •
SENATOR BUEHLER:

It was represented by Mr. Gambaccini that it would go

up from 7 to around 14 thousand.
MR. INGLEFIELD:

Yes, I believe so.

And I believe the EIS noted that

the other alternatives would not be approaching that level of ridership.
SENATOR BUEHLER:
MR. INGLEFIELD:
BUEHLER:

s·~,·oATOR

Thank you very much, Mr. Inglefield.
Thank you.
Well, from here on, as I look at my score card, all the

future speakers will be in the negative.
the arguments that are coming up.
not going to break for lunch, we

I encourage those who have spoken to hear

Also, in the interest of saving time, we are
sh~uld

try not to be repetitive with the remaining

speakers who apparently are all opposed to the PATH proposal.
hear from everyone.

We certainly want to

We want everything in the record for the Committee.

We intend

to get this material, the documents that are being recorded, for all members of
the Senate Transportation Committee for a judgement as to what we will do with
that report in terms of the Legislature.

•

We certainly expect that there will be

a statement made prior to the final hearing which will be held on April 19th by the
Department.
Excuse me, Mr. Capalbo tells me there is someone here from the Department.
We don't have you on the list.

Are you strapped for time?

State your name and

office for the record, please.
G A R D I N E R:

WALTER
of Union County.

My name is Walter Gardiner.

I am Traffic Engineer

I would just like to introduce into the record three resolutions

supporting the PATH extension to Plainfield.

One is from the Union County

Transportation Advisory Committee. (See Appendix page

12x.)

Another is from the Union County Planning Board.

(See Appendix page 15x .)

And another is from the Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders. (See Appendix page
18x .) Thank you.
SENATOR BUEHLER:

Thank you very much.

Is the representative of the

Plainfield-Central Jersey Chamber of Commerce present?
P A T E :R S 0 N
th~

B 0 N D:

I want to qualify myself as the representative

~f

Plainfield-Central Jersey Chamber of Commerce and also as someone who has had

experience in commuting in this corridor which we are discussing.

I

started my

commutinq in 1938, from the outskirts of Flatbush, Brooklyn- that. was quite an
achievement-to Plainfield, New Jersey.

•

For a brief time in 1967 I commuted from

Plainfield, New Jersey,toBound Brook, New Jersey, when I
County, and I can recall well the one good "train."
Jp.

•

You know, there is traffic beyond Plainfield.

accept that fact.
long time - deserve
I

was living in Somerset

At Bound Brook I had to stand
I

am perfectly willing to

The people in Somerset County - where I was a resident for a
good commutation to New York.

think that the long lag time of this project, getting consideration and

acceptance, is a little bit horrifying, not only in terms of the millions of dollars
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Plainfield-Cent~a:

it has involved, but to dramatize it some, I was President of the

Jersey Chamber of Commerce twice, and Chairman of the Board three times since
project was first introduced.

thi~

And that is the reason why - although there is a

new President and a new Chairman of the Board - they did select me to come here.
I went with Mr. Hoban in

•

the Port of New York Authority helicopter along the

proposed route, and I think that trip must have been four years ago.
I think if the Committee last night had known of the performance of the

•

State of New Jersey in this slow classical ballet, while looking a gift horse in
the mouth, we surely would have won an Oscar.

And my nomination for receiving the

Oscar would have been Senator Case.
The worsening energy crisis makes it very difficult to understand why
we are continuing to delay this.

I realize that we require public hearings.

have attended meetings for four or five years on this proposal.

I

We know from

experience that the way that you travel best in mass transit anywhere around
New York is on the PATH.

The method that I now use, which is most efficient, is

taking that terribly dangerous route that you have been told about, Route 22, and
it is dangerous.

But to bring that up as a reason not to have

just doesn't make sense on the face of it.

good mass transportation

I use Route 22, as dangerous as it is,

in order to get to Jersey City where I can park my car in a parking garage and
take the PATH to downtown New York.

That is the most efficient way to get to downtown

New York, no question about it.
I am sure that many of the people in Somerset County, Middlesex County,
and adjacent areas to the Plainfield area will probably,even with shuttle service
into Plainfield, take their cars to Plainfield.

•

This is a problem Plainfield

has to deal with, and Plainfield is ready to deal with it.
The concept of upgrading the Central Railroad of New Jersey makes me have
the greatest admiration for the proponents of that, because they have a vast
imagination, to think of upgrading the Central Railroad of New Jersey to a point
where it could comfortably and efficiently transport human beings into the City ,;:,f
New York.
they

I am sure that some of the Chairmen of some of these Committees, if

were engineers

and given the job of designing a bridge for the Mississippi,

would elect to do it lengthwise.

It is so vast a project that I can only congratulate

the one who had the imagination to think of this.

But as to taking it in exchange

for a well-worked out plan by a competent operator of mass transport that we already
have, I think is a speculative chance.

It is the kind of speculation I wouldn't

want to take.
The mayor's representative, Mayor O'Keefe's representative who spoke to
you just a little while ago mentioned the advantages of the two-way commute.

We

tend to think,in this area of the corridor - those of us who have lived in it in the direction of New York City.

Sure, New York City is the big apple, but we

now have a very substantial plant operation of Prudential which has come out,
their eastern sales headquarters.
of transporting their people there.

They have worked out a very elaborate means
They have a whole fleet of vans.

They have

•

done this with a great deal of creativity and imagination, and sure it is better
than having hundreds of cars represented by those 70 or 80 vans.

But to make

use of the PATH, I am sure, would take a lot of those cars off that: road.

And

taking the cars off of Route 22 will make it a lot less dangerous.
There are some problems that I see in cross-connecting the major highways,
287, 78, in such a way as not to create a traffic problem in the main part of
Plainfield, with Plainfield as a terminus.
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I am sure that those will be taken intc

•

consideration by the Transportation Department also.
here, which I am going to submit.

I have a formal statement

I will just give you a highlight of it.

The

Plainfield-Central Jersey Chamber of Commerce, composed of nearly 400 member firms

•

and serving 11 separate communities, including sections of three different counties Union, Middlesex, and Somerset - wishes to go on record as reiterating and strongly
emphasizing our continued support of the Newark-Plainfield PATH extension.

As a

State, New Jersey is decidedly in need of an updated rapid mass transit system
and the PATH project provides us with that.

PATH reprefients a "go" project, and

should be acted on immediately, for to delay will most certainly set the State
back many years in its continuing effort to improve our overall status.

Regarding

so-called alternatives to the PATH project, to the best of our knowledge, there
currently exists no specific alternative for implementation.
The Newark-Plainfield PATH extension will insure a clean, rapid mode of
transportation most appealing to commuters, will provide relief to overcrowded
highways, and most essentially will have a positive effect on current energy
environmental problems confronting New Jersey.

and

I will submit the rest of the

prepared statement. (Prepared statement appears on page
20x
in the appendix.)
I thank you for your time, Senators, and I will see you on PATH.
SENATOR BUEHLER:

This is basically the same question

Just one question.

we asked the representative of Mayor O'Keefe of Plainfield.

In light of the fact

that you made the statement that you admire those CNJ proponents for their
imagination, it doesn't appear to be imagination when I look at this chart
that they have provided our Committee with.

•

of a service.

It seems as though it is an extension

Do you think that service, which would be provided by CNJ, would

be detrimental to Plainfield, and to those 400 members that you represent in the
Chamber?
MR. BOND:

Yes·.

Now, you are talking about the so-called upgrade of the

Central Railroad.
SENATOR BUEHLER:
MR. BOND:

Yes.

Yes, I don't think---

Have you traveled on the Metroliner?

That is the gem of ConRail, okay, Amtrak.
SENATOR BUEHLER:

Yes, I have.

MR. BOND: Have you ever tried to carry a cup of coffee--SENATOR BUEHLER: I have traveled on all of them.
MR. BOND:

Did you ever try to carry a cup of coffee 20 feet on one?

Have

you ever tried to go through three cars without getting a bruise on each hip? That
is the gem: that is the star. That is the best. And we have an economical upgrade
plan that is being proposed.

I don't go for it.

I don't think it would be fast.

I don't think it would be efficient, and I don't think it would be comfortable.
SENATOR BUEHLER:

You don't see any economic losses to Plainfield and the

surrounding communities, though, actually, in terms of either alternate proposal,

•

do you?
MR. BOND:

I don't think there would probably be direct loss.

However, we

are in the process of upgrading considerably in Plainfield, the downtown development

•

committee, which will be unveiled on Thursday in a press conference.
decidedly that is going to be
SENATOR BUEHLER:
MR. BOND:

as~isted

And very

by the acceptance of PATH.

As part of your overall program in Plainfield.

Yes.
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SENATOR BUEHLER:

Thank you very much.

Our next witness is Mr. Frank

Tilley, Executive Director, Bergen County Board of Transportation.

Mr. Tilley,

nice to see you again.
T I L L E Y:

FRANK

•

Thank you, Senator.

SENATOR BUEHLER:

It was through your efforts, Mr. Tilley, and

many others in Somerset County, that the Committee decided that it was important
that we should hold a Legislative Hearing prior to the final public hearing on this
matter, which, as has been stated, will be held on April

19th.

By that time, we

hope to have our heads together as a Committee to make a statement.
your coming to Trenton today.
MR. TILLEY: Senators, thank you.

,

So we appreciate

And through you I would thank the

Committee for recognizing - as you have indicated - the need for giving the public
an opportunity to be heard on this very important and very controversial question.
I had come here today primarily to introduce into the record a
position paper, which,within recent weeks, has been prepared for adoption and
endorsement by the Freeholders and the Freeholder-Directors of the Northeastern
Counties.

What I have here before me is the endorsement by Jeremiah F. 0 'Connor,

the Freeholder-Director in Bergen County, relating to that position paper.

I will

hand these up to you.
As I say, Senator Buehler, it had been my primary intention to limit
myself, considering the pressures of time, and the fact that there is a tendency
to be repetitive, I am afraid, to simply turning in that position paper.

But after

listening to some of the things that have been said here today, I would like, if I

•

may, to take just a few more minutes and comment informally, to rebut some of the
things that Commissioner Sagner has said, and some of the other inferences that
have been made.
The PATH extension is controversial.

It is so controversial that

even in Union County - which would be the primary beneficiary of the project - thPH'
.is lack of agreement.

'fhere is a spJ it in Union County at the municipal level

frJr most: of t..hc commuters and so forth.

And I might add, Senator, that there is

no unanimity of opinion amongst the professional staff at the Tri-State Regional
Planning Commission.

If the truth could be obtained, it might be interesting -

if there was some way to do it - to investigate what kind of support Commissioner
Sagner's own professional staff provides

him. with on this project.

It may be

found that the staff of the DOT is anything but solidly behind the proposal.
Now, one may say, well, why does Bergen County - so far removed from
the PATH corridor - get itself involved in this project?
not getting our share?

Are we just malcontents,

Well, to an extent, the latter part of my comment is true,

in that, as Mr. Gaffibaccini pointed out earlier today, the $120 million that the
Port Authority is going to provide will come from the increased tolls on the
trans-Hudson crossings, tolls that were increased just approximately two years
ago.

Bergen County residents provide 40% to 41% of those increased tolls.

is more

tha~

is provided by every other county

exception of Hudson County, which provides 17%.

in the State together, with the
And for that contribution to

this fund, Bergen County's residents,out of this plan,get exactly zilch.
get nothing.

That

We

We think we are entitled to something.
The PATH extension proposal is only one of three parts of the plan

which the DOThas submitted for approval to UMTA.

You don't find other counties

and other municipalities objecting to the other two portions of the proposal.

I

,.I

refer to the re-electrification of the Morris and Essex Division of the former
Erie-Lackawanna, and to the improvements to the New York and Long Branch Railroad.
It is interesting that everybody seems to have centered on this one proposal and

•

fo~nd

it controversial and objectionable.

There must be good reason

for this •

Among those good reasons I submit, Senator, is the fact that we
are faced with a lessening of the importance of Newark and New York City as central

•

business districts,as generators of employment opportunities.

Certainly, New York

and Newark are still the chief employment centers, bu.t as anyone in the Regional
Plan Association can tell you, in the Tri-State Regional Planning Commission, in
any of the serious planning bodies, the decentralization of business and industry
out of Newark and New York is not a problem that is going to be reversed simply
by putting in a fancy rapid transit system.

And anybody who doesn't

recognize

this is simply not living in the real world.
The creation of a PATH extension to Plainfield is not suddenly going
to reverse that situation, nor is it going to attract huge numbers of shoppers
to Elizabeth and Plainfield.

While I can understand the position of those who have

spoken in behalf of the project, these are the facts, and you don't need to run
a study to see what's happening in urban centers all over this country of ours.
Commissioner Sagner has indicated that it would cost $211 million to provide a
connection to Newark Airport, if the option were elected to rehabilitate the
Jersey Central.

I have heard him use that figure

heard him support the figure.

•

on other occasions.

I have never

I don't say that it cannot be supported, but I

point out to you. that $211 million is approximately two-thirds of what,we are
talking about to run PATH all the way from Newark to Plainfield.

And I find

it incongruous, to say the least, that that amount of money could possibly be
involved in a relatively short extension from Newark to Newark Airport, \·Then the
entire project would involve an expenditure of only one-third that cost.
Let's face it, gentlemen, PATH will not serve Newark Airport.

What is

proposed in the lonq-run is a people mover, but until the long-run has run its

cours~.

there will be a bus connection from Me Clellan Street. Presently there is a bus
connection from Pennsylvania Station in downtown Newark. The

air link operated

by the Port Authority,which is doing a reasonably good job, could just
as well provide the connections from the rail's head to the airport, as the shuttle
bus from Me Clellan Street, at considerably less cost.
If the Jersey Central rehabilitation option were elected, air link
co>1ld be retained to provide that link to t.he airport, and we don't have to
talk about $211 million.
process.

Commissioner Sagner has spoken today about the planning

Well, the planning process,as envisioned by federal officials, involves not

simply getting the public together and educating tl1em and telling them what the
Department wants to do.

It involves, by federal directive, opportunity for

public inputs, and a requirement that that public input be considered by the
Administration.

I suggest to you, Senator Buehler, that up until now the attitude

of DOT has been: Father knows

best~

this is what we are going to

you in on it, but nothing you say is going to change our minds.

do~

we

will let

If this is

the planning process, I would suggest to you that there is another process that

•

has been historically observed in this country, and that is the democratic process.
Surely, if there is this level of controversy and this level of opposition to
this project, it is incumbent upon the DOT and its Commissioner
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to listen to these

objections and to take heed accordingly.
I have just one final comment, and that relates to the reference
made by Commissioner Sagner to the fact that other projects are not ready to

•

move ahead, and hence, with the PATH project having been developed to the stage
it stands today, we would be foolish not to progress that proposal.

And my

response to that, Senator, is to remind the Commissioner and to inform this honorable
Committee that other projects have been proposed to DOT.

"

In fact, they have been

in DOT's possession long before the PATH project was presented to them.

But for

reasons of its own, the DOT has not seen fit to progess any of these other proposals,
and so na.turally there is nothing else to talk about today, simply because the
Department has seen to it that there is no

other project

on the boards ready

to go.
There are three such projects in Bergen County alone.
preliminary cost studies.

They have been studied by

and by other official bodies.

th~

We have had

Port Authority, by DOT,

That covers it, Senators, thank you.

SENATOR BUEHLER:

Mr. Tilley, like your counterpart in my county,

Judge Theodore Labrecque, you have had a reputation in the State of having labored
long and hard in the vineyard of mass transit to improve mass transit service for
the people of New Jersey, and we certainly appreciate all of the efforts that
you have made in the past and will make in the present.
This Committee is acknowledging that.

We thank you for your service

in mass transit.
MR. TILLEY:

Thank you.

SENATOR BUEHLER:

(Prepared statement appears on page22x in the Appendix.)

•

What are the positive benefits that you think will

accrue to the State of New Jersey if the decision were to go the route that you
subscribe to.
MR. TILLEY:

Which is, rehabilitation of the Jersey Central.

SENATOR BUEHLER:
MR. TILLEY:

Right.

This would free-up considerable amounts of federal

funding, possibly as much as $200 million or more for other needed and important
projects all over the State.

But here we are putting all our eggs in one basket,

and the ultimate purchase price still isn't known.

The $347 million now we find,

from statements made today by Mr. Gambaccini, does not include other capital
expenditures that the Port Authority deems
amount may well be $500 million.

desirable or necessary.

And so the

But let.' s deal with just the $347 million.

If

we could rehabilitate the Jersey Central at a figure somewhere in the mid hundred
millions of dollars, we would then have at our disposal for other projects, to
benefit other portions of the state, $200 million odd dollars.
SENATOR BUEHLER:
MR. TILLEY:

That is the bottom line.

Thank you, Mr. Tilley.

Thank you.

SENATOR BUEHLER:

Irving Hill Ittner.

Will you state your name and

affiliation.
I R V I N G

H I L L

am from Union County.

I T TN E R:
I live in Clark.

Long Branch in 1904, and PATH in 1909.

Senator, my name is Irving Hill Ittner.

I

I rode the Central and the New York and
I think I know a little bit about them.

I

was terribly shocked in 1973 when I was given a brochure by PATH of their project
to Plainfield.

They wanted $210 million back then to get to Plainfield.

one dollar for every man, woman and child in the United States,
in Alaska.

Why waste,money that way?
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It wasn't for long.

That is

and all the eskimos

Three months later

•

they wanted $405 million.

Six months later they wanted $450 million.

price of the Grand Coulee Dam.

That is the

Then a joint task force down here with

PATH and

the Transportation Department got together a study, and they came up with $592
million.

I think you have a copy of that.
Now, Commissioner Sagner made a speech in Westfield in January - and

I needn't go into it -and when he was through,the various councilmen around the

...

dais

were privileged to ask him questions.

One of the councilmen who was familiar

with these costs I have just given noticed there was a total electrification of
the Central for $414 million, which is $178 million less than the $592 million, so
he suggested to the Commissioner that we run into the Pennsylvania Station,
and he said, "Oh, no, we couldn't do that.
Well, I nearly squirmed out of my chair.

The Pennsylvania Station is saturated."
I have a timetable here from the

Pennsylvania Railroad fromthe good old days when they used to run twenty trains
Also between 1917 and 1927 the B & 0 ran into

a day from Pittsburgh to New York.

Penn Station, five trains in and out.
and out.

Lehigh Valley had at least five trains in

The Atlantic cities had three trains in and out.

The Congressional, one

of the most famous trains, used to run extra sections, one for parlor cars, and one
for coaches.

I could go on and on.

The southern trains, Coast Line, and Atlantic

Coast, and Seaboard. had a tot.al of eight trains, and now we have three.
Chesapeake

and Ohio have three trains that don't run any more.

The

Now, there is

plenty of room in the inn.
What I have said so far, I said in Somerville.

•

crowd out there.

There was a hostile

The meeting lasted until almost midnight, and as I left, the

Commissioner wasn't on the stand then, I met him in the back of the room, and
he said to me, "Oh, you misunderstood me."
say that night.

What I have said now, he heard me

I began to ask him questions.

but I gather what he meant.

I can't put words in his mouth,

He lives in Orange, and the Governor lives in Orange,

and of course, the Lackawanna will go into Penn Station.
his neighbors, and his friends.

He has taken care of

But your Central trains from

Elberon couldn't

go into Pennsylvania Station.
I have a letter here from the General Sales Manager of the Electro-Motor
Division of General Motors.

They build diesel locomotives, and also electric

diesel locomotives, and I will only read a part of two sentences to save you time.
"Locomotives which have the capability to operate either under their own power or
from third rail power were delivered to the New Haven Railroad."

And then further

down, "These locomotives were used to provide direct service to Grand Central
Station on the New Haven line without the need to change locomotives before entering
New York City."
Now, if they had those things on your line down where you live, they
wouldn't have to change at South Amboy.
N~w

There are 60 of these total, and the way the

Haven runs their trains now, I think some of these are surplus.

locomotives belong to Conrail.

"'

evPrybody in this room.

..

the Central.

Now, these

You and I ar0 owners of Conrail - you and I and

Why can't we usc a little pressure to direct these

locomotives and put them to use?
For Pete's sake,

Now, we hear all these things about rehabilitating
they have some of the best cars in the United States •

They bought the best cars from the Santa Fe, the best cars from the Burlington
Northern, and some of the best cars from the Rock Island.

Of course, maybe they

don't have the funds to clean them as they should, but they have better cars now
than they used to have.

So why don't we use some of our resources?
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Now we have heard things today, and I have heard
today about the Pennsylvania Station.

Mr. Hoban, at other meetings, not this one,

mentioned that in the PATH Terminal in downtown New York
second headway.

many statements

That is a minute and a half apart.

they run on a ninety

If I can project that

statement - and Mr. Hoban didn't say this - that could be 960 trains a day.

Now

-

he didn't mean it and I don't mean it, but you can put a lot more trains in the
Pennsylvania Station than they do right now. Another figure I have is from the
Japanese Imperial Railways. Tbeypublfshed the fact that on double track they run 700 trains
each way a day.

That is 123.4 seconds apart.

for running into Pennsylvania Station.

There are plenty of possibilities

We. don't have to have all the people

from the Oranges and Dover go into Penn Station.

I mean, we should use these

locomotives and put them to work, and if there is any money to spend, we should
buy a few more.
I don't have any General Motors stock.
also.

General Electric makes them

You can get competitive bids from both of them.

you ought to go to Brown-Bovary

If that is not enough, then

in Switzerland or some place like that to get

proper locomotives to pull these people into,New York.
all this money.

What will the people get?

I just

can't see wasting

This PATH will have standing room only.

I don't use tobacco, but I think people ought to have smoking cars if they want
them.

You can smoke in the subways in Boston, and I have seen people smoke in

the subways in London and Berlin, and I have ridden subways in Athens, Greece.
You can smoke there too.
of rest rooms.

But let the Central keep going.

There

is also the question

It is not practical to have rest rooms on these things, but when the

Hudson-Manhattan was built they had rest rooms in all the stations.
off the train, and go into the rest room,and get on the next train.
have closed them all.

You could get

..

But now they

The only one they have is at the World Trade Center, and

the rest rooms in Newark

and Hoboken along Conrail.

And in Journal Square they

closed one for about three years. N?w you can go way up in the bus station,
several flights up,and find a rest room up there in the bus waiting room.

But

that is not taking care of the people.
We hear about these automatic stations with no attendants.
be like the turnstiles you see now in

Newark.

They won't

They will be the squirrel-cage type

where you get into it, and if you are not careful, you can soil your clothes.
is not meeting the public need.

That

I think this whole business is a waste of money.

Now, I didn't come here to slight PATH.

I use it, and I will continue to use it,

but some people don't know that the Susquehanna Railroad used to run passenger
trains in and out of Pennsylvania Station and Jersey City before they moved over
to Erie Station.

There is a junction there just west of Journal Square.

The

reason I say this is, when they were after a fare increase some years ago, I had
a lot of correspondence with their General Counsel, Leroe, Wynn, and Mormon in
Washington, and part of their earning struggles were that their equipment is busy
to maximum capacity only two out of twenty-four hours
same with subways all over the world.

every day.

That is the

How can we help them?

Here in New Jersey we guarantee those seven percent bonds in the
Meadowlands, and there is no transportation out there.

They can use trackage

rights over the Susqehanna and Erie Mainline out to the Meadowlands, and without
any excess amount of capital run those trains out there.

But I think it will be

a disaster to Union County, and a calamity to the people in Somerset County
if this PATH is permitted to go.

I urge that every effort be made to discontinue
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this PATH project and to try and use those locomotives that exist that we own. Let's
make the best of our resources.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Mr. Ittner, on behalf of the Committee, we thank
you for your very comprehensive view of railroading in New Jersey. I would
appreciate it if my aide could
make
a
copy of that
old timetable
that you mentioned earlier.
MR. ITTNER: I have plenty of copies of this. One other thing is,
this demonstration here of the fifteen minute delay in Newark. That is a lot of
bunk.
SENATOR BUEHLER: I thought you were going to say something else.
MR. ITTNER: No, I use the English language. The waiting in time
is just when the next train comes. Now, I have a timetable here some place, and
the difference is three minutes, four minutes, or six minutes. Way back after
midnight there is one train with an eighteen minute wait. But the public isn't
being held up fifteen minutes for every train. I mean, it depends upon--It is
PATH's business to have a train there. When they have a train there, if there is
a three minute connection once a day, and a four minute and five minute and seven
minute, nine minute delay all through the day.
Another thing, people listen
to more service. Between Raritan and New York in the dull part of the day, say,
nine to three in the morning, there are six trains, that is one every hour. But
in Rahway, the State finances it from nine in the morning and three in the afternoon,
there are fifteen trains, almost three trains an hour. Now, the state subsidized
those. What have they got against the people of Somerset County? I mean, maybe
the fact is that is all the business warrants, but the state does subsidize all those
trains that go through Rahway.
Oh, yes, another thing that is a big fake, this 14,000 passengers a
day~ now PATH published 7800 passengers on the present line.
That is what they
published three years ago, and they said 75% of them come from Plainfield and
east. That is 5,950. And that leaves about L950 from Somerville. Well, they
are throwing those people out in the cold. Now, who wants to give up the nice
warm train in the winters and stand around on a platform waiting for a little
PATH subway train? I don't think the people are getting a good deal.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Thank you very much, Mr. Ittner. Our next witness
is Rodney Frelinghuysen, Freeholder from Morris County.
R E I L L Y: Freeholder Frelinghuysen sends his apologies. He could
FRANK
not make it today. He asked me to present his statement. My name is Frank
Reilly. I am the Executive Director of the Morris County Board of Public
Our statement is rather brief. I will pass copies of it
Transportation.
up to you.
The Board of Chosen Freeholders of Morris County is strongly opposed
to the PATH extension to Plainfield project, as is the Board of Public Transportation
of Morris County and the Morris County Planning Board. This subject has come
under very close scrutiny, and we are convinced this project is not in the best
interest of the public or improving public transportation and mobility in New
Jersey •
The PATH extension project is wasteful in the use of taxpayer's
dollars, and has resulted in an adverse effect on many other important public
transportation projects in New Jersey, Other projects annollnced at the time
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and

the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
for public transportation in New Jersey

said they would commit $120 million

include: The Kearny and Secaucus connections

to permit direct train service into Penssylvania Station in New York City from
the Erie-Lackawanna lines serving northern New Jersey; restoration of passenger

..

service on the West Shore Line in Bergen County; upgrading of service on the
New York and Long Branch Railroad to Bay Head Junctionr improving rail service
in the Bayonne corridor,

as well as othPr needed improvements.

However, progress

•

on most of these projects has been impeded, in the apparent effort to assure
sufficient funds for the ill-conceived PATH extension project.

There has been

much said in favor of upgrading the CNJ Rail Service instead of coercing the
PATH extension on the people and the taxpayers of New Jersey.

The deteriorated

passenger service on the Erie-Lackawanna lines serving Bergen, Morris and
Passaic Counties was upgraded in 1969 with new diesel
cars.

locomotiv.~s

and passenger

During the same period the Penn Central main line servic•' was upgraded with

new electric cars.

The New York and Long Branch Railroad service and Erie-Lackawanna

electric lines are now being upgraded to modern, suburban railroad standards
at about one-third the cost of the proposed PATH project and in approximately
one-half the time.
We believe that Transportation Commissioner Sagner's determination to
proceed with the construction

of the

PATH extension is inexplicable in view of

the problems and strong and growing local and statewide opposition to this project.
Several municipalities, counties,and statewide organizations have taken exception
to the PATH project because it is such a wasteful use of public
consistent with good public transportation policy.
that the New Jersey Department of Transportation

funds and is not

We are concPrned over the fact

ha~;

never prest-nted an upgraded

CNJ as an alternative to the PATH project, but has presented th•· PATH project
as though there were no alternatives.

This is documetned in ev1·ry public hearing

conducted on this subject, and is on file and available in the New Jersey Department
of Transportation headquarters, as well as in the public libraries of Elizabeth,
Newark, Plainfield, and Westfield.
Another point of significance is the interpretatic•n of the Federal
requirements concerning the use of federal funds for this projert.

Commissioner

Sagner has stated at public meetings that he interprets the terw "local" to mean
state, in particular,his department.

However, the Urban

Mass 1'ransportation Act

specifically requires "local communities," "governing bodies of local communities"
and the "public" to have their views considered.

To highlight this misinterpretation,

we cite a meeting held on June 28, 1976 of the Northeast New Jersey Transportation
Coordinating Committee which is comprised of Freeholder Directors from the ten
northeast New Jersey counties.

Only two endorsed the PATH extension project,

however, Commissioner Sagner responded that he would advance this project regardless
what anyone said.
favor of the PATH

Since that meeting, one of the two counties that voted in
~roject

has withdrawn their support and has stated strong opposition

to it.
The facts speak for themselves.

The PATH extension project is not

popular, is a wasteful use of taxpayers' money, and does not make efficient use of
an existing system that is compat:ible with other suburban railroad service, and
it neglects an

important and rapidly developing portion of the Raritan-Newark

corridor, and it has and will continue to adversely affect other important and
needed public transportation projects in New Jersey.
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Therefore, we call upon and urge you to exclude the PATH extension
to Plainfield project from the State Capital Transit Program and to instruct the
New Jersey Department of Transportation to immediately commence work on upgrading
the CNJ mainline and to resume and expedite work on previously mentioned transit

•

projects.

Intercession on your part is essential to the future growth, improvement

and well being of public transportation in New Jersey.

That statement is made

on behalf of the Board of Chosen Freeholders of Morris County.
SENATOR BUEHLER:
MR. REILLY:

We thank you very much.

I have no questions.

I am also next on the agenda as Chairman of the New

Jersey Association of County Transportation Representatives.

I have a Resolution

which shows strong opposition to the PATH extension project, which I will pass
up, and in the essence of saving time will not read. (See appendix, page

25x

.)

I would like to make a couple of comments on the testimony that was
previously made.

I think one extremely important point that has been neglected

in all the figures that have been shown is that the state is only showing costs
out to Plainfield, from Newark to Plainfield.

In effect, we are talking about

the Raritan to Plainfield corridor.
I think the other point that should have been made that hasn't
been made, I have talked to several commuters on the CNJ corridor, and they are
under the impression that they will be paying a 30¢ PATH fare from Plainfield,
Westfield, and points in.

The reason why there is some support in this particular

area is because those people think they will be paying a 30¢ fare instead of the
current rate structure that is in effect on the CNJ.

•

As far as fare increases,

it should be noted that the State of New Jersey forced fare increases through
the Department of Transportation

a year ago this past December

lines and all bus lines in New Jersey, and in Morris County
a 56% increase in rail fares.

on all rail

that meant up to

So Commissioner Sagner's statement that they

can better hold down fares if the Port Authority operates it is not valid.

Basically

that concludes my added statement, Senator.
SENATOR BUEHLER:
MR. REILLY:

Who are you representing next?

No one.

SENATOR BUEHLER:

Thank you very much.

in the Chamber, from my county, Peter Koelsch.

The next witness I don't see

Is there a representative here

for Mr. Koelsch?

If not, we will go on to Jbhn J. Senesy, Chainnan of the Planning
Board, Somerset County.
J 0 H N

J.

S E N E S Y:

Board of Somerset County.

My name is John LT. Senesy, Chairman of the Planning

Honorable Senator Buehler, and members of the Committee,

I would like to make a statement on the PATH project.

I am happy to present the

position of the Somerset County Planning Board to this Committee.

There is considerable

effort being made by Commissioner Sagner to sell the proposed PATH extension as a

..

fete accompli.

~~ere

is a growing resistance to the PATH extension both within

the central New Jersey corridor and throughout the Stat:e of New Jersey.

I would call to

your attention !:he fact that the character of the PA'l'll (,xtension project has

•

changed drastic<1lly since the Legislature

consid"n~d

this proposal some five

years ago.
The cost of the project doubled ov()r a pE,riod of some fifteen months
from $221 million at the initial public hearing to a cost in excess of $450 million.
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As a professional engineer

well acquainted with construction costs, I contend that

the argument of the Port Authority, that inflation is the culprit,is inaccurate.
The fact is that we are dealing with a fundamentally different pr:oject than that
which the State Legislature considered in 1972.

The State Legh;lature was under

..

the impression that they were dealing with a project that would provide direct
rail access to Newark Airport.

This is not true, and what we have is a passenger

transfer at Me Clellan Street in Newark to a bus to Newark Airport, which would

•

represent a longer trip for most air passengers than the existing air link, which
Commissioner Sagner has promoted so successfully.
The cost of extending PATH to Me Clellan Street alone,
by the Port Authority,would be $214 million.

as indicated

This is to provide a passenger

transfer bus service when a faster service is now provided by air link at a
minimal cost.

I would hope that the State Legislature would look beyond

ballyhoo

and public relation image salesmen and realize that they and their constituents
are going to be responsible for footing the bill.
The Department of Transportation 1 s first applicab on for the PATH
project was rejected by the Urban Mass Transportation Administr<•tion because it
was "priced as costly as any other mass transit project in the country."
still twice as costly, but the Urban Mass Transportation
putting up 80% of the cost - only 45% of the cost.

Admini~tration

It is
is not now

Subsequently, the Secretary

of Transportation, in committing the $157 million of federal transit funds,made
this money available for either the PATH to Plainfield project or upgrading of
the Central Railroad of New Jersey.

The Urban Mass Transportation Administration

•

has stated it will provide only partial funding for a PATH project, and will
provide full funding, 80%,for a modernized, upgrade of the Central Railroad of
New Jersey, which bMTA has estimated will cost $124 million.
The recently released Draft Environmental Impact Statement is to

.

be followed by a final environmental impact statement, which must take into account
all of the statements and public response presented at the public hearing.
a decision has not been made favoring the PATH to Plainfield project.

Therefore,

The draft

environmental impact statement is no substitute for the in depth and objective
study of the CNJ alternatives to the PATH to Plainfield proposal.
to be asked is, who really evaluated the alternatives?

A valid question

The answer is, the Port

Authority of New York and New Jersey, which will also be the project builders
of their PATH system.
In view of the extensive federal requirements for draft
environmental impact statements and the additional requirements of the Secretary
of Transportation, it is clear that the Urban Mass Transportation Administration
has not approved the PATH to Plainfield project.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement distributed by the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey does not address itself to the Newark-Plainfield,
west of Plainfield, corridor as

requin~d

by the Secretary of Transportation, but

rather is restrictEd to the Newark-Plainfield segment.
The Eingle public hearing scheduled to be held in Elizabeth on

"

April 19 in terms of both location and time is most unfair in that it does not
permit all interested parties to participate.

The hearing is not even being held

in the main line CNJ corridor.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is, rather, a study
ratifying earlier political decisions which were not based on comprehensive
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transportation planning.
We would finally question whether Governor Byrne and Commissioner
Sagner realize that they are committing the taxpayers of New Jersey to pay to
the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, for the next 35 years, hundreds of
millions of dollars of deficit financing in addition to the initial $500 million
capital cost of the Path to Plainfield project, as outlined for the first time
in the Port Authority Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
The Port Authority has stated that they have an "understanding"
with Commissioner Sagner concerning the rental fees to be paid by the Legislature
to the Port Authority. Does the Legislature have a copy of this "understanding"?
Are the people of New Jersey to be privileged to the details of this "understanding"
which was unavailable prior to this hearing? I would like to ;restate our position
that the PATH project was presented some five years ago to the Legislature as a
"project" that would require no financing, no subsidy, a break-even operation. A
contract for $6.4 million rental, with an annual rental increase of 7% for every year
is a different PATH project. The contract also provides and open-ended blank
subsidy check obligating the State Legislature to provide funds, and I quote, "Expenses
incurred by PATH under this contract would be fully reimbursable ••• " This is
not the project the Legislature endorsed.
Gentlemen, this is a very serious decision, and I have copies here
of my statement for the Committee's use.
Thank you for the privilege of being
here today.
SENATOR BUEHLER: I see where the Somerset County Transportation
Committee held a meeting at the World Trade Center on December 21, 1976?
MR. SENESY: The Somerset County--- Would you repeat that?
SENATOR BUEHLER: The Somerset County Transportation Committee
held a meeting on this subject at the World Trade Center on December 21.
MR. SENESY: That was the transportation coordinator, sir, not the
committee.
SENATOR BUEHLER: What was the purpose of that meeting?
MR. ARTHUR REUBEN: The purpose of that meeting, Senator--- I was
at that meeting. My name is Arthur Reuben. The purpose of the meeting was to get
additional information from the Port Authority in respect to the PATH project and
any alternatives.
SENATOR BUEHLER: I bring that up because you raise the question about
the April 19 meeting being held in Elizabeth. Do you find that meeting is
inconvenient for the people of Somerset County?
MR. SENESY: We don't think the location is a fair one for people
to conveniently get to, neither the location geographically,nor the time.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Thank you very much. Our next witness is Arthur
Collins, Chairman of the Citizens Transportation Coordinating Committee of Somerset.
Mr. Collins.
MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: Mr. Collins is on the telephone at this moment.
SBNATOR BUEHLER: All right, we will go on to Bill Beren, representing
the League for :onservation Legislation.
B I L L
B E R E N: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you
Conservation Legislation is very much concerned with the
in the State of New Jersey~ because of the impact
that
has on air quality and on energy conservation. The PATH
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.know, the League for
question of mass transit
improved mass transit
project has been a most

complicated issue for us, and is something that we spent a lot of time
investigating and debating among ourselves.

We note that the benefits

of an improved CNJ will mostly accrue to commuters traveling from New Jersey
out of State into New York City, and that one of the very good attractions
of the PATH system would be the improved mass transit possibilities for
intra-state travel, and particularly as a result of the much more frequent
headways and improved service that would accrue as a result of PATH, that
we believe it would in fact attract much more intra-state passenger service
between the cities to be served by the PATH system, and that the impact of
PATH on rejuvenation of urban corridors such as Elizabeth and Plainfield cannot
and should not be overlooked in evaluating the PATH versus CNJ problem.
However, we are very much concerned about some of the lack of
information that has been distributed by the DOT in regard
costs of the PATH system.

to the proposed

We are just now evaluating the Impact Statement, so

our opinions are not fully formed at the moment, but just to highlight for the
Committee a few of the problems we have:

We feel it is

absolut~ly

essAntiaJ

before any decision is reached on PATH that we be presented with a final plan
for service west of Plainfield.

We have not seen any study at all on the impact

that the PATH project will have on existing service east of Newark, and
people now using PATH between Newark, Journal Square, Hoboken and New York.

Will

the new PATH service from Plainfield make it more difficult for people to use it?
Will it mean more crowded conditions on that service?
We are not satisfied with the cost data for CNJ, as has been testified
by many people today.

We do not believe that the cost data established by DOT for

CNJ includes the improvements that are possible through modernization of full rail
service.

For

ex~ple,

it is quite feasible that with an improved CNJ service, you

can still have the same kind of automated fare collection that DOT and Port Authority
project

for the

PATH

system.

So savings that DOT is saying would accrue from the

PATH system would also be possible with the CNJ.
One thing that has not been mentioned up until now, I don't believe,
has been the proposal for PATH to cut out a number of stations
that are now currently being served by CNJ.

Significantly, those stations that are

being cut out are the stations where you have a large number of people walking to
the station from their homes, as opposed to having to rely on cars or other forms
of mass transit.

We do not think it is a transit improvement when you are reducing

service, as opposed to improving service.
on

We would just like to enter these concerns

the record, and hope the Committee will look into some of them, and that by

the April 19th hearings we will have the answers.
MR. CAPALBO:
ARTHUR

Thank you very much.

C 0 L L I N S:

Good afternoon.

Thank you.
Mr. Arthur Collins.
I would like to thank the

members of the Transportation Committee for the opportunity to testify here.
I would like to express my appreciation for this time to give you the opinions
of the citizens and local officials with regard to their opposition to the PATH
extension.

Besides acting as Chairman of the Citizens Transportation Committee

in Somerset County, I am also a committeeman of Branch Brook Township, and besides
that, and

perhaps most importantly, a daily commuter of the Central Railroad

of New Jersey.
I think too few people have realized that approximately one-third
of the passengers on the Central Railroad of New Jersey have an origin west of

•

-

•

•
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Plainfield. The exact percentage by the railroad passenger
records of May 12, 1976,
is 32.21% of the eastbound passengers. In addition,with PATH, there will be a
dislocation of Meadow Wood passengers where the station will be closed. This
represents 5% of the passengers of the CNJ. Also closed will be the Roselle Park
station, where 8% of the passengers will no longer find trains at their station. Thus,
45% of the existing passengers will be dislocated by the PATH extension.
Is this
any way to encourage rail transportation? As a matter of fact, is this any way
to run a railroad?
We are now being asked to evaluate the PATH extension without
even a proposal as to the nature or quality of service being provided west of
Plainfield. Instead of a comprehensive plan for a railroad transit for Central
New Jersey, which was endorsed by the electorate in a 1968 bond referendum,
we are now presented with a fragmented, inordinately expensive proposal for
only a portion of the central New Jersey corridor. Suggestions have been made
that there be feeder buses for rail shuttle into Plainfield from Raritan to
Plainfield. I suggest that if these proposals are implemented, they
would merely serve as a crutch, which, in the final analysis, will be rail transit
service for two-thirds of the geographical extent for the central Jersey
corridor, from Phillipsburgh and West Trenton into Plainfield.
I would also like to emphasize the question of future development
of central New Jersey. We know that the Supreme Court decisions have indicated
that the built-up communities, those that are east of Plainfield, need not
accept growths since they have almost no vacant land to develop. I as a
Committeeman in Branch Brook Township know that we are growing at a rapid
pace. Doesn't it make more sense to try to serve developments with mass
transit rather than insist that people be dependent upon their cars1 You
might well wonder why the commuters of the Central Railroad of New Jersey are
so heavily in favor of upgrading this railroad, which so often has provided
poor service.
We know the comparisons have been made between the antiquated
CNJ and the modernized PATH operation, but we also are well aware that the
PATH cars are subway cars which are poorly designed for commuter service even
when they are brand new. The use of a PATH cars for a long distance rail
trip is like using a golf cart on a major highway. A golf cart is fine in its
place, but it is not a good vehicle for expressway transportation.
The PATH cars and trains are too small, slow, and uncomfortable,
and therefore cannot effectively or efficiently compete with the rail passenger
cars. I would suggest that if the PATH extension is built, the admonitions of
the State Office of Fiscal Affairs will prove true, and I quote, "One significant
matter omitted from consideration is that modern commuter rail cars provide
greater passenger comfort.
Because of PATH subway car configurations, the
seats are small, and temperature changes are great from the four large
door openings per car, it is doubtful passengers will be at.tracted to such
a system." Under these circumstances, I would hope that we choose the reality
of the more efficient and less expensive solution to this rail corridor,
a solution supported by the majority of the rail passengers to be served the upgrading of the Central Railroad of New Jersey.
~'hat about covers the technical points and general points that
r wanted to get. into the record. But I have some comments that I would like
to make aside from the prepared text.
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At the Bridgewater mE'eting with

Commissioner Sagner, which was well over a month ago, a great number of commuters
took time out of their evening to go down to express their opinions about
the PATH extension.

Some very, very good points were made.

Some fundamental

questions were raised, such as, what will the fare be, and no one could
answer that question.

A gentleman earlier suggested that rest room faciliti0.s

were not available on PATH cars.
of.

That is true.

That had not bt-en thought

Totally, the whole procedure lacks any consideration to the traveling

public.

•

Really, what the Commissioner told me after the meeting was that

we can no longer afford to spend
great distances.

energy

to

transport people those

If he intends to make a record on conservation of energy,

then please let him do that.

If he intends to make a record on efficient

transportation, he certainly has not done it thus far.
I believe he operates in an area of personal conflict and
professional conflict.
MR. CAPALBO:

In light of what you have said, have the riders

on the CNJ west of Plainfield been able to express their opinions, do you feel,
on the options involved?
MR. COLLINS:

They have in small groups.

For example, one

of our concerns at the meeting in Bridgewater - which was sponsored by the
county - was that the early part of the evening not be taken up with great
amounts of presentations by PATH engineering people, or the Department of
avai~able

Transportation, so that we would have more time
speak.

Our fears were realized.

for the public to

The first two hours were taken up with that

•

kind of presentation.
A gentleman earlier expressed some opinions about a hostile
crowd.
o'clock.

Yes, it was a hostile crowd, and we did not finish up until twelve
That is perfectly accurate.

..

When you get down to fundamentals with

this situation, really,what the Commissioner is telling us is that he wants
to have an influence on the citizen's ability to determine where he wants to
live. By shutting off rail transportation,

mass

transportation west of

Plainfield,that is exactly what he does.

I think that is something that

people should have more guarantees in and

~ore

opinion of one man controlling

protection in than the

his own Department at a state level.

think that also he will force industry out of the State.

I

West of Plainfield

what will happen will be ultimately that your freight transport will become
second rate.

Your makeup of cars will have to go west and then move east

in order to serve those industries out in that area.
We have an industrial group in Branch Brook, appropriately
known as the Branch Brook Industrial Group,that are so concerned about this
that they have signed statements opposing PATH and also seeking legal advice
as to what their grounds would be for suit, because they believe that
their business may be influenced by this decision.
I think that as our past experience with the Port Authority will
indicate, the only group that really benefits is New York.
seldom, if ever, benefits.

New Jersey very

If the Executive Branch believes that they have

developed a coup in getting the Port Authority to pay for portions of this
project, I think they are sadly mistaken.

The last time we dealt with the

Port Authority in New Jersey was when we gave up the ferry service.
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In exchange

.

for that, the Port Authority built up the P~H system through Newark. They
did a fine job revitalizing that line. They did not do it out of the
goodness of their heart. At the same time, while we gained that, the
Jersey City-Bayonne corridor lost rail service. The Port Authority also
gained a direct and much improved access to Port Newark. As a result,
New Jersey came out second rate.
To sum it up again, to get off the point, when the Executive
blunders, I think it becomes the Legislative's responsibility to bring some
order and common sense to their approach. Therefore, I hope that the
Legislative Branch will support the opposition to PATH. Thank you •

•

•
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MR. CAPALBO:

Has Peter Koelsch arrived?

(No response.)

Then the next speaker will be Patricia McKiernan.
Is Raymond Whalen here?
RAYMOND

wH A L

E N:

(Not present.)

Would you step forward, please.

Thank you very much.

My name is Whalen.

I am

.

a resident of Plainfield, New Jersey, and I represent myself.
There doesn't seem to be much left to be said.

I look at the costs of

the Jersey Central, oh, going back ten years, and they were running in a deficit
of up to $5 million and there was considerable public concern.

•

I notice that

the deficits now have approached $20 million and there is less concern now.
This is one of the frailities of the government taking over transportation.
There is very little incentive to pursue the costs.
out of our town to New York.

Take,as an example, costs

You have a commuter line with the commuters using it

having an average salary of maybe $20,000 and costing $2 a ride, of which there
is $2 paid by the rest of the public to subsidize this cost.

Wi.th this present

arrangement, I suspect, there will be Mtother $3 or $4 in actual costs.
You can justify some of this as necessary to accommodate mass transportation.

But I feel that the State has to take a stand against endless subsidy

of transportation as a necessary commodity to offer people who really have the
means to pay for their own transportation.

I think you are taking away from

other people who really need a subsidy and can't afford it.

That would be the

young and the old.
Then you hear these other comments made by people west of us.

I sort

of picture myself as voting for something like the Teton Dam projects where I
live.

Upstream of the dam, I take a different outlook than people downstream.
Then to admire the operations of an authority

name sometimes gets antagonism.
of their dogmatic positions.

well, just a pompous

So I can see how you get some

But there is some truth to that.

~ebuttal

to some

When you are

•

.

•

obligated and it is possible to operate at a loss, you can do tt1ings a little fancier
and probably a little more effectively.

But I think what you

a~e

doing is shutting

out free enterprise in a lot of this work. An example would be AMTRAK going to
Washington. That has been in operation for quite some time and each year they
anticipate much larger amounts of traffic on this line.
happened.

But it really has not

It still attracts a very small amount of traffic.

to use AMTRAK of $25 to $30.

Say you pay a fare

The public picks up another cost of $25 or $30 and

this doesn't count the replacement of trains.

So it doesn't necessarily follow

because you make a transportation system available with a large subsidy that you
can anticipate great use of it by the public.
If you are going to encourage mass transportation, you really have to
regulate the use of the automobile which would be by unwanted rationing of some
sort.
I think you people who reprEsent us should at some time take a stand
on this real cost of transportation.

I don't see that it is a State function to

endlessly subsidize this in such a manner.
subsidy is really needed.

•

I think you want to look where the

I think this would be a better purpose.

The arguments here that it is too late and we have spent a lot of engineering time are sort of like the fellow who came up to the designers of the Hindenburg
and suggested helium at a late date.

You see you feel obligated to keep going.
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That is j~st an engineering prerogative, to keep going. So there are good arguments by peopl:e west of my town. I know if I lived there, I would take the host i l £'
stance they have. If they imagine this apparent hostility by rPgulation nnd 9<W<'rnment, it is understandable because rail transportation is something that you would
instinctively want.
There are court moves now to make this land more available to the people.
To eliminate rail, which is a necessary part of their existence, I think is unfair
to these people. I think that should be considered also.
Thank you.
MR. CAPALBO: Thank you very much.
SENATOR BUEHLER: Peter Koelsch, Chairman, Rail Subcommittee, Monmouth County
Transportation Coordinating Committee - and a good friend. Peter, it is good to
see you. Will you state your name and position for the record, please.
K 0 E L S C H:
J.
My name is Peter J. Koelsch of Matawan Borough.
I have been a member of the Borough's Transportation Committee since it was organized
in February, 1965. I was subsequently appointed to the Monmouth County Transportation
Coordinating Committee, which was organized late in 1973. At the present tirne, I
am Chairman of the Rail Subcommittee. I have also served on several ad hoc transportion ~ommittees as the need arose. I have been a regular commuter to New York
for about 40 years, starting in 1938 from Jersey City and then from Matawan since
1957.
I am most appreciative for the opportunity to voice my thoughts on PATHPlainfield. This is something the New Jersey DOT seems to be extremely loathe to
do - to permit the people of this State some good, comprehensive hearings on the
subject. Of course, there is to be an Environmental Impact Hearing on April 19th
in Elizabeth, but have you considered the difficulties surrounding it? First, it
will be held on a business day when most of the people who will be affected will
all be at their places of employment. Secondly, although it will run until 9:00
P.M., that does not give the commuter enough time. He must get out of work,
commute either to home or to Elizabeth, and perhaps even pass by his dinner.
Considering that the maximum time allowed will be five minutes per speaker, not
too many people could possibly go before the hearing in the three-hour period
from six to nine. I would urge that more than one such hearing be held in various
locations throughout the northern part of the State. More people than just those
in the Plainfield corridor will be affected. The statement itself is not too
readily accessible, being located in four libraries in the corridor, as well as
several spots in downtown New York, while it is the uptown commuter and those who
live west of Plainfield who will be injured the most. The statement, itself, runs
hundreds of pages, and it is ridiculous to think that the average commuter will be
able to find the time to sit down and study it, then be able to prepare an intelligent
summary of what he approves or disapproves of in that statement.
Ever slnce the present PATH-Plainfield proposal was unveiled in January,
1975, with the release of the Task Force Report, it has been receiving more and
more criticism of an adverse nature. It has, in turn, engendered on the part of
the State Depart:ment of Transportation, aided by the Port Authority, a series of
reactions which at the best, can be characterized as half-truths, contraditions,
and more changen of mind than have ever been attributed to that proverbial woman.
I would like to start with that Task Force Report. To say that it was
biased in favor of the PATH proposal and tried to put any facet of CNJ upgrading or
P E T E R

.
"

111

electrification in a bad light is putting it mildly.

When you consider who pre-

pared it and what their end purpose was, what else could be expected?
If we take Table I of that report, Enclosure 1 attached, we can see that
the two CNJ columns listing either a maximum upgrading or elect! ification h,JV<'
been bloated by some $50 million for a third track.

•

Of course, anything that

could be used to puff up either of these columns was to the advantage of the PATH
system.

However, it wasn't long before this $50 million overstatement was negated

by Conrail who verified that they did not have to construct a third track.

•

See

Enclosure 2, the New York Times of November 2, 1975.
Despite the opponents of the PATH-Planfield project pointing out the
discrepancies in the CNJ figures versus PATH, the Task Force went back to work to
make the CNJ numbers even higher, and, of course, they succeeded, by ultimately
almost matching the cost of CNJ electrification to that of the entire PATH proposal -

$336 million to $347 million, although that $347 million is highly suspect, as we
shall see.

You can find this in Enclosure 4, an article from the Newark Star Ledger

of July 20, 1975.

This article states that they had used figur<•s supplied by

the CNJ, that the $174 million to upgrade the line was too low, and that it had to
be raised so as not to make PATH look too bad.
million were "grossly inaccurate."

The words they used for that $174

I asked both Mr. Gordon Fuller, former Vice

President of Passenger Traffic, and Mr. Charles Allen, former Vice President of
Engineering for the CNJ and now Chief Engineer for

Conrail's Atlantic Division,

on more than one occasion whether they had ever contributed anything to the Task
Force Report.

They both replied in every instance, "no."

Where did the Task Force

...

get those CNJ figures then?
To show you the obvious reluctance of the State to bring in the experienced

railroader's advice, which might not agree with the results the Task Force was
seeking, I have enclosed two sheets, Enclosures 5 and 6, the first a letter from

•

the DOT, dated March 20, 1975, proposing a study of the several transportation
corridors in NewJersey.

The latter relates only to the

PATH-Pl<~infield

corridor

and lists the objectives and the people and organizations that were to participate.
Although rail transit was one subject to be studied, not one railroad representative
was included from either the CNJ or Conrail.

Apparently they did not have enough

experience, having been in the transportation business in this corridor only
since 1841.
As to the actual figures shown in the Task Force Report's Table I, Enclosure 1,
and then broken down on a "per mile" basis as I have done in Enclosure 3, one
wonders how it costs a mere $10 million per mile to construct a fifteen-mile
electrified New York and Long Branch from South Amboy to Red BM1k while it jumps
to $17.5 million per mile for the sixteen and two-tenths miles from Newark to
Plainfield.

This difference is even more revealing when you consider the two

stretches of track.

The Newark-Plainfield mileage i.s devoid of grade crossing and

over-water bridges while the New York and Long Branch project has to contend with
fourteen grade

crossing~,some

Then look

of them major problems, and two over-water bridges.

at Enclosure 9,

~1

excerpt from the presentation of the DOT at a

public hearing in Matawan on November 15, 1976, for the New York and Long Branch
electrification.

..

It is a breakdown of the costs of the various aspects of the

work and equipment that would be required, and it actually lowers the "per mile"
figure to $9.1 miLLion, or almost a 10 percent decrease in the estimate shown in the
Task Force Report of January, 1975.

But let's not stop here.
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There is still more

•

.

•
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of this numerical legerdemain involved. According to the NE:'wark Star· Lt>dqC'r nr
January 13, 1977, Enclosure 8, the cost of the CNJ electrification had incrt'dSC'd
to $336 million, or just $11 million less than the figure advertised for PATH.
This now made the cost per mile for the CNJ $20.74 million, or more than twice
that of the New York and Long Branch project. While the New York and Long Branch
decreased almost ten percent, the CNJ went up eighteen and a half percent. In fact,
the Commissioner was so pleased with this saving, he saw fit to recommend a special
clause in the fiscal 1976 Appropriation Bill reducing the 1968 Bond Funds available for
the New York and Long Branch by approximately $7 million.
I guess we must live less
expensively down at the Jersey shore.
What makes Enclosure 8 even more interesting is that the cost of the
PATH extension in the same article was listed as $347 million, or just $11 million
more than the CN.J electrification. This seems to be at odds with the Port Authority's
forntal application for the project dated way back on May 23, 1975, which stated that
the total cost of PATH-Plainfield would be about $450 million. This did not include
service for the people beyond Plainfield, or any type of connection between the
McClellan Avenue station and Newark Airport. See Enclosure 7, the New York Times of
May 29, 1975. Now we are advised of a $103 million decrease so far as PATH is concerned.
Just how did this come about?
I suppose the costs of electrifying the CNJ had risen so rapidly that it
was the reason why the DOT and the Port Authority, at their presentation on February
3, 1977 at the Somerset County Vo-Tech School, never mentioned the words "electrification" or "electrified" once, preferring to "upgrade" only. Even the limited
statistics that were distributed by the Port Authority never listed "electrification."
Enclosure 10 is an example.
Enclosure 10 would be as good a way as any to pass into the realm of halftruths. In this instance, the enclosure outlines the alleged time that would be
saved by using PATH. At that meeting on February 3rd, one of the audience accused
the officials of padding the figures in favor of PATH. Enclosure 10 shows that it would
take the CNJ 65 minutes to transport a passenger from Raritan to Penn Station in
New York. The gentleman told them that he had been making the trip for some yeara
and he figured his average time at 58 minutes, or 7 less than the Task Force clairn.
Mind you, this was 7 minutes less now than the biased estimate, and on an admittedly
decrepit railroad at that. What would it be with an upgraded or fully-electrified
line?
This "time saved" argument which is being used to such a great extent by
the Task Force is another example of the half-truths. At the Somerville meeting, the
officials gave out the figure of 1,861 as the passenger count beyond Plainfield.
They glossed over with but a very slighting reference to the Reading Railroad passengers
who numbered 327 on May 12, 1976. Apparently, 1984 is already here, as the Reading
Railroad passengers are now offid ally "non persons." At no time did they mention
t~he passenger count from Plainfield into Newark, which on May 12, 1976, Enclosure 11,
\las 4, 605, or slightly twice the number of passengers •111ho would be abandoned beyond
l'lainfield.
Take e closer look at thjs "time saved" ploy.

The Task Force hi:is stated

that 60 percent of the present CNJ' passengers go to the World Trade Center, although
I have never seen any substantiation for this percentage.
Therefore, it is this 1)0
percent who will save time by not having to change at Newark. It means that 40
61

percent of those who board from Plainfield on in will still have to change, or 1,843.
However, we also have to count the 2,188 who customarily board beyond Plainfield and,
without exception, all these passengerswho formerly went directly to Newark will
have to change at Plainfield.

Further, they still don't know how they are going to

•

be carried to Plainfield.
Would you call it a half-truth, or maybe it was merely an oversight, that for
more than two years or until we saw the Environmental Impact Report, we were never

.

told of the "sweetheart contract" between the New Jersey DOT and the Port Authority,
committing New Jersey to approximately $700 million in lease costs over 35 years,
or a $20 million per year average.

(See Enclosure 38.)

ating expenses of PATH beyond Plainfield.
expenses of PATH?

This is in addition to oper-

Incidentally, who will audit the operating

Considering the relationship between the New Jersey DOT and

the Port Authority in this entire affair, as well as the revelations on the bus audits,
I'm afraid of the results.
It is in the area of contradictions that a student of this subject could
really revel.

It has been proposed that either a people-mover or a bus connection

be established between the proposed McClellan Avenue station and Newark Airport.
At the February 3rd
mover was stressed.

mPP.~ing,

the bus connection was not mentioned once, the people-

The efficacy or cost of either method has not been made public

yet: it is still being "studied."

For that matter, neither has the opinion of Dr.

Ronan of the Port Authority ever been made public in any New Jersey newspaper that
I know of.

Not one of them had an article similar to that in the New York Times

of September 22, 1975, Enclosure 14, wherein Dr. Ronan was quoted as stating that
the Kennedy Airport connector was in limbo because a people-mover at the airport was

•

much too expensive, while the people would not care to ride a train to within a mile
of the airport and then finish their journey on a b11s.

New Yorkers and Jerseyit.es

must have different travelling tastes.
The Kennedy Airport connector was apparently

resurrect.~d,

according to the

New York Daily News of November 5, 1975, Enclosure 15, again quoting Dr. Ronan.
However, he put it back in the grave again with the statement, "it is not feasible
at this time."

That is Enclosure 16, the Asbury Park Press of April 28, 1976.

That connector climbs in and out of its grave like Dracula.

Lest you wonder why

I emphasize this part of the project, bear in mind that it was the partner project
to PATH-Plainfield, but it was to be financed with Federal Aviation Administration
funds, no UMTA dollars whatsoever; yet it was still too expensive with a peoplemover, and therefore had to be put away.

Yet we can spend all kinds of UMTA funds

on a similar project that is just as expensive.

With FAA funds, New York State

wouldn't feel a thing in so far as its mass transit goes.

The

~arne

does not hold

true in New Jersey
Study Enclosure 17, the Fanwood-Scotch PlaLns Times of January 6, 1977,
reporting on a meeting Mr. John Hoban of the Port Authority had with officials of
those two towns on January 3rd.
"today there is duplication.

He told them in discussing the PATH equipment,

Crews, car barns, maintenance crews, etc. are

necessary for the Conrail cars, and there is
needed only at peak hours.
to extol the

virtw~s

considr~rable

waste ,as employees are·

Then there is a completely different • . • ,"going on

of the PATH equipment versus the Conrail equipment.

Compare

this version of th<; Conrail car with that included with Enclosures 18 and 19, which
accompanied Assistant Commissioner Stangl's letter of January 28, 1977, transmitting
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a "Second Revision to the Application for Federal Funds" for the New York and
Long Branch electrification project." Note that. the multiple unit cars have baggage
racks (PATH has none, nor have they ever said they would include them) and lavatories
(PATH has none).
However, the first paragraph on Enclosure 19 is the major contradiction
when compared to Mr. Hoban's statement as found in Enclosure 17. It says, "The
similar characteristics of these cars (MU equipment) to those of the cars now being
delivered have been specified in order to afford the State optimum flexibility for
meeting various future service requirements and to provide for optimum maintenance
efficiency through standardization." How standard is tlie PATH car when compared to
what is being used on the Penn Central now, and will be used on the Erie-Lackawanna
and the New York and Long Branch? Also recall the promises of "compatible" equipment
during the 1968 Bond Issue campaign.
Go back again to Enclosure 8, the Newark Star Ledger of January 13, 1977.
Commissioner Sagner was asked why the CNJ alternatives were not being pursued, and
he replied, "That while there are pluses and minuses to both proposals, there was
not sufficient evidence to change a decision that was well on its way and which had
millions of dollars invested in it." Who weighed that so-called evidence? Also,
take another look at Enclosure 14, the New York Times of September 22, 1975.
See where Dr. Ronan admitted spending $8.2 million on the Kennedy Airport connector,
yet was still hatling work on it. Or go back to New Jersey and read another New York
Times article dated February 20, 1977, Enclosure 20. It deals with the rejection of
the Toms River Expressway by Governor Byrne, a decision supported by Commissioner
Sagner. This project was rejected, even though $19.5 million had been spent, or six
percent of the original estimated cost. We are all aware of the billion dollars that
was expended on the SST before Congress killed that program.
A series of really classic contradictions can be demonstrated if you will
read the Port Authority's response to Governor Hughes' request for a study for a
direct connection of PATH from the Newark Statim to the Airport, dated January 23,
1969, Enclosures 21 through 30. The Port Authority gave ten reasons why they could not
go just 3.2 miles. Plainfield was unheard of at that time.
Enclosure 30 says, "With the completion of the major arterial highway
developments in the area, together with the completion of the redevelopment of Newark
Airport, itself, access to and from the airport by bus and limousine will provide
a far more attractive service than any fixed rail link with its built-in limitations
of traffic potential, inconvenience and excessive costs." Then look at the handout
distributed at the February 3rd meeting, Enclosures 32 through 36. This is a series
of pat questions and answers prepared by the Task Force. One question asks, "Why
provide access from the CNJ corridor to Newark International Airport when interstate
Highway I-78 will do the same thing?" The prepared answer is, " • • • Moreover, I-78
will not provide access for those who have no cars,
" Pick up a copy of the
Hilbur Smith study entitled, "New Jersey Public Transportation Study, Phase 8, PATHPlainfield Corridor, Final Report, June, 1976." It is about 170 pages long, so I
haven't enclosEd it. On page 4-8 you will find a heading, "No-car families." This
section states, "The number of no-car families, as a measure of transit needed, does
not appear to te a serious problem in the structure of both inter- and intrastate routes
in this corridc r. There are fet~ families within the service area who do not own an
automobile."
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Enclosure No. 29, or reason No. 8, the Port Authority's taking into
consideration the impact of the 1968 Bond Issue, advises:

"In the face of

priorities and urgentneed for major improvements to New Jersey's commuter railroads,
for which these transportation bond proceeds are earmarked, any diversion of these
funds to a PATH extension would be

s~lf-dcfeating,

that would be unnecessary and unwarranted."

particularly for a facility

Has anything chanqed?

One last comment on that 1969 report - the Port Authority claimed that an

•

extension to the Airport was much too expensive as it would cost $15,000 per passenger
in so far as capital expense was concerned.

Nothing is even whispered today about a

per passenger outlay of either $24,600 or $31,900, depending on whether you use the
$347 million or $450 million figure.

Why isn't that .. "too expensive"?

On June 3, 1975, the Newark Star Ledger, Enclosure 37, headlined the
fact that the"Port Authority rejected two alternatives to PATH spur."

The use

of an exclusive busway had been discussed, but not with the public, and the very
last sentence of the article, referring to the implementation of such a mode, stated,
"The key question involved is the acceptability of the bus solution to the residents
of the (Plainfield) corridor."

You would think that before th<• Task Force made

any such decision they would have asked the people.

But, of cPurse, they never ha\lle

asked the people if they even wanted PATH in the first place.

Perhaps if you

gentlemen ask them why they haven't made a survey of the corridor patrons, you
might get the same reply as the questioner at Somerville on February 3rd when he
asked if the people had ever been surveyed.

The reply was "no."

and asked "why?" , the reply was, "we don' t have the funds!"

When he persisted

Mind you, this was the

answer after the Commissioner had told the audience millions had already been spent

•

on the project, and one of the handouts stated that this meeting was part of a $240,t)00
study of the alternatives beyond Plainfield.

I should add that this last reply met

with prolonged, loud laughter from the audience.
Like most advocates of mass transit, I strongly support mass transit
over highways.

However, in this instance the switch of funds from I-495 is

extremely short-sighted as more commuters use I-495 in one day right now than will
use PATH in a week in 1985if they ever did reach that outlandish figure of 14,100
passengers.
two hours.

Back in 1973, the exclusive bus lane was carrying 43,000 people in just
Add what goes through that cut during the other 22 hours and you have

well over 100,000 each way.

The Port Authority right now is expanding the midtown

bus terminal by 50 percent, and the majority of the anticipated increase in users will
be coming right through I-495 leading to the Lincoln Tunnel.

Yet the Commissioner in

his short-sighted wisdom would deprive that artery of much needed improvements to
handle not only today's increasing volumes, but thoee that can be expected in 1985.
He is trading off $39 million for $17 million, and the ratio goes from nine-to-one
for interstates to four-to-one for mass transit.

Is it a good deal for New Jersey?

The proposed plan would dupJicate an already-existing facility between
Elizabeth, Newark and New York.
through service.

It will cut short at Plainfield another operating

When considered in the light of the total funds available, it

will consume an excessive portion of such funds to the detriment of all other
transportation projects.

In my own ctrea, it would prevent perhaps the extension of

the New York and Long Branch down evfn as far as Long Branch because they say they
don't have sufficient funds.
I could go on with this litany for quite some time, but there are others
who also want to express their opinions of this plan, and I am very sure they will be
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just as vehement and specific as I have been in demonstrating why this project is
one of the most outrageous and wasteful that has ever been foisted on a knowing
public. Excuse the pun, but the Commissioner is railroading it throu9h dE>spi tt' theopposition of a vast majority of the people, including not only the Boards of
Freeholders of ten counties, but even communities such as Weatfield,which today puts

•

approximately 25 percent of the people on the CNJ every day. What happened to the statement of Mr. Patricelli in his letter of September 23, 1976, and reiterated by Acting
Administrator Jerome Premo in his letter to me dated March 7, 1977, Enclosure 31,
to the effect that the decision as to whether we get PATH or the CNJ, "was up to
the people and public officials of New Jersey"? Who are the people and public
officials?
Once again, thank you for this opportunity to express my views and
for your patience in hearing me out. (See pages 26X to 62X for exhibits. )
SENATOR BUEHLER:

Mr. Koelsch, once again the Committee thanks you and

I, personally,thank you for one of the beat-documented reports we have had today.
The Committee, hopefully, will review everything you said. Thank you very much,
Mr. Koelsch.
Now it is a real privilege to bring before the Committee our first woman
witness, Mayor of Hillsborough Township, Mayor Patricia McKiernan. (Not present.)
Is Albert L. Papp, Jr., Citizens Committee to Stop PATH, here? (Not present.)
Ed Blaufuss, Branchburg Industrial Commission. (Not present.)
Russell Miles, Planning Director of Warren County.

•

.

L.
R E U B E N:
Russell Miles is not here. If I may, I would
ARTHUR
like to submit his statement for him • I will not read it. I just would like to
make <1 cormnen t.
Russ Miles is also Vice President of the N0w Jcrs0y County Planners
Association. My name is Arthur L. Reuben and I am Chairman of the Transportation
Committee of the County Planners Association. I would just like to submit this
statement for the record of this Committee.
I might mention that the professional groups on the county level in the
State of New Jersey - the County Planners, the County Engineers and the County
Transportation Officials - all have passed resolutions in opposition to the PATH
project and favoring the upgrading of the Central Railroad of New Jersey.
Just one other comment I might make in reference to costs, in regard to
the Central Railroad of New Jersey versus PATH: and, that is, that many of the
costs of the PATH project are based upon passenger patronage and the passenger
patronage has never been very well defined in any of the reports of the Port Authority.
In one area where it is well defined, they indicate that there will be 1450 passengers
that will be taken out of the Penn Central corridor. Now that may be fine for
the PATH situation, but in regard to the State Legislature, all they are doing is
taking passengers off the Penn Central and putting them on PATH.

•
•

At thE Somerville hearinq, John Hoban of the Port Authority indicated that
they are seriovsly considering clc·.sing the Elizabeth Station to Conrail trains from
the south, whereby they would then divert these passenger on to PATH. This again
may just help to justify the PATH proposal. But, in fact, all it does is shift
i:he passengers from one rail system to another. It. will be up to those passengers
1.o decide whether they benefit more from riding on the PATH or riding on the Penn
Central.

Thank you.
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SENATOR BUEHLER:

Thank you very much.

The Committee accepts the statement of Russell Miles, Planning Director
of Warren County.
(Russell Miles' statement can be found beginning
on page 63X.)
Our next witness will be George Engeman, Chairman of the Hunterdon County
Planning Board.
E N G E M A N:

G E 0 R G E

..

Thank you for providing me with this occasion to

come and speak.
SENATOR BUEHLER:
DR. ENGEMAN:
Borough.

Will you state

Yes.

your name and position.

I am Dr. George Engeman.

I am the Mayor of Flemington

I am the Chairman of the Hunterdon County Planning Board and I am the Vice

Chairman of the Northwest Regional New Jersey Association of Planning Officials,
which includes Hunterdon, Warren and Sussex Counties.

I have come here at the

request of the Hunterdon County Planning Board by unanimous vote at a meeting held
yesterday asking me to come here and tell you that we oppose the proposed PATH
extension and why we dn so.

I might say that present and votinq at that unanimous vote

were two of the three members of the Board of Chosen Freeholders, including FreeholderDirector Muller.

They requested also that I convey directly to you, in the event

you have not received it, the resolution which that Board had pilssed opposing the
proposed PATIJ extension.
(Resolution of the Hunterdon County Board of Freeholders
can be found on page 66X.)
SENATOR BUEHLER:
DR. ENGEMAN:

•

Thank you very much.

Specifically, it is our feilllg fiat the proposed extension of

the PATH line is a disservice to the present populat:ions and is poor planning with
regard to the future of our three-county area, particularly of 1:he Hunter·don County

•

area.
We had a hearing held in one of our buildings last mon1:h -- I am not going
to cite a lot of detail or read anything much into the record

h•~re

- I can leave

some of this material with you -- held by Mr. Sagner's representatives, at which we
had about 50 people, mostly from our county, some from Warren and a few from Sussex,
who expressed very grave concerns with regard to this proposed extension, in that
in their opinion they did not feel that it would provide them with any better access
to their jobs, scattered all over the metropolitan area.
would be able to use it.

They didn't think they

The taking of a bus or car to Plainfield and then changing

and considering where it took them to - it didn't seem it was going to help most
of them.

They spoke rather strongly in favor of upgrading railroad lines as seeming

to be the logical alternative to help them.

This iH with regard to the present

commuter population and any future commuter population which wo,Ild be of the same
general charact.er .1s they are: that is, dispersed throughout our area and dispersed
as far as thE· othe: end of the pipe as to where they are going i.n the metropolitan
area.

•

Most of them did not feel that the proposed PATH line would serve them.
We feel

represents a

v·~ry

threa~

strongly in Hunterdon County that this particular project

to the basic premise of our cow1ty master plan and to our entire

feeling about what kind of a county we want to be.

It is stated in our master plan

it is the policy o: our Planning Board and of our Bnard of ChoS•O!n Freeholders that
we wish to retain the ess.?ntially rural character of our county.
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That does not mean

•

we are backward people.

What it does mean is that we want to be able to develop

in a sensible, planned way and not have great impacts of population pushed on us
faster than we can plan for them.
We feel that this particular project was not planned either by or for

•

people of the State of New Jersey.

It is my personal opinion

that

th~

Commiss~oner

Sagner

and his staff, if indeed they did not abdicate their responsibility to do the proper
planning for this, at least showed very poor judgment in allowing PATH people to do

•

the studies, which were supposedly to give them an objective answer to the questions
which were posed.

As recently as last December, Commissioner Sagner and his repre-

sentatives told us they could not give us the answers to some very basic questions
because the work was still being done by the Port Authority staff who were doing this.
These people might have been quite capable of doing an objective study, but they were
doing it from the wrong end of the pipe.

They were looking from where they were

sitting out at us and saying, "What can be done to bring these people in?"

They

weren't looking out where we are and saying, "What do we need?"
This proposed project also - and this is my greatest personal feeling about
it - is not responsive to the long-term needs of the State of New Jersey.

A short

50 years or so ago - maybe 60 or 70 when my grandparents moved to Flemington, and
my grandfather was one of the first commuters into New York City - there were 80 or
100 trains a day from Flemington into New York and other direction$,an unbelievable
figure - it was just as unbelievable to my grandfather and the other people in
Flemington at that time if you had told them that within a half a century motor
trucks would have destroyed the railroads.

•

about.

It wasn't something they could think

We now know - everybody tells us - that in 30 or 40 years

no more motor trucks.

There will be no more fuel for them.

there will be

You can't use atomic

power, electric power or any alternative source of energy for motor trucks on high-

•

ways.

There is not going to be any break-through.

You are not going to do it with

coal.

If we are going to be transporting, it is going to be with railroads.
The proposed PATH extension is a people-mover.

It is not compatible with freight moving.

It is only a people-mover.

It is not compatible with bringing any

of the supplies and things that might be needed for the people that it would deposit
out at the end of its line.
I believe that the situation simply hasn't been looked at properly enough
for a huge capital expenditure.

This is 1950's thinking, this kind of project.

This

is the kind of thinking that gave us the World Trade Center and probably gave Egypt
the pyramids.

I think these things are all of equal value as far as their potential

value for the future of the people of our area, particularly the people of our
counties.
Rather than read a lot of correspondence, a lot of resolutions, and that
sort of thing into the record, I think I will just close with that, sir.
SENATOR BUEHLER:

Mayor, thank you very much.

Do you have a copy of your·

county master plan?

•

DR. EUGEMAN:

No, I don't have a copy of the county master plan.

SENATOR BUEHLER:
DR. ENGEMAN:

Could you send the Committee a copy of that document?

I certainly will.

I do have the Freeholders' resolution, which

I was asked sp(!cifically to hand i.n here.
SENATOR BUEHLER:

Now, while you as a mayor and representative of the

Hunterdon Coun1:y Planning Board have suggested you are opposed to the PATH project,
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do you have an alternate proposal to make?
DR. ENGEMAN:

It would appear evident to me that more study is needed.

But, my own personal opinion is that an upgrading of the CNJ and an improving of

..

bus transportation for feeding into it, for the present, might be the alternative
which would seem to me most attractive.

My whole concern is that all of the studies

regarding the need were not done by and for the people of New Jersey, as I said

•

earlier, but by Port Authority people who were looking down the other end of a
long, long pipe.
SENATOR BUEHLER:

You made a point of bringing to the Committee's attention

the fact that the PATH proposal does not include freight service.
DR. ENGEMAN:

Yes, sir.

SENATOR BUEHLER:
DR. ENGEMAN:
operation.

Do you want to elaborate on that?

It is simply that this whole PATH thing is a people-moving

It is not compatible with railroads.

It is not designed for that kind of heavy load.
plan.

It is not a freight-moving plan.

You can't carry freight cars.
It is strictly a people-moving

And it is going to bring people out into

an area where freight '':-"-11 have to be brought out to bring them food and to bring them
almost anything else.
I could bring up in this connection an article in the July 1976 issue of
Smithsonian Magazine, an article entitled, "So You Think TV is Hot Stuff, Just You
Wait," by Eric Barnouw.

I can't really see too well because I broke my bifocals.

This particular article, looking in long-term planning terms, is putting the case
that people moving will not be the thing by the turn of the century in any case, that

•

we are going to be using electronic communication for people to be sitting in their
homes doing their jobs and doing all sorts of things.

A quotation from it:

"In the

already large and growing literature of the wired world of tomorrow, a persistent
theme relates to transportation.

•

For it is expected that'message movement' will

eventually replace much people movement, thus relieving our glutted transportation
system, easing problems of the use of energy and improving the quality of our air.
Again and again we are told that the symbolic interchange offered by telecommunications
can and must replace a large percentage of the physical encounters now serviced through
physical travel.

We will become telecommuters, teleshoppers and televoters."

I

won't quote any further from it.
The tendency is going to be away from moving people to their jobs over
great distances; and where those people are, their jobs will be by wire.
want to get too wild and far out.
expensive- what is it

I don't

But the whole view of putting this horrendously

about a 17-mile block of people moving in this corridor in

New Jersey seems to me at this time to be a very questionable use of the public money.
And it doesn't matter, of course, whet.her it be federal or State money.

It is a

bad use of money in my opinion.
SENATOR BUEHLER:

And you are suggesting that in the absence of the freight

service plan that CNJ would accomplish all of those things, including freight service?
DR. ENGEMAN:

I am suggesting that we must look at freight service as part

of the picture and that the PATH plan does not do this.
SENA'I'OR Bt:EHLER:

Thank you very much, Mayor.

The last 11ame that I have on the list is Mr. MacF'arland of the United
Transportation Unicn and I am advised he is not here.
who will give you his credentials.

So we have Harold Kendler,

Will you state your name and credentials for the
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Committee.
HA R 0 L D
K E N D L E R: I am Harold Kendler. I reside at 159 Manor Crescent,
New Brunswick, 08901. I am the legislative representative and Local Chairman
for Local 1370 and my members are essentially passenger conductors and passenger
trainmen who man the AMTRAK service through New Jersey between New York, Philadelphia
and Washington and the commuter services over the New York and Long Branch Railroad,
formerly the Pennsylvania Railroad, as well as through New Jersey and parts of the
State of Pennsylvania.
I speak in opposition, Senator Buehler, to the proposal to extend the
PATH operations to Plainfield. I might say that the reasons that we speak in
opposition are of a more practical nature than those things to which many of
the speakers have directed themselves earlier. I do not mean that their statements
are less important than mine, but mine is less statistical and less logistical,
dealing more with the realities and practicalities of an operation.
In the first place, I heard an earlier speaker, speaking for PATH, say
that the headways ?Perating between Plainfield and Newark were 15 or 20 minutes
apart, suggesting by his remarks and hi's tone that there were physical restraints and
the railroad could not operate more frequent scheduling. Of course, that is absurd.
We can operate trains with a 3- or 4-minute headway with the present equipment.
There have been remarks that there is limited capacity at Penn Station,
New York, and there could not be additional services,which have been suggested,by
Central Railroad of New Jers0y trains as well as Erie-Lackawanna trains directly to
Penn Station, New York, and it would not be physicially possible. That, sir, I
submit is not a true statement. Presently, during the peak hour on one track
through the Trans-Hudson tunnel of the Pennsylvania Railroad, 16 trains can be
accommodated. We submit, sir, that that capacity can be more than doubled with no
cost to the present systems. All we would have to do is resurrect the operational
identity of Sunnyside Yard, which is in Queens, New York, and is an adjunct to
Pennsylvania Station, New York, and is essentially a storage yard and a yard where
cars are maintained and repaired, for which it was originally designed. Resurrect
those 77 tracks, sir, and you will find that you can have a 90-second headway between
trains going through the tunnel and you will more than double the present capacity
with no outlandish increase in cost.
So if those are representations by the proponents of the PATH extension to
Plainfield and that is the type of evidence, then I submit, sir, we should look at

•

it with some serious question as to its propriety.
Let us talk for a moment about the so-call airport relationship of the
PATH proposal. I think we should have some physical demonstration. We should
have some manifestation for people to judge as a practical experience rather than
the theories and the so-called think-tank presentations being made by the supporters
of the PATH project. I submit, s:•.r, that if yot· took the present Elizabeth Station
of the Pennsylvania Railroad and had moving stairs - it is not necessary, but it
would be a convenience to the public - and established, if you please, an air-link service right from Elizabeth Station, that location is nearer to Newark International
Airport than the present Newark Station. And if, .instead of the Port Authority
devoting the kJ.nd of funding that they are to st.udiAs that are nothing less than
repetitous, thE'Y ....oul_d finance the construction of air line receiving terminals or
stations at Pennsylvania Station, New York, so that passengr,rs who d£'sire to usr69

Newark International Airport would check in their tickets and their baggage
and then take any of the numerous trains that are currently oper·ating to Elizabeth
and, thereafter, divested of their luggage at New York because t.hat would be

•

handled separately, they could go directly to the airport terminal location of
their desire.

This is nothing more than a transition of the old Eastside Airline

Terminal and the Westside Airline Terminal that we used to have in New York City,
except in this instar1ce we would be using trains.
We state further, Senator, that another practical demonstration of better
utilization of the Central Railroad of New Jersey would be to use a hybrid type
of locomotive which was operational on the former New Haven Railroad, called
an FL-9 type locomotive.

Strangely enough, after Conrail came into being, these

same locomotives were refurbished and then leased to the MTA, the Metropolitan Transit
Authority, who continues to use them, but not in the same number.

There are, I am

advised, 12 locomotives that could be made available for a demonstration project in
New Jersey and they could be used over the New York and Long Branch Railroad and
also the Central Railroad of New Jersey between Plainfield and New York City, as
well as certain locati -::-us of the Erie-Lackawanna.

The point I am making, Senator,

is that these hybrid locomotives which would operate in non-electrified territory
under diesel power and in electrified territory under electric

J~Wer,

which would

be self-contained in the same locomotive, which wouJd mean no locomotive change
would be required, would amply demonstrate the feasibility of s(•rving Penn Station,
New York, from the present sites and locations of the Central Railroad of New Jersey
as well as the New York and Long Branch Railroad; and it would soon be evident as to

•

whether,by upgrading the Central Railroad of New Jersey, that program of PATH would
be feasible or not.

The facts would be the element that would make it acceptable

or one. to be rejected.

I suggest, sir, that some action be taken with respect to

•

that proposal so that we can demonstrate the feasibility of using these hybrid
locomotives.
Some other legislative action is necessary, sir, because presently the
New Jersey DOT, I am advised, has been trying to consummate a contract with Conrail
and that covers the territory of the former Penn Central as welJ as the Central
Railroad of New Jersey - and there seems to be some difficulty.

I would suggest

that there be some additional attention to determine the reasons why that contract
cannot be settled.

The reason I submit that to you for your consideration is be-

cause of otherphases of the operation, such as 20 Erie-Lackawanna, multiple-unit
cars which are lying

inoperative at Hudson, just outside of Newark, New Jersey,

because Conrail will not assign crews to have those cars tested.
I would make one other suggestion.

The Department of 1'ransportation

people have led me to believe that there are certair: areas in which they seem to
be without clout with respect to Conrail, in order to preserve or secure levels
of service that

thf~

contract under whlch they are operating would indicate was

an obligation of Conrail.

I submit, sir, that there either should be some additional

•

legislation or some additional legal lmpact that would allow thE• Department of
Transportation the clout that they really need - and they need it now.
Now, sir, in closing my remarks, I would like to remind the Transportation
Committee of some

1 hings

1:hat the Pori: of New York l1uthority stt>od behind and

recommended with the grea1:est en erg'{ :;orne few years ago.
they told the Legic:latures in New

,fers<~Y

'l'hey told one and all -

and New York - thQy tolcl the Governors of
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both states - they told it in the newspapers and on the radio and every means
possible that New Jersey needed a fourth jet port. And they had all kinds of
substantive evidence, as they called it, as to why it was needed. The search was
on. We went from New York State up at Kingston to Barefoot Mountain in Morristown,
etc., and finally it came upon disastrous days and the project finally was defeated.
Instead there was the proposal that they were going to improve Newark Airport.
It became Newark International Airport and things looked great for New Jersey, except
somewhere along the line Newark was mder utilized - and by whom? By the Port of
New York and New Jersey Authority. That's by whom. It wasn't under utilized by
the people. We didn't get the airlines in there and we didn't get their services in
there. As a result, people had to go elsewhere if they wanted to travel to certain
destinations. This is a travesty. This is an injustice to New Jersey. I submit,
sir, if this is the type of recommendations and projections that the Port Authority
makes, speaking now of the fourth jetport and the fact that it wasn't needed,
perhaps we should iook upon it in the light that they are doing the same thing
with respect to the PATH extension to Plainfield.
Previous speakers have stated much of what I have in mind and I shall not
be redlmdant and take up additional time. I wish to thank you for the opportunity
of permitting me to express these few remarks in this regard. Thank you.
SENATOR BUEHLER: The Committee thanks you, Mr. Ker>dler. How long have
you been in railroading?
MR. KENDLER: I have been in the industry 36 years. I have been a union
representative for 27 or 28 years. I am a former Assistant Director of the former
New Jersey Highway Department, Division of Railroad Transportation, which is now
the Department of Transportation, and I was there when the subsidy program started.
I served your predecessor committee, the New Jersey Senate Transportation Committee,
as a consultant •
SENATOR BUEHLER: How many members do you represent in your affiliation
with the union?
MR. KENPLER: Three hundred and fifty passenger conductors and passenger
trainmen.
SENATOR BUEHLER: The Committee thanks you.
Before I conclude this hearing, I would like all of the witnesses to be
advised that I will instruct our Legislative Aide, Mr. Capalbo,to analyze as
quickly as possible all of the statements that have been entered in the record here
on this 29th day of March, 1977, in order that I might provide the members of the
New Jersey Senate legislative body,upon their return to Trenton to reopen our current
session on April 18th, a document summarizing all of the remarks that have been
made here, so that they might have that information prior to the final meeting or
hearing that the Department of Transportation will hold in Elizabeth on April 19th.
This Committee feels that, in the spirif: of openness and cooperation with
those whc requr~sted that we have this hearing,· i:he Senate should be advised as
to the outcome of this hearing today.
We th.mk all of the participants, both for and opposed to the PATH extension
project, and w·~ will await the report that results from this hearing and submit it
to the members of the Senate, as '"'ell as to the Governor and all those officials
connected with this matter.
This •:oncludes our meeting and we thank you all very much.
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SUBMITTED BY COMMISSIONER ALAN SAGNER

list of 'meetings tl7:fth puhlic officials and community groups which have been held
on Itlris project since December 1976."
,·.

,.

New Jersey Dcpart1nent ·of Transportation and Port Authority Trans-Hudson Corporation
M!!ctinr,s with Public Officials and Community Groups on the Proposed PAnt
--------~F..;;.:..x;.;;t;.;;:c..:;:nsior. to Plainfield, December 1976 - February 1977
•

Organization

•

2, Dec, 13, 19/6

Union County Transportation
Advisot·y Conunittee

Westfield

Essex County Transportation
· Planning Council

Fairfield

~laJnfield

Central Jersey
Chamber of Commerce

Plainfield

Somerset County Transportation
,Committee
Jlunterdon County Conunittee
on Public Transportation

World Trade Center Dec. 21, 1976

Fanwood/Scotch Plains

Fanvood

Dec.

•

Dec, 7,
·,

1

76' Feb, 1, '77

Dec, 13, 1976

Jan, ·.3, 1977

Councils

Newark Transportation
Council-Urban System Task
Force and Coordinating
Sub-regional Transportation
Planning Committee

•

Nevark

.'

•

Jan. 12, 1977

Westfield

Jan. 12, 1977

Westfield Town Council

Westfield

Jan. 12, 1977

Somerset County Public Meeting

Bridgewater

Feb. 3, 1977

Elizabeth City Council Meeting

Elizabeth

Feb, 9, 1977

..

Cranford

Feb. 10, 1977

Westfield Area Chamber of
Commerce

Cranford Public Meet:f.ng
'
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The Honorable Alan Sagner, Commissioner
New Jersey Department of Ttansportat1o~
1035 Parkway Avenue
Trenton, New Jersey 08625
Dear Commissioner Sagner:
At your request, we have reviewed the proposed extension of the
PATH line from Newark to Plainfield, on the basis of the State's overall
land use needs and the 'State's growth and development plan. We would
offer the following comments.
While New Jersey, like most other states, has delegated planning
and zoning responsibilities to local units of government, it does retain
the right to provide overall planning and policy guidance. This guidance
is particularly appropriate for investments made by the State for the
benefit of more than one municipality, and wMch can have lasting developmental effects. Under the legislative mandate granted to 1t, the Department
of Community Affairs has overall responsibility for providing a growth and
development plan for New Jersey.
The work of the planning staff is going forward, and by the end of
the next fiscal year, a draft of the comprehensive development plan will be
published. After thorough discussions with municipalities and counties.
with other State Departments, and with land use, energy, and other resource
expP.rts, two things appear certain to be incorporated in the comprehensive
development plan. First, there will be a commitment to the revitalization
of our older~rban areas; and secondly, there will be a commitment to
preserve, as much as possible, New Jersey's currently undeveloped farmland
and open space.
In light of this consensus a~d other considerations related to the
future development of the State, it is our judgment that the PATH extension
is most consistent with the evolving overall growth and development strategy.
First, it would provide a needed boost to the redevelopment of ~lainfield,
as well as ass1st1ng the rehabilitation. of other urban areas along the route
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of the PATH extension. Secondly, it would make the whole corridor
between Plainfield and Newark more attractive for development and redevelop·
· ment and attract growth into that area. This redevelopment would replace
the pattern of dispersal which is so wasteful of land and energy resources.
This, we think, will help preserve other areas of the State as productive
fanmland or as open space. Finally, there are other important positive
benefits in providing linkages between residences and work places, and in
providing additional employment opportunities at a time when they are so
badly needed.
For these reasons, we are happ
oin with you in endorsing the
PATH extension and urging 1ts pro
approv , funding and construction •

•

.
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REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT GUIDE
Technical Perspectives
Tri-State Transportation Commission
November 1969
•

b. analysis
A characteristic of the facts observable
in the Tri-State Region is their great variety.
This variety is partly the result of the Region's
geographical site itself, partly the result of the
history of human activities that it has contained, and partly the simple result of its very
great size.
The Region's varied natural characteristics
require diversity of lanot ;,!evelopment patterns.
Harnessing natural forces most effectively in
the Region requires the right use or pattern of
development for each different natural feature
or characteristic.
Most human societies are composed of many
different kinds of people. They include a full
range of age groups, family sizes, income and
educational levels, talents, skills, jobs, interests and activities. Each type of person has
his own special requirements of environment
and facilities. American society is also culturally "pluralistic" due to the multiplicity of
its people's national origins. Cultural pluralism
is especially significant in the Tri-State Region, because New York has been historically
the major port of entry for European immigrants.
Each cultural group has different tastes and
habits. Since social and economic diversity is
likely to increase with a region's size, and
since the Tri-State Region is the largest urban
region in the world, its diversity is therefore
greater than th'1it found in most other urban regions, and is probably its greatest economic
and social asset. To preserve and foster this
diversity may be essential to the Region's continued economic prosperity and social wellbeing. Organizing an equitable society and maintaining it in the Tri-State Region requires satisfaction of the many diverse needs and wants of

this diverse people, while making sure that
everyone has the common essentials.
In many places in the Region the people
have created or preserved its diverse man-made
characteristics, and will wish to continue doing
so to satisfy their needs and wants. Buildtnc
with skill and purpose in each part of the Region therefore requires recognition of and respect
for these diverse characteristics, and the fostering of continued opportunities to create them
wherever they are suitable for the people who
use them.
The man-made variety probably reflects,
to some extent, the natural variety and satisfies the needs of the diversified society. When
humans operate with some degree of freedom,
they tend to establish their many activities
and build their many environments in appropriate
locations to suit themselves. Furthermore, the
natural characteristics of the Region's vacant
land are as varied as the people who will need
to settle there. A suitable place probably exists
within the Tri-State Region for the appropriate
development to accommodate every type of
person and every kind of activity. Elfective
use of the Region's natural assets, to build it
sktUfuUy for tbe p-eatest benefit of the society
it contains, requires finding for each activity
its right location and for each person his preferred environment.
Every member of the society will seek,
somewhere in the Re~on, within the limits of
his economic capabilities, the environment he
wants, accessible to the people and things he
needs: high density, low density, middle density,
highly skilled or semiskilled job markets, education, entertainment, recreation, crowds, solitude,
the companionship of other people with sinular
tastes and needs. But no group can exist in
isolation, especially in over-large segregated
areas, neither young families, nor the elderly,
nor the very poor, nor the very rich, nor even
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the middle aged and the middle classes, nor
any ethnic "minority." To insure for every person sufficiently wide opportunities for full participation in the benefits of the urban Region,
communities should exist where each individual
can find the lifestyle that he would choose and
can afford, yet remain accessible to most other
kinds of places, ranging from high concentrations to wide open spac.es, with no artificial
bars preventing him from moving to another community if he should so decide.
For the arrangement of the Region's land
uses to perform satisfactorily, all its different
kinds of people and activities must collaborate
with reasonable convenience. All must therefore be accessible to one another and to all the
facilities they need. Except for special functions such as those in Manhattan, more than an
hour's time is too far to go for dally requirements. Yet any place within one quarter to one
half hour's travel time is close enough. Before
the advent, first, of motor mass-transit, and,
more recently, the automobile. a full range of
environments, facilities and activities therefore could not be more than one or two miles
apart, in order to function adequately as parts
of an urban agglomeration. Today, thanks to
the automobile and motor mass-transit, these
components need not be closer to each other
than ten to twenty miles, but cannot be any farther apart. The diameter of the Tri-State Region is close to 150 miles, but for smooth perfonnance or the urbar( machine within it. the
separation of its "everyday" parts cannct exceed ten to twenty miles. A "grain" of urbc.n development exceeding this dimension would not
be compatible with the patterns of normal and
convenient daily living. This ten-to-twent~
mile grain of urbanization w1thin the Region
means that from any g1ven point, most if not d!l
types of environments, facilities, activities
arrl people should lie within s~.;ch a distance
At the regional scale, three categones (If

environmert will classify all conceivable types.
A place is predominantly open 1f nature dominates the environrr.ent. Predominantly urban
areas are places where human activities dominate the envuonment. A concentr.ation accommodates larger quantities and varieties of activity at higher densities than the urban areas
that surround it. In concentrations, the artifacts
of man cover most of the land: usually they
occur at central locations, within easy reach
of many, and are predominantly nonresidential.
In predominantly urban areas, the artifacts of
man are in evidence but not exclusively; such
areas usually surround and are within easy
reach of one or more concentrations. Predominantly open lands lie beyond the edges of the
urban areas; some people may live or work
there, but the artifacts of man, if present, are
unobtrusive components of the environment.
Maps 6 to 9 have shown the present locations
of these three types of areas in the Tri-State
Region. :\ rich en\·ironment for urban life requires all three types of areas in locations
reasonably accessihle to one another. A tenmile trip from any point in the Region in at least
one direction should cross each of these three
types of areas.
The line separating predominantly open
from predominantly urban areas will define the
basic outline of the Region's pattern or development. It will determine where most of the
people should be, in contrast to where the fewest
peoplt• should be. The location of this boundary
line should establish the desired ten-to-twentymile grain of the Region's future urban form.
The urban parts containing the people should
also contain most of the concentrations and
transportation arteries. F1nding this line makes
possible the desigr- of a transportation system
that responds to the requirements of an optimum
arrangement of land development, rather than
requiring the design of the transport system before land development can be defined.
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Hon. Alan Sagner
Co11111issioner
State of· New Jersey
Department of Transportation
1035 Parkway Avenue
Trenton. New Jersey 08625
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•c. Mckim Norton
M.. Ahr..,.ovill
I. H. Ahtens. Jr.
Al..lndet J. Allen
s-.rs.&ntd
•J_. W. ~rglord

'WIIter D. Bonget
WIRI..,. M. 8iren!Mum
Chatln F. Bound

Dear Alan:

Pwicll J. Clillord
Archer Cole
RietterdW.

Dan-

In response to your inquiry, Regional Plan Association favors
the extension of PATH to Plainfield as proposed by the Port of New York
and New Jers~y Authority. As you know, we also still have several
reservations about the project, which were spelled out in the accompanying issue of Regional ~lan News, Two Rail Issues, June 1974, pp 11-14.

'Sevmour 8. Durst
• Jemes D. I' arley, Jr.
Nalh.niel M. Gillen
Mtt.IC-th W, Green-all
.-..li....

c. a..._,..

~W.Groll

S....U.I W. Hawley

John A. Jannatone
'ldwerd A. Jestet. Jr,
FrencisiCeppel
'Donald A. Knab
ldwlrd J. bnih.n
Cllfl01d l. Lord
Alton G. Mmhall
Jalwl F. Mert:hent
• Albert W. Metelc
Frencis W. Murray. Ill
'Donald S. Myers
Jecll Jolin Olivero

The essence of our statement on the Plainfield Corridor/Newark
Airport Project indicated the following benefits:
1.

The project will further objectives of RPA's Second Regional
Plan--i.e., provide better public transit to urban centers,
namely Lower Manhattan, Jersey City, Newark and Elizabeth, and
provide some incentive for the clustering of residences and
commercial activities in the Elizabeth-Plainfield corridor.

2.

It will greatly increase the frequency of service to the area
between Elizabeth and Plainfield, significantly reduce travel
time, and eliminate a change of trains at Newark for travellers·
to Lower Manhattan. It does capitalize on the advantage of
good existing rights-of-way. However, a light transit car may
offer a very low standard of comfort for a 25-mile trip compared
to commuter-rail equipment.

Anhuf £.Palmer, Jr.

'MtL Varden floundtrH
Walter B.ShiW

El<rotJ.Stanr
H. Peter Stern
Hector VarQuer
Rochatd C. Wade
'Robert F. Wa9ner
...,._ICIIharine Elk us White
John Wilkie
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~
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John P. Kaith

c-

c McKim NOtton

.._.,a A•l•-

We recogni~e that in some ways electrification of the Central
of New Jersey to and beyond Plainfield is a potential alternative, but
it would require a new rail tunnel under the Hudson River in order to
provide direct service because the Pennsylvania tunnel does not have the
necessary capacity. One day such a new rail tunnel may be provided for
through rail access to Long Island and Connecticut, primarily for freight •
Because of funding limitations, it is our judgment that this major river
crossing is not possible in the forseeable futur·e without a turnabout of
priorities. The PATH extension, therefore, represents a lower-cost
alternative immediately available.

to Ill• "'"odo"t
Richard T. Anderton
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Hon. Alan Sagner - 2
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;

It

As our year-old statement enclosed states, Regional Plan can
only support the PATH extension if (1) the State of New Jersey assures
adequate access by bus and auto to the new PATH rail stops, including
decked parking, (2) there is better service to Newark Airport from north
and south than initially conceived, (3) that the State takes responsibility for land use in the corridor so it relates tc the transportation
and yet retains the quality of the corridor communities, and (4) public
transportation service be provided along the Lehigh Valley or CNJ corridor
west of Plainfield. We understand that you contemplate a study on this
subject, and we will look forward· to cooperating in the study and receiving
the results.
In sum, with the recommended modifications, the PATH extension
proposal can be used to buttress existing communities and as an instrument
to slow the spread of development across the remaining undeveloped land ·
of that sector of New Jersey.
Sin_cerely,

.,I

John P. Keith
President
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED B¥ ASSEMBLYMAN JOSEPH

I

PAT~RO

•

At the outset, I would like to thank you for the opportunity of inviting

•

me to voice my opinion concerning the proposed extension of PATH to the
City of Plainfield.
I am having some difficulty in understanding why, in this time and age

.

when the emphasis seems to be so strongly placed upon tbe conservation of
energy, and the protection of the enviornment, that we have before us a

·.

proposal which would, in effect,' be a half-way measure if the PATH extension
would stop at Plainfield. In reviewing the New Jersey Department of Transportation Port Authority Trans Hudson Corporation Joint Task Force report.
I noticed that it states. "Additionally. this plan results in the termination of
through .rail services in the corridor at Plainfield."
Further, the report carries on with the interesting comment, "Other

-

•

transportation service would have to be developed to serve commuters between
•

J>J..~IN ri~LD

their point of origin and the ~lainf;iff terminus.~~

If my understanding of these two pertinent statements are correct,
then due to the fact that there would be no services west of Plainfield, people
would be required to travel by either Routes 1/22 or 1#28 from the Somerset
County area to the Plainfield Station. This definitely would cause added pollution
and traffic problems from the automobiles that would daily be making these trips.
I find the report. itself, somewhat incredible in the fact th3 it seems
....;<.... ,-

to·-me=l:hat it is a well known fact that Middlesex, Somerset and Hunterdon
Counties are the fastest growing population areas in the entire State of .New

ax

.

•

...

'

,

,.

.
-2-

Jersey •. It is to these areas that people are moving from the cities and it is.,

..

likewise. in these areas that expansion is taking place., almost at an
unprecedented rate., even in these financial and difficult times. The mass
'

influx of residents to these areas should definitely be taken into account by

..

agreeing to the extension of PATH from Newark to. for example., the Borough
of Raritan in Somerset County. It is only this way that the State of New Jersey
is going to be able to cope with the problem that will consistently become worse
and worse every day unless immediate measures are undertaken to do some-

•

thing now •
I am of the opinion that supporters of the PATH extension only to the

•

Plainfield area, are taking a very short term view of a long term

problem~

An alternative that is available, that I would like to mention in my comments
here before you, is of course. the electrification of the Central Railroad of
New Jersey.

This would enable us to give continued service to Middlesex

and Somerset Counties and have potential to be extended to Hunterdon. if in fact,
the need arose.

This. also, would serve to create a rail network that can. be

tied into the already electrified Erie-Lackawanna and as well as the Penn

.

Central •

.,

In closing}.) think that you can

see~from

'

my comments that I sit here

today with mixed emotions .. as well as a propos~~ that
9X

.

0:1

the surface may appear

., . . .
•

I

.

•

to be self-contradictory. In essence, I am on the one-hand opposing a
plan to extend a PATH line only to the City of Plainfield. That extension
granted can reduce the unemployment rate in this State which, at this point,
•

is a very critical factor.

•

However, at the same time, it is my distinct fear that if the State should
not change its position on the matter and allow the realistic approach of the
·extension to Somerville to take place, then in that event, no Federal Funds
will be

r~leased

because of the unpracticality of

thi~

program, as well as

the high costs. ·
In conclusion, I would like to state that I firmly believe that it is to the
·e~

best interests of the State to extend the line to the Borough of Raritan. I .·
•

encourage them to do this, I encourage them to be realistic and to take a good
hard look at the advantages that such an extension would offer.
I do hope that from this meeting the State will see that a Plainfield
extension is not the solution that is to our best interests and that something
more is needed and should be done at this time.

.

•

lOX

ENCLOSURE TO LETTER c<.EAD FROM CONGRESSMAN MILLICENT FENWICK

SIX ALTERNATIVES

..

1. Extension of PATH from Plainfield to Raritan
Cost: $197 million
2.

Suburban Railroad service from Raritan to PATH terminal in Plainfield.
Cost: $8.7--$24.2 million.

3. Feeder bus service to Plainfield.

Cost:

$3.8 million

4. Exclusive bus service on paved CNJ right-of-way from Bridgewater to
Plainfield. Cost: $96.1 million
5. A light-rail trolly-like train on the CNJ right-of-way from Raritan to
Plainfield. Cost: $68.8 million
6. Direct bus service to Newark and New York.

Cost:

$4.4 million
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UNION COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT
SUBREGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PI..ANNING PROGRAM
w

TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
RESOLUTION
\~EREAS,

a special meeting of the Transportation Advisory

Committee was held December 13, 1976 to address itself to the proposed
PATH extension from Newark through Elizabeth and onto Plainfield; and
WHEREAS, by resolutions unanimously adopted on September 19,
1973, December 18, 1974, February 12, 1975, and June 9, 1976, and in
its Transportation Master Plan adopted December 10, 1975, the Thtion

•

County Planning Board gave full support to the extension of the PATH
rail mass transit system from Newark to Plainfield by the Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey; and
WHEREAS, by resolutions adopted August 9, 1973 and November 10,
1976 the Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders also gave support to
the PATH extension;and
WHEREAS, the PATH extension has been endorsed by the New Jersey
Department of Transportation and the Tri-State Regional Planning Commission;
and

•
\~EREAS,

the limited amount of energy resources mandates

improvement of mass transportation within Unlon County which the proposed
PATH extension would provide in the form of fast, frequent, safe, and
comfortable rail service; and

,

')..,

- 2 -

WR.EREAS, the Port Authority of NetoJ York and New Jersey has

.

an extensive proven record of operating PATH and other endeavors in
a most efficient manner; and

•

WHEREAS, improved access will be provided to Newark International Airport as an important element of the proposed PATH extension; and
l~EREAS,

Union County should directly benefit economically

and improved employment opportunity; and
WHEREAS, consideration has been given to alternatives of the
PATH extension, including the upgrading and electrification of the
existing ConRail CNJ "Mainline" at a lesser capital cost; but

•
WHEREAS, despite a higher capital outlay, the potential exists

•

for a lower operating expenditure which should result in a lower net cost;
and
WHEREAS, the necessary preparations including the application
and approval procedures involving the multitude of state, regional, and
national agencies required in initiating a project of this scope, have
been accomplished, with the project virtually ready for implementation;
and
NOt{, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Transportation Advisory
Committee of Union County Planning Department does hereby express its
support of the PATH extension from Newark to Plainfield in accordance with
the Urban Mass Transit Administration requirements and does hereby strongly
urge the Nelv ,Tersey Department of 1'ransportat ion, the Tri-State Regional

13x
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Planning Commission, and the Urban Mass Transit Administration to
effect final approval and implementation of this project at the earliest
possible opportunity;

•
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that attested copies of this resolution be forwarded to Governor Brendan T. Byrne of the State of New
Jersey, the legislative representatives of Union County, the New Jersey
Department of Transportation, the Tri-State Regional Planning Commission,
the Urban Mass Transit Administration, the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey, the Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders, the Union
County Planning Board, and the Mayors and Governing Bodies of Union
County municipalities along this transportation corridor.
I, THOJ'1AS D• JONES, Chairman
of the Transportation Advisory
Committee for Union County, do
hereby certify that the above
is a true copy of the Resolu-.
tion passed at a regular meeting of. the Transportation Advisory Committee for Union
County held on the 5th day of
January, 1977.

_-{/)

[J

•

•

a

By ~~~~~~--~---·~~~~·~~~'~
___,_r__· __
THOMAS D. JONES, (¢ilairman

Attest

/{~ 2{/L__

·-

H'ALTER W. GARDINER, Traffic Engineer •

•

UNION COUNTY

•

PL~ING

BOARD

Union County, New Jersey

•

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the newly formed Union County Planning Board
wishes to address itself to the proposed PATH extension from Newark,
through Elizabeth and onto Plainfield; and
WHEREAS, by resolutions unanimously adopted on September 19,

1973, December 18, 1974, February 12, 1975, and June 9, 1976, and in.
its Transportation Master Plan adopted December 10, 1975, the former
Union County Planning Board gave full support to the extension of the

•

PATH rail mass transit system from Newark to Plainfield by the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey; and

•
WHEREAS, by resolutions adopted August 9, 1973 and

Novemb~r

10,

1976, the Un.ion County Board of Chosen Freeholders gave support to the
extension of the PATH system from Newark to Plainfield; and

WHEREAS, by a resolution adopted January 5, 1977, the Transportation Advisory Committee of the Union County Planning Department also
expressed support of the PATH extension; and
WHEREAS, the PATH extension has been endorsed by the New Jersey

•

Department of Transportation and the Tri-State Regional Planning

Co~

mission; and

•
WHEREAS, while the total capital cost of the PATH extension to
Plainfield may be more costly than the capital cost of upgrading the
existing Central Railroad of NCli Jersey-Lehigh Valley ConRail System;
but

lSx

- 2 -

wr~~EAS,

the PATH extension will represent no

mor~

total

costs over the life cycle of the project when the lower operating
costs are taken into account; and
WHEREAS, the PATH extension would provide a more dependable

•

operation with higher frequency service and faster running time which
is the goal of good mass transit; and
WHEREAS, a full capltal grant .application has been de"Yeloped
for the PATH extension project, and requisite planning and engineering
work is now under

v~y

to meet the conditions necessary for UMTA to

make a fo"rm.al grant commitment for final engineering and construction
of the project;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, .that the Union County Planning
Board does hereby continue its support and preference for the PATH exten-

•
sion to Plainfield in accordance with Urban Mass Transit Administration
requirements and does hereby strongly urge the New Jersey Department of
Transportation, the Tri-State Regional Planning Commission, and the Urban
Mass Transit Administration to effect final approval and implementation
of this project at the earliest possible opportunity;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that attested copies of this resolution be forwarded to Governor Brendan T. Byrne of the State of New Jersey,
the legislative representatives of Union County, the New Jersey Department of Transportation, the Tri-State Regional Planning Commission, the

•

Urban Mass Transit Administration, the Port Authority of New York and

•
New Jersey, the Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders, and the Mayors

-

,j

-

and Governing Bodies of Union County municipalities along this transportation corridor.

•

I,
GEORGE Ck~ON, Secretary
of the Union County Planning
Board, do hereby certify that
the above is a true copy of the
Resolution passed at a regular
meeting of the Union County
Planning Board held on the 12th
day of January, 1977.

Attest

•

ALFRED H. LINDEN, Planning Director

•
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RESOLUTION

(;sa

UNION COUNTY BOARD Of CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS .
i

f:>R3

Nov. 10, lj76

,, . _.r.

Date of A<l.op~ior:- .: ... ··:. :.• :

N'o.-: .................

RESOLUTION BY
-------------------·
---------------------

----CHAIRHJ\N
--z,-----;---SEYMOUR
-----·.---------.. ----··------.-----------.----------

FRJ~EHOLDER

---~~-

--y-- ..

-.--J~-

Approved as to Form .. .....(fJ~_,___ , __ _._, _____ __t_flt,\_
Co . .IJ M•-1

Moved by Freeholder .. . ...... . ... .. ... . .. .. ...... . ..........

( - -~
-. (\__ l .. -~
~ -~J <1-~
Seconded by .................. --~ ............ \~ .... ..

WHEREAS, the Board of Chosen Freeholders of the

Co~~ty

of Union has long supported ·he improvement of public rapid
transit systemsj and
iVHEREAS, there

i~

a current proposal to extend the Port

Authority Trans Hudson Rapid Transit System from the

C;it~r

of

Newark, Essex County, New Jersey to the City of Plainfield, Union
County, New Jersey; and
l!:tEHEAS, the Federal Regulations in Part
23 and 49 United States Code make possible the

1~50

usc~

and 'l'ltle::;

of Federal

Highl'l'ay Administration Federal Aid Urban System fund; fo·· the
design and construction of public transportation

system~;

and

•

WHEREAS, the same Federal regulations and statutes require
that such projects be initiated by the appropriate local officials
through the metropolitan planning organization in urbanized areas;
and
vlliEREAS, the Tri-State Regional Planning Commission is the
metropolitan planning organization for the northeast NeH Jersey New York urbanized area:
I

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Union

Co~ty

Board

of Chosen Freeholders amend the Union County portion of the TriState Regional Planning Commission Transportation Improvement
Program Fiscal Years 1977 through 1981 'co include a total transfer
RECORD OF VOTE

I
.I .
I

l

(Continued)

•

18x

of *12,900,000.00 Federal Aid Urban System-funds (Federal Share)
from the previously adopted State·area-wide program to the Union

.
•

County Transportation Improvement Program; and
BE IT FURTHZR RESOLVED, that the Univn County Board of
Chosen Freeholders hereby initiate a public transportation project
described as the Port Authority Trans Hudson Rapid Transit Line
Extension from Nel'm.rk to Plainfield, engineering, preliminary
utility \.Zork and construction; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Fiscal Year 1977 Annual
Element of the Tri-State Regional Planning
tion

Improvf~·nent

Commis~ion

Transporta- .

Program be amended so as to indicate that the

Federal Aid Urban System funding portion of the PATH project on
page 001 of attachment C ($10.3 million Federal share) is
considered to be a portion of the Union County Transportation
Improvement Program Fiscal Year 1977 Annual Element; and

..

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that copies of this resolution
be forwarded to Mr. Paul Baker of the New Jersey Department of
Transportation, Mr. Robert Engle, of the New Jersey Department of
Transportation, Mr. Ric"';3.rd J. Amann, of the Tri-State Regional
j

Planning Commission, and the Union County Planning Department •

•
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119 WATCHUNG AVENUE

PLAINFIELD. NEW JtRSEY

TELEPHONE 1201) 764-7250
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LEONARD M. MENHART

March 29, 1977

EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT

.

The Plainfield-Central Jersey Chamber of Commerce, composed of nearly 400
member firms and serving eleven separate communities, including sections of
three different counties (Union, Middlesex and Somerset) wishes to go on
record as .reiterating and strongly emphasizing our continued support of
the Newark-Plainfield PATH extension.

As a state, New Jersey is decidedly

in need of an updated rapid mass transit system and the PATH project provides
us with that.

PATH represents a "go" project and should bt> acted on immediately,

for to delay will most certainly set the state back many years in its eontinuing effort to improve our over-all status.

Regarding so-called alternatives

to the PATH project - to the best of our knowledge there currently exists no
specific alternative for implementation.
The Newark-Plainfield PATH extension will insure a clean, rapid mode of
transportation most appealing to commuters, will provide relief to overcrowded
highways, and most essentially, will have a positive effect on current energy
and environmental problems confronting New Jersey.

Further, it has been

documented that the PATH project will operate at far less the deficit figures
currently being sh:>wn by the CentraL
insuring lower

lon)~·term·

In closi:o1g,

WI!

~·ew

Jersey

~ail road

(Con Rail), thereby

•

costs.

note that alrea·iy millions of Federal dollars have been

poured into urban 1nass transit proj1cts

20x

througho>~t

the country, including

•

Page Two
New York City and San Francisco.

During 1973-1975, 66 million dollars in

grant money was released by the Urban Mass Transportation Authority to the
Bay Area Rapid Transit System.

•

Since its inception in 1966, the BART Line

has received some 300 million dollars from the Federal Government in the
form of an on-going grant program.
and approval,

We in New Jersey now have the opportunity,

to avail ourselves of such assistance and provide our citizens

with a first-class rapid mass transportation system.

It is time to put aside

regional differences and to act as a state, for if PATH is not extended to
Plainfield, it can never be extended any further.

We urge positive action on

the part of all to insure the PATH project becomes a reality •

•

•
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BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
Administrative Build•ng. Hackensack. NJ 07601

201 I 646-2500

.
Jeremiah F. O'Connor
Director
Doris Mahallck
Deputy Director
Gerald A. Calabrese
Joseph Carucci, Jr.
Harry J. Gerecke
Joan lesemann
D. Bennett Mazur
Charles E. Reid
Joan Steinacker

..

•

March 15, 1977

Stephen J. Cuccio
County Administrator
Loretta Weinberg
Clerk of the Board

TO:

Freeholders of All Northeast Counties

SUBJECT:

PATH Proposal - FAUS Funds

•

The Bergen County Board of Chosen Freeholders
supports and endorses the statement enclosed concerning
the proposal to divert Federal Aid Urban Systems(FAUS)
funds for the extension of PATH rapid transit service
to Plainfield.
We commend this statement to you, believing
that it deserves your consideration and endorsement.

Jeremiah F. O'Connor
Freeholder Director

•
•
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POSI'l'ION S'£ATEMENT ON TilE PATU EXTENSION
AND EXPENDITURE OF STATE AND FEDERAL FUNDS

The Governor's Commission on Capital Needs and The
State Office of Fiscal Affairs have stated that the PATH
Extension Proposal does not warrant endorsement and that the
building of an improved Central Railroad of New Jersey
(Conrail) deserves our consideration •

•

The question is whether to Upgrade the Central Railroad at $124 million or to endorse the PATH Extension Proposal
at $347 million for the initial project and $450 million for
the total project (please see copy of the PATH Application
cover letter).
Utilizing the Port Authority's $120 million commitment
for the PATH Proposal generates only $157 million in UMTA Funds,
because the Urban Mass Transportation Administration has found
that the PATH Proposal is not cost effective and they, therefore, refused to commit UMTA to 80% of the project.

•
•

In fact, the $120 million Por.t· Authority commitment
would provide $600 million if matched with $480 million in UMTA
funds which Senator H. Williams' Bill S-208 would make available.
Even with the present commitment of UMTA funds of $157 million
($196 million when matched) , the CNJ could be upgraded for
.$124 million, which on an immediate basis would provide
$72 million for other transit projects •
Thus, there would be no need to utilize FAUS funds for
upgrading the CNJ. With the PATH Proposal, the diversion of
Federal Aid Urban System Funds is already taking place. FAUS
funds are a primary source of county road funds.
The Counties and the State in Northeast New Jersey
(10 Counties and 2 Cities) have designated FAUS projects amounting
to $383.6 million (1977-1981), the funding allocation available
is only $132 million. This gap in funds is about $250 million.
Following is a list of projects to which FAUS funds
are to be diverted:
1)

Out of the $132 million FAUS funds available, there is
already a proposed diversion of $18.4 million for the
initial PATH Project.

2)

Approximately $13-$18 million for the Newark Subway
improvement may now utilize FAUS funds rather than
UMTA funds.

23x
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POSITION STATEMENT - PATH EXTENSION
3)

Commissioner Sagner has also endorsed the us·e of
$2 million of FAUS funds for the Ocean County
Bus P.roposal.

4)

In addition, the Commissioner has indicated that
parking facilities along the PATH Extension will be
funded from FAUS. These costs could range from
$10 to $20 million. At this time there is no other
available funding for a proposed $24 million rail
shuttle system from Plainfield to Raritan. A transit
sel'Vice from Plainfield to Raritan is an UMfA requirement for
the PATH extension to Plain[ie Zd.

-5)

The Tri-State's "Maintainin Mobility" Priority
Proposals (1977-1981 states there is a need for
$171 million capital funds for the North Jersey Bus
System.

.

.

Please note that bus subsidies in the State of New
Jersey are approaching $40 million a year and that
the State Department of Transportation is billing the
counties for 25% of intrastate service ($6 million) ,
with a threat to curtail bus service if counties do
not contribute. Yet there is no State Bus Program to
improve efficiency of operations or promote increased
patronage. A State Bus Program will require capital
funds in order to achieve operational efficiencies.

...

-

Commissioner Sagner has announced he will propose
legislation for implementation of a Statewide Bus Program
and the Commissioner has indicated to UMTA Administrator
Patricelli he will utilize FAUS funds for bus program
acquisition purposes.
While there are FAUS funds available now, all the demands
being made on these funds will inevitably leave many essential
projects unfunded. The PATH Proposal by utilizing all UMTA funds
is shortchanging all other transit projects and at the same time
diverting FAUS funds from essential county road projects.
These expenditures directly affect every County in New
Jersey and, in particular, the ten Northeast Counties, Jersey City,
and Newark. As you can see from the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration document, the choice of PATH or CNJ is a decision
that is yours to make.

•
•

March 1977
24x ·

New Jersey Association .
of County Transportation Representatives

•

RESOWI'IOO

Frank T. Reilly, Chairman
County of Morris

Courthouse
Morristown, N.J., 07960

(201) 285·6145
James Wheatley, Vice Chairman
County of Salem
90 Market Street
Salem, N.J., 08079

WHEREAS, the New Jersey Association of County
Transportation Representatives has thoroughly evaluated
the option of a PATH Extension versus an upgraded Conrail-

au; ana

(609) 935-7337
Gary W. Verhoorn, Secretary
County of Essex
169 Passaic Avenue
Fairfield, N.J., 07006

(201) 575-0952

WHEREAS, the PATH Extension as proposed 'WOuld not provide direct access to Newark International Airport; and
\'~, the people of the State of New Jersey did approve
of the electrification of the Erie-Lackawanna Raiho2y, the
Uew York and IDng Branch Railroad, and the Central P.ailroad
CCI'rpany of New Jersey (OU) at the Transportation Bond
Referendum of 1968; and

WHEREAS, the capital. costs of the PATH Extension pro:J:X)sal
are at least twice as costly as the Conrail-aU proposal;

and
WHERPAS, the PATH Extension ccr.r.ri ts the legislature of the
State of New Jersey to operating expenditures and capital
ex:?€flditures for the caning decades;
NCM, THEREFORE, be it resolved that the New Jersey .
}\ssociation of County Transportation ~presentatives does
hereby call upon the State Legislature of New Jersey to
mandate that the State Deparbnent of Transportation present
a Capital· Transit Program which incl es upgrading the

~-

Conrail-au.

(_ ·)
_

December 16, 1976

~~

Frank T. Reilly
Chairman

.

..

Attest: /:._

()}_IJL_

r~erhoorn

Secretary
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Serving New Jersey's 21 Counties

CNJ

ALTERNATES

Maximum Diesel

Including
Third Track

BUS WAY

Electric
Including
Third Track

CNJ

Corridor

Capital
A,

Construction P"!-oj e~t Costs
Tot&.l. Project
Per Passenger

$ 402M( 2 )$ 347M( 2 )·
28,500
24,6oo

Local Re11011r~e"
Per Passenger

B.
1\,)

Debt Service
Total Project

Operating Results (assumes no fare
.
.
increases)
A, Operating Deficit (1985) Excl. Capital
Tot&.l. Project
!!.

$ 174M
20,6oo

$ 336M
39,300

69M
4,900

12M
1,400

35M
4,100

67M
7,8oo

322M

278M

48M

139M

269M

$ 33-5M

$ 28.3M

$ 4.9M

$ 14.2M

7.3M

6.4M

l.OM

2.9M

Local Re:sources

0\

$ 6oM
7,100

80M
5,700

.

Federal. Grant

II.

TAB.IE 1

CNJ RAIL

Diesel
Excluding
Third Track

Minimum

><

'

CORRIDOR ALTEBNATIVES TO PLAINFIEw

PATH EXTENSION(!)

I.

-~

~)

$ 164M
15,6oo

33M

3,100

13J,.K

$ 27 .4M .

(
""(,
tr-JC

~~.
..
~

$ l3.4M

• t.'

2.j'M

Oil

5.5M

~t

ll\11-

1:"4

en

()

$

6.4M{ 3 )$

6.4M(J)

$ l:4.8M

$ 15.0M

$ 14.9M

$

$ 29.2M

$ 42.3M
9.42 ..

$ 19.6M3.44

6.2M

ti:

Op~r~tin~ D~fi~i· (19~5)

Incl. Capital
Total Project (Incl. Fed. Cap. Grant)
Per Passenger Trip

Local Resources (Excl. Fed. Cap. Grant)
Per Passenger Trip

$ 39.9M
4.87

$ 34.7M
4.23

$ 19. 7M
4.48

13.71-1
1.67

l2.8M
1.56

l5.8M
3-59

8.2M
14,100

$ 4.4M
8,500

6.58

...

17.9M
4.03

20.4M
4.53

4.4M
8,500

$ . 4.5M

8.9M
1.55 '

(

Total Passengers (1985)

$ 8.2M
14,100

Annu&l.

Daily One Way
l)
2)
3)

~

.$

$

$

5.7M
10,500

8,6on

M • Million
lncludes Airport station but excludes connecting service from Airport station to airline terminals. ·
Column one includes (Column two excludes) an est~ted capital investment or $55 m11lion for basic PATH s~stem improvements east or Newark
resulting from the PATH Plainfield Extension Project.
Assumes revenues from Airport connecting services would cover operating expenses.
1/15/75
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2.

Project

Total
fV!ileage

Toti:U Cost

Grade
Crossings

Over.;.\Afater
Bridges

Cost

EJll:..J!!lli

CNJ - Newark-Plainfield
Maximum Diesel

16.3

.Sl24,000,ooo

0

0

s 7,607,:36? •

CNJ - Newark-Plainfield Maximum Electrified

16.3

286,000,000

0

0

17,546,012

CNJ - Newark-Raritan - Maximum
Diesel

29.1

170,000,000

R

Q.

5,841,92LI

GNJ- Newark-Raritan - Maximum
Electrified

29.1

364,000,900

8

f)

12,508,5~]

2

lo,ooo .. ooG

NY&:LB - South Amboy to Red Bank Electrified
NY&:LB - Phase II
A. Matawan-Lakewood - Elec ..
trifled:
1. At 75% of Sl57,000,000

..,

15.0

0

150,00G,OOO

14

•
26.2

2. At 66.6% of Sl57,000,00Q 26.2
B, Red Bank - B~yhead - Improved Service
1. At 25% of Sl57,000,000

.

21.6

2. At 33.3% of $157,000,000 21.6

117,750,003

0

4,4941 27~.

104,562,000

32
. 32

0

3,995,115 .,

39,250,000

78

2

52,281,000

78

2

1,817,13(.,
2,420 41-

CNJ Projects do not include the estimate of SSO,OOO,OOO to construct a third track on the
LV Aldene connection.
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Harch 20, 197.5
i

•

t-fr. Robert Halsey, Director
Nonmouth County Planning Board
Court.Street & Lafayette Place
Freehold, New Jersey 07723

..'·

-

Dear Mr •. Halsey: The New Jersey Department of Transportatiort has recently been authorized
by the Urban }tass Transportation Administration to exeeute the second phase
of the Ne\.J Jersey Public Transportation Study, a study' designed to develop a
comprehensive program for preserving and extending the· State's bus ·service.
As a logical extension of Phase 11 ...\11 of this study, Hhich concentrated '
effort on assembling a data base and making recommendations for a transit
improvement program, Phase "B" will investigate five transit corridors
throughout New Jersey. A more detailed explanation of this second phase is
attached.
Since the study will focus attention on the particular transit service
configuration of each area, a knowledge of the region, its transit problems
and possible solutions is inherent to this endeavor. For this reason, a
technical committee for each corridor is being formed and th~ Department
wishes to extend to you, or a designated alternate, an invitation to participate on such a committee. We anticipate that where possible, your technical
participation will be channeled through the county transportation coordinating.,
committee.

•

I would appreciate receiving your reply in this matter at your earliest
convenience. You may contact Mr. James Gallagher or his staff at (609)
292-5404.

.. ""(--I
(/I

{

/

Very truly yours,
.,

• ·: _!

1\

I
I

'

.._~-:/--t./1 .:,,-.,., (__

.

_.

I
<L•·. ·~.-'I..•

'

(

Douglas R. Webb
Director
Division of T1nnsportati3n
Systems llanning

JTG:am
Enclosure
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'l' 1t e e >: p r r. ~; ~: e ~1 n c t' d s

<: n d I-:> r

p l.:>.n. ~;

of

.....

co u n t y p 1 <~ n n :i. n g d c~ p :. r t ;.: c n t: c . ·

,,,.
A

.

7)
The lnnd us~ pl.:ms of the D.'! "L) rr r: toe
.. nt
Community Affairs.

of

8)
The plnns and pro&rpm for iu~uGtrial
devclopecnt of the Department of .:,abo:c and
Indu::>try.

:-1

9)
The findincs ~nd r~eorn~enJations of
local technical plnnning srudics, including

•

TOPICS .
10)
The plans and progr<ms of the Tri-State
Regional Planning Comciscion .

•
11)
The plans end-programs of the Department
of Environmental Protection.
12)
The New Jersey Tr~nsit Develop~ent Program,
1974-1979, and the New Jersey Transit "Development
Program 1975-1980, ris available.
~
h)
for
not
the

A Technical Advisory Commit tee ~-Till be ere a ted
this corridor.
Membership will incl~de, but
necessarily be limited to represenatives o,.£
following agencies or groups:
Union County Planning Board
Plainfield Planning Eoard
Elizabeth Planninc Board
Middlesex County Planning Board
Middlesex County Transportatinn'Boaid
Somerset County Planning Board
Port· Authority Trans-Hudson Corporation
Somerset Bus Company
Plainfield Transit Co.
Transport of New Jersey

31X
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I

·.

J

New York ar.c Len-:: Hr;mch
·
~1
PRNECf I(JST r.UlJGET
/'~'"qwc};t,N. ·J'bi9
(cost 1n thousand)
;s; 197f..,

,,

Phase ·I

S. Amboy to
~tatawan

Traction Pwr. Supply
Catenary Sys. S. Arnboy-~ta tah·an
Cat. Sys. ~btaHan-Red Bank
~ig. Sys. S. Ar..boy-~btawan
~~ig. Sys. S. Amboy-Beach Toi~·er
Sig. Sys . H1 ta1~·cu1- Red Bank
Corram.mication S. Pr.JJoy-~fatal·:an
Co~ication

S.

t~boy-Beac~

CoillT1lU1ication 0lata',\'an-Reci BAnk
Grade Cross Improvement
Station Improver.:ents
Track Improvement S. Arr.boy- H3.tah'an
Track Improvcfi1Cnt S. Amboy- Beach
Track Improvement ~latawan- Red Bank
NavesirJ~ Bridge
· MJrgan Drm-:
Rehab. Other Bridges
New Freight Yard
W Storage Yard
~and Acquisition
. ."'1"-ight of Way Acquisition
Engr. & ~!gmt. E6K
Engr. & !'-!gmt . K1 aude r
·Temp. Term. ~h ta\\·an

894
2,236

3,300
840
1,500
120

1,560
840
552
120

2,000
2,120
125
1,104

Project Total

.......
$ 47;850

7,193
3,960
7., 333
3,300
840
6,333
1,500
120
1,541
6,000
5,960
1,560
840
8,387
4,850 ,
552
508
1,427
1,028
5,000 ....
2,000
6,831
125
1,104

60
3,960

Sub. Total (Excl. cars)
In House (2% Excl. cars)
Cont.(IZ 1/2% E~cl. cars)

t

$ 44,720

$47,850

Sub Total

7

.
.
South AOOoy to Red Bank
Based on
IDITA Ftmding
of $110 ,000

$44 '720
894
2,236

SO 'f.U Cars
2% in House Costs
· 5\ Contingency

1
A-1J1<6"V

..

.

18,201
364
2,275

78,298
1,566
9 2787

$68,690

~137 ,501

•

..
34X
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PLAINFIELD RARITAN CORRIDOR

•

SUMMARY OF TRAVEL TIME ESTIMATES
RARiTAN TO
PLAINFIELD

RARITAN TO
PENN STA. NEWARK.

RARITAN TO
WORLD TRADE CENTER

RARITAN TO
MIDTOWN MANHATTAN

PATH Extension

18 minutes

46 minutes

65 minutes

65 minutes

Commuter Rail
Minimum
Maximum

23
21

53
50

72
69

72
69

Feeder Bus

32

62

81

81

Ex1cusive Busway

24

54

1'3

73

Light Rail

22

51

70

Direct Bus to
Newark & N.Y.C •

not
applicable

49

72

e

•
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3
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6
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19
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15.
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33
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I
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9
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The follO\oJing is a descript
components of the project,
budget as presented in Part

~ .~
Dept. of Transportat1on 1~
From the New ~sey
h u ban ~
·
28 1977 application t~ t e r
January
,
i.
Admi n (enclosure to .
Mass Transportal on
•
.
p
o)
·
.
"
1 to Jerome rem
letter from Peter .:>tangh NY&LB e•lectrific:afur t e
·
for. U~rrA f un d'ng
~
Red• Bank/Lon~
tion project' South Amboy to
•
I
Branch. Note advantages of MU cars •

..

..... :;

The items set forth first are those for which funding is
: sought in Phase I. Please note that in those cases 1 11
which funds are to be.expenucd for an activity in both
fhase I and I I (e.g. Catenary System) the description of
both items· is consolidated hereunder.
...... ·-· ... -·---T .- ..

1.

50 MU Cars

2.

Administrative Costs

3.

Contingency

•i

•

These elements consist of the purchase of 50 high-speed
electric multiple-unit railroad commuter cars for operation between New York (Pennsylvania Station) and Red Bank
. and associated ancillary costs. This.~~uipment will eriable the provision of a higher level of service and a
faster schedule than can no\oJ be. provided by existing locomotive-powered trains.
'

•

Based upon current cost data, it is estimated that each
car will cost $894,400. It is, therefore, estimated that
the 50 cars included in this item will cost a total of
$44,720,000.
'.:

....

This'··portion of the project is all-inclusive with respect
to these cars' . and includes engineering design and the
supervision of the manufacture of the cars; the construction of the cars and provision for capital spares, such
as trucks, couplers, etc.; personnel training for both
operating and maintenance employees; provision of testing
facilities; and testing of the new cars. These efforts
will include State, ~onsultant, manufacturer, and railroad personne 1.
These new cars will
process of delivery
commuter service of
NJ-03-0014.
Listed

be similar· to 180 cars now in the
for the forme~ ~orristown & Erie rail
the E:-ie Lackawanna, under project
below arc some cf their characteristics:

'

a.

Ha:dmum \vidth of 10.5 feet to pcrmi L
efficient reversible three and two seatinq, with a Hioth at floor level of
10 ..0 feeL

42X

...

18

b.

Controlled temperatures with air condition-.
ing and electric heating.

c.

Passenger donveniences such a~ baggage iacks.,
·modern lavatories, and p.ublic address systems
· for station anouncements.

d.

.. :.

e.

.

f.

'

Attractive interior and exterior

appea~ance.

Modern technological features such as remote. controlled doors with s~nsitive receptors to
prevent ~losure on passengers using the portals •
Capability of use with high-level station
platforms.

...

.I

~'.

g. ·Capacity of up to 119 passengers per car.

·•

h.

Operating speeds of 80 mph.

i.

Wide center dbor openings qf 50" and end.door
openin9s of 34" to facilitat~ access by handi-,
capped persons in high-level platform areas •.·
·

The similar characteristics of these cars to those of. the
cars now being delivered have been specified in order to
afford the State optimum flexibility for meeting various
fut~re service.requirements and to provide for optimum
maintenance efficiency through 'standardization.

\

•:

Arlministrative''and contingency costs of 2% and 5% as noted
as line items 2 and 3 of the budget ~re th~ State's best
estimate of those Departmental costs incidental to the accomplishment of the equipment purchase and contract management and of those unforeseen costs which may occur.
4.

Engineering and'Nanagement:

Klauder

Phase I engineering related to the new MU cars has been
assigned under contract to the firm of Louis T. Klauder
and Associates of Philadelphia.

..
..•·

5.

Traction

Po~er

Supply

Within Phase I, this line item entails the work required
to connect the nc\v catenary syste n betHeen South Amboy
;1.nd Hata\,·an to t!1~ existing electrified system terminating
'in South A!l'boy. No ne\\' pm..rer source Hill b~ requj.red
since Ph~se I implementation will be accorrplished using
43X
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I.

Note:

Thi~;

s~ .: covered the e:.:tcnsion
it~rescnt newark terminus

of tiH• l. ;sent PATti system
from
on to 1\W'ark Alrport. It
'"as not· a study of what we now know as the PATH Extension to
Plainfield. It was not until the early 1970s that this Extens:bn ide:t came into being. However, many of the observations
in this report are extremely pertinent today and show just how
much conclusions can be adjusted and re-adjusted to bring about
a (i.nal decision in favor of whatever the Port Authority is in
favor ·or!
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Table 1

-~· ..

Pas·s~ngers

1

Traveling to and from Ne\·mrk Airport
by Ground Transportation
on an Average Day

1967 Survey
Number
of Passengers
(Average Day-1968)

brigin or Destination

1963 Survey

Per Cent

Per Cent

4%
6

3 ll>
llt22
79U

2%
7
J
6
9
2

;,

63:~

4

8
3
4

6J~

4
'Jl%

West of Hudson River

Jlo

Newark
Other Essex County
Hudson County
...... Morris County
Bergen County
-Passaic County
Union County
Middlesex County
NQnmouth County
Other Areas

1106
4 7Lt
948
1422

8058

3
4
8

3

4'

5

48%

Eilst of Hudson River
Manhattan
ll p t: 0\oJ n (no . of 5 9 t II S t • )
N i d t OI·Jl1 ( Ho us· ton-59th S t . )
Dmvntown (so. of llouston St.)
'·.Other Areas East of Hudson River

I

L

Outside Metropolitan Area
TOTA It

4898
.·

4%

5%
24!.,
2%

316

948

33%

Jl%
790
3792

26/o
3%

8%

5846

_6%
:17%

41/o

18%

l

27.

J l'to

I<JU'Io

100'/.,

J5800

•

..
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cost of operating the service and meeting the $4 million annual

....

';

~

ch.c~rg<?s

'

on the

c~rrying

cupitnl investment.

•
Impact of Airpor.t Service on Existing PATII System
The PATII system is fundamentally a shuttle subway between
Newark, Jersey City, llobokcn and
provide mass transportation,

~1anhattan.

~argely

Its· basic purpose is to·

fat the journey to and from work.

If an iirport· rail service were to be imposed on this system,.
it'would be necessary to provide specialized equipment, baggage handling
facilities and other special airport services in order to serve even the
limited market potential for air passengers and employees previously

•

identified.

It is extremely doubtful as to whether such specialized

facilities could be added to the· PATH
'·

·during the peak hours

w~en

also at the highest levels.

~nattractiv~

which is already at capacity

air travel and airport employee volumes are

Iri the absence of special .a:rport servi.ce,

a standard PATII service designed to
an

~ystem

serv~

the daily comrm•ter would be

and inconvenient service for the air passenger.

Most

'air travelers would reject the crowding and general inconvenience of
a peak hour subway service.
;

.

Tlic op~rntion of~ a special. airport St~rvice on

PATII system,

,· while stil 1 maintaining I'ATII service during Cui 1 nonral p.::ak hours, would

·,;

present the most Hfficult pr0blems.

.

tile

The downlcnvn PATII tunnels under

the lh1dson'River :md 'into lludson Terminal, Nanbattan,.arc operating nt

47X
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i

1
c.:~pacity
c;m

f;

,

be

during Lh\.? pL:ak pcriod in Lcnns of the

physic~tll.y

in tho:'e Lunncls.

ac('u;.unc..datcd

lJl l.r.1in"' \vhich

ltlltnbt;J

,\-, .•

~-pc:ci~tl

lt·:.ttll,

-.-

•

.

\oJould be undesirable t>incc i l would cause more crowding .:trhl lc~.s frequent

serv·ic:e, thereby inconveniencing and

I

del~tyint:

thousands

f);·

.lai ly Ne\" Jersey

c:onunutcrs on Pi\TII for Llw ver)' que':,tionable bcn<::fit of~· f<:h' :1irport-

,a
j.

''

.~~

destined passcngl!rs.

·rn ord.er to avoid such a disruption of PATII's :lOrwal operation,
it would be necessary to add ::.peciaJ airport cars to tn11ns lrum the nt:w

i:

expanded Hudson Tcriilinal heing built os

p<.~rl

of L11e \·•<1riJ Trade Ccntl.!r.

These cars \vould h:tvl! Lu be; dct<'lchc:d fro1.1 Lhe

1

cmainJcr '' · Lite train in

Ne\>lark and operat<.!d <•s a scpc.i~~te train from there Lo Ll1<~ a i rpurt.

Fare

collectio:n and baggage handling would have to b~ done in Llt<::Se cars,
separately from the; reinainder of the systL!m,
~

·· tion is physically

po~sibt~,

cause some lo-st Lilltc.
an entirely nc\"

~el

I.Jhiic Litis

i>ll:IIHHI

nf opecJ-

it would be difficult and ohvica1sly \.,Jould

lt \-muld,

in audHion, LC:: costly· a11d I·JOUid create

of opvrating and 5clwdullng

problt:l~<:-

lu1· the 1..::gular

PATII corrunut.::rs.

AL Lite (Hc~l'llt li_r.re, 'L',\'l'll

::; incurri.ug

1 d~.:fi,it

,,[ ... pp rox i>. J

in 1969.

The dcficL. \-Jould

oc

\"a~

r: .uon, ooo
--------

incr.ca:;ed by at lcnst ::;t,,illlll,ll\JU, repre-

scnting ,the debt ser\',h:c on thL! capi tid
whatever net loss

~;

invcstrnt:nL of

expcrit:nccd in <.p(;r 1Ling

48X

cost~.

~·i>il

mi II ion, plus

•

exu.msion to Kennedy,. using till:: .stnndarc! size:<..! Long I.,Lmd i{ai I i-;oad
systcrn, \.JOuld have r;&uJern, i.:Oiilt'orl<Jbl'-, :,u~ud•<Jll- Lypc: :;, ; irowd C0<•..:h~.;s
as <1gainst the suln,•ay-type operation inl.c:rcnt

•

Ln the 1):\Tii

~ystc::1,

These

coachC!s for Kennedy ;.irport scrvicc 1-.'0uld h.:.~vc td 1 u[ lilc conveniences
and comforts nc:cl:.;;:".:try to .1Ltracl Lhi.: Jir p;J::.SC:Ilt;c:r,

itll

luding LIJc Oppor-.

There isdnoLllc:r important difi<:rencc: 111 LIH l,',roun<J accc:.:>s
situation

~

t Kennedy Airport.

As inr.J lea ll:d previously

in Lh is report,

when the highway,·construction is complcted in the vicinity of Ne:\.Jark
Airport,

togethe:r h'ith the complction of Lilc major ..-outc:s :;uch as lntcr-

state 76 and the Turnpike expansion, hi<;iH·:.:ty ;:cccss in thL, ;-.rca will

•

be

une:xc~ 1.:

ll l:d,

On Llic cont'rary, the:: oniy n (; \;' r" a ) o r l. L

l, ~o: :, y

c on:, L r u c t i on

in tne vicinity of KLnnedy Aicport is Lht:

I

•

planned and \.Jhi...:h

.oi~:;ply

do\.:S not have tiK e<.tp.::.tJ;Jit.y

(Ji

nanJlint; any

I

)
to lie eignL to Len

•

yc<~r-,, ;1\,'ZiY

frcnt cOI::pl<·ti<Jll al tile:<

:&tlic~;L,

'i'hcy both

present vc:ry ion1idabl-2 problems in plcii<i1ing, C.:c.~'ib·: ;tr.• ~ con:.-;Lruct:ion

~ch

,h"ve not yet been ool vcd,
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i

portaLi.un.

undertakcu <ln intensive! l'('SLudy oi: che ft:asibi.lily

l.>[

c:-.L(•ndir..'~ i'ATH

to Newark Airport.

•
_!lased

Oi1

thi::;

d•~Laill.!J

analysis,

thcrcc ju.;t

i.~

nu jusi..iii.c:,Liol1 for a

•

..

Li.ons
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•
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•
the. aiq?<.'l't will be serv.::ci by the finest hit;ll\."<ty

•

systc11 uf any aiq>ort in thc'uation.

.
pcrmi.t

·by bus, limousine and

,.
2)

s~rvcu

the pub i ic· to be

'l'hj:; \d.ll

cnd1·dy

.:t~!..:c;uatllly

nutomollilc~

The eitiwn.1.tcs of Jlk1XimUJ:l traffic potcnti&al,

includin~;;
,; '

.• both air passen:;crs and aiq>ort employees that \o/Ould
·be attracted to a PATH extension both now a.nd a:; projected: for 1980, are so Sllk1.ll that a co~tly fixed
rail"link b.Ctlo/Cen Pl!nn Station, !lc"'·ark am.J the.: olirpcrt
simply c<mnot be

justific~i

from Lhc

:;Lara.lpL·~nt

)[ in-

vcst~cnt of public funds •
.. .
I

3)

'··

such an

.,
i~

ai.~~j>Ort:

tributicin system
built for les::;

~ithin th~ airporc

th;.~.n

$60

iid

llioa

~md

passcngt~r

itself,

t,ooo

pi.lSSClll,\Cl'S a

.

intn

.111

invcsu ...:.lt

----- ·-----·-·-··
:;...:rv...:d dai.l.y in 1'.160 ..
...._._,_ .............. !'-·········-·--

.

.day.

db-

c~n b~

wouh.l :-.crvu a future
--

ma:dmunt or

. :i

link indic..1tcs i:ho.JL there is no ho.pc

that a· PATII extension, inc·iuding u J\;ll

. . . : ..

I

A 1·estudy qf the cai)ical o.::vsts invol,·..:;u it~ ~or.:;:.:.;:uc~i~1e)
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~:;;1400
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Clearly, as a m.:tl:ler of ;J1·ioriLy an:.: econ·•mic justi-

,

iication, a PATH l::Xtension to

i

4)

(!)

~.;eH<~rV.

,\irp( rl: becomes·

If the l'ATii c;·:tcnsion to NcHark Airpo!=:L

\-.'Cti..!

rcsuli.: in substantial iraprovetnents in tr.:1ve:l time,·
convenience and comior t to thG-

.:1

ir pa:;Sl!l1(;er and

airpol"t employee, it is possible th.lt clw

'

to

•

;lC.Iv')'

•
morl! favorable light.

dicat ...~s that ..1s

.:1

;:o\·iC'.'•!r, all cvi.denc·e in-

practll.:al niatter, the

thosl! services by bus acd

e

l

i;:.c;IJS

:;crvL~e

via

iill.: •..-it iclt c:-:; :.L: i!t

the present tiffic.

~

\
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I
I
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•

liopkin!i Inturnationul /,.;.rport il1 Cluvl.!lam.i ,, •• s

'.,·
,und.crLakcn to c·omparc tilat f.:1cil i.ly \dth the situ.:l-

;.'

tion

,.

;~t :~~·.•mrk.

The :Hucly t"l.!vcals a number of di:>-

Linct: dissimilarities

·.

so· that

thc·compariso;~

as rail service to

.·.

7)

D\.!t\o~cen

Clcvclanu and t·,(.!\oJark

has no real valit!.i.ty insofar

Nd~ark

Airport is concerned.

The impact of the potential

dcvclop~ent

of

ii

·'

th~ ~ew

,I

Jersey Neac!vwla.nds on th(! nt!cd for lllld l'eas ib i.l i. ty

of rail scrvic.c to Ncwal'l< Ai.rp.wt has

..

. considered.

I.Jt!L~n

cat·cfully

As important ·a:; the ~1cado\\1 li•ildS Jevclop-

mcnt will be to the State or

NC\11

J.:Jrscy Llnd

u~:i.s

metro-

polita~ area,~~ see lit~l~ ur no significant cff0~t

of

Nea~~m"lanJs

development

()11

the

maLL1:r

1ll

r til .1-::ccss

to the: airport.

.' l

on tlw prc.pos'al to ~xt\.lnJ PATii
c un s i d c n:d i.1a

,
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION

·31
.}

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

Mr. Peter J. Koelsch
Chairman, Rail Subcommittee
Monmouth County Transportation
Coordinating Committee
1 Lafayette Place
Freehold, New Jersey 07728

MAR

7 1977

Dear Mr. Koelsch:
·'This is in· response to your letter of February 15, 1977 to the
Acting Administrator concerning the proposed PATH extension to
Plainfield.

•

We appreciate receiving your account of a recent meeting on the
subject of transit west of Plainfield held in Somerville. Without
commenting on the points you raise relative to the PATH extension,
I would like to summarize where the project stands from our
perspective.
Our September 23 letter to Commissioner Sagner offered up to $157
mill ion for the N·ewark-Plainfield-Raritan Corridor and stated that
the decision as to ·~hich improvement to make -- PATH or commuter
rail -- was.up to the people and public officials of New Jersey.
We have indicated that this decision should be reflected in two
processes normally required for projects using transit or highway
funds. Those are the programming of the project in region's
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and, if the PATH project
is chosen, the transfer of funds currently allocated for highway
construction purposes to transit. The Tri-State Regional Planning
Commission has a major role in both these proceses and since the
subregional Northeast New Jersey Transportation Coordinating
Committee has been involved in Tri-State planning and programming
actions in New Jersey in the past, we would expect their continued
participation in this case.

.

In addition, an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on the PATH
extension is being prepared for the review of interested agencies
and citizens ;and a public hearing will oe held on the project to
allow additional opportunity for public /;t~O;Of£'

fle-,o10

AssoctA~ AP~/1~

•
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ON THE
PATH PLAINFIELD CORRIDOR SERVICE PROJECT

1.

Q.

What service will be provided on the Plainfield Corridor Service
Project?

'I

,v

A •. Headway: During the peak hours, the headways on the extension
to Plainfield will range between 3 minutes and 6 minutes, depend.ing on traff.ic demand and operational requirements. The present
eight trains during peak hours will be increased to 15. During
the off-peak periods, plans call for 20-to 30•minute headway&
.
(except 12:30 AM-5:30AM) to Plainfield~compared to 1-1\ hours
currently-- and 10 to 15 minutes on the airport· service.

Gl

t~ ~

~

0 ·,}
..,l,~
·
r~v .p'JC, ;/'\',
~~ ~ · ~ ~~·

~~~ ~trc~r ~~.~,
/....~ ~Q;, _ \ f /'0.;..~

.
,, J·~ ~~ 1\1~ .n..\ ~\
Communities Served: In addition to the McClellan/Newark Inter-/~ V f} .~ ~'1/'-~o;. ~\
national Airport station, service will be provided to Elizabeth; ~ \
!J;r A. !:J c"' 1 '
Roselh/Roselle Park, Cranford, Westfield/Garwood, Fanwood/Scotch~ ~v, 't/q ~~ ~~ .;9 Ll.
Plains, and Plainfield.
't'IJI,'v~-' ~ ~~\~~0
·
\J ?'~ tO ~fi.J.. ~

ci

.J·

~

2.

Q.

Will the travel times on the new PATH extension be any shorter
than the existing travel times!

~I'~

t-1-' ,., - P.o

A.

r·

~ \' ~
~ oY

f' -~

Passenger travel time between Plainfield and the World Trade Center .R I" ,....1 o,J ,~yt:.
will improve by up to 10 minutes. This results from the faste~./"(0'peP.' pP.'!:JIIrunning times, and the elimination of the transfer ~t Newark.-UThis plrv
time saving is possible because of thP better performance characteristics of the PATH cars, particularly tl1eir acceleration capability
and faster loading as compa~ed to the equipment ~used by ConRail's
Central Railroad of New Jers·ey Mainline dlvision\CNJ). (rtoT&',' .NO MC'irJOrl

•

or

~~~~O?p 0~ £UCT/\.J?J£p o::-::'~y'Jco\

3.

4.

S

Q.

,·
( J\ef vvc:~o IS '/Yc.v"'\
Wfll the existing PATH cars be used on the Plainfield project?
./

t-1

,~-;~~;.'
I)'"
A..(.~

A.

A total of 62 new PATH cars will be purchased specifically for the J t.
service between Penn Station - Newark and Plainfield. Seating will f1
o.p{:i(; · ~
be revised in a 2 x 2 configuration, with upholstered seats for
~~ fJ
greater comfort, and other passenger amenities. In addition, some
142 existing PATH cars will undergo a substantial conversion to meet
the new requirements of the Plainfield service. The equipment to
be used will be of the same overall dtmPnsions as the existing PATH cars.

Q.

What will the precise trackalignment on the PATH extension beyond
Newark International ~frport?

A.

The track alignment beyond Newark International Airport will parallel
·the existing Penn Central (Amtrak) mainline to Elizabeth where it
wi 11 proceed onto a new struct1,1n: joining i t 1.-ith the CN.l mainline.

How much will the fare be for the PATH elCtension to Plainfif'ld?
A

The PATH fare structure' for an exten3ion to PlalnfiPld wt ll closely
fo I low the present fare structure on the CNJ, with Adjustments consi.steut ··it h those which may occur,,, other cu~uter lines.
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Does the PATH system represent the most effective use of State,
Federal and Port Authority resources?

A.

After a
the State of New Jersey has determined that it does. The Port Authority
wa.s also invol:ved in the analysis and concurs in that determination. The
PATH project does carry a relatively high capital cost, as compared with
the other alternatives which have been studied for the CNJ corridor.
HoWever. tlie revised capital grant application to the Urban Mass Transportation Administration calls for a federal grant: of $157 million for the
Plainfield Corridor Service Project, a contribJJtion by the Port Authority
of $120 million, transfer of some $54 million in Federal highway funds to
1the project, and allocation by the State of New Jersey of about $16 million
in 1968 }'ransportation Bond Issue monies to the project. Thus, the $16
million appropriation by the State, approximately equivalent to the current
annual CNJ subsidy, will result in more than $330 million from other sources ·
to fund the Plainfield project.

Q.,

•

9;

o, ·"

v'

·r..r

~,c;
~· i-'':ls~ ~
~ "'0~

operating costs to the State: the annual o/J fl;? /'>{'c..-, t'17S
PATH extension to Plainfield is estimated:IASJ< fo.qc.;; f?t.'JbtRT:
in 1985 while the CNJ subsidy would be/)';) C#.-o/'16£' '"PAri/,
the provisions of the existing contract.

Wouldn't this Plainfield project entail excessive capital expenditures
? J
.
"
~
4
.
per passenger.
ji,;){l) tJI.'I';i"f"'AS -r~•)Hfti'Jl,
JA.jr, 1._, _..:.' .JI"JJO t~,tJ07
')

8..

~

. :;.., '
.
{'
car~ful e~onomic analysis and a review by several state agenci~~.~

There will be savings in
subsidy required for the
to be about $6.4 million
about $17 million, under

7..

~(~ , '\ \

Q.

.•• 1

\

'

J

.,

:J

·(

.
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No. Whlle the project requires substantial capital investment
;..> /!If t?-fitA 7[s 1 the level of operating costs must be. taken into consideration._. llyt;Vf?Jh~"\'[ _ r::_. _
This consideration was a pr~ncipal factor in the State of New
~
t'r/e;Pp/(.4LJ ersey' s dec is ion to proceed with the PATH ex tens ion project. The Ji/,y~J F<-W rllt.- ~r,e;.J;
State and the New Jersey taxpayer will save over $10 million per ):/Ct'ru: eJ0)( ~c/.6 _
year by 198.5 in ,reduced operating subsidies.
~f/7/~-'.C7 T" U/"'T.it

'Q.

lfuy is the State diverting' needed Federal highway funds to
PATH? !'/~At:' dt'.> ( _,...!,<)," ;'t:;RS t../~c:.. :£- ~/.'/. lr: C!Yt- y/) ·1 1 J)/"11 ~1-'(<!l-i? '':::t• ;?,/)Til
IN A

·~e-c;< C~..:'i'1 1 /'tJ

Tilt: pv_F,t.A/t'-?;7 !'It':> rltf~'XL

C'f,..

;-J1lt-:'Dj)A;L.-t,

.J-k

jJ.ZJ

JAI I/1::.'1-

.

.
1

A.

The State has determined that diversion of these funds will best
"~T .~r' -rH~:Jrf F.Jt~P~
serve the long term interests of New Jersey citizens by providing 13 iiN4 rA<tW F.lt"A1
an eff:kient, high-speed rapid transit service for this busy corridor.f-7'~,

Q•

Is it appropriate to utilize the entire $120 million promised by -rl!,r trc-/'JJ'. rvflc'SC
the Port AuthJrity of New York and New Jersey for transit projects. •
,
to partially fund the Plainfield application?
c
r~~.-1.-:> 11
YAi)"'C;r!r< 1: 1/f
C
,.
,., > v 1 ~ c./ t;Jit','lrlAJ£1
The Purt Authority has agreed to contribute $120 milli(>n to mass trl J6&R.G£N .1>.!11!1 ~~ , .
transit projects identified as appropriate by the State of New(., 'JIJ1i
.t.
'
"
Jersey. The State has reviewed its prioritles and decided to r ' v
IE!'~ ~vrlO C<..V'-91/5,_:
allocate the ·~ntire $120 million to tile Plainfield proJect.
LJt;':;'Vtf~L- Fir'OJ6t.7j e~,l1
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10. Q.

Does the Joint Task Force Report of January 1975 greatly inflate the cost
of electrification of existing CNJ service particularly when compared to
the estimated electrification aost of the New York and Long ·Branch Railroad between Red Bank and So~t~ Amboy, New/er,sey? ,('(.)1-J!i-U~-"..r (r~·NtiJ\ r'-'
f>Ait/J'"-'AL-VI

\ t1·5 {"'llt·'/...p;;..; /,./ 1'/7)

1111/ 1

?J,;;....., .J.f

r •)

'l-D)J'-1 ,._tii.A.. -'..>.-..1

A.

The estimated costs in the Joint Task Force Report were carefully constructed
.
and widely reviewed by local, state and federal officials.
t'cA~G ~J~..t..-.., c>,-t ~tiv,<-rctf S:. '/ p._·.-r /ll•~~"'' Fi·~'r A ll"fiiC.VT'!.
,11.
what happens to the Aldene Plan trackage? Why not use the Aldene
trackage for the PATH extension?

Q:

A.

The Aldene trackage between Cranford and Hunter Tower will remain in use for
freight service. This section of track is now used for both freight and
passenger activity. While it would be theoretically possible to continue
passenger service on this section of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, the
increased frequency of passenger train service planned for the extension,
both peak and off-peak, makes a mixed use for passenger and freight service
~.virtually impossible.
Additionally, use of the Aldene route between Cran(
ford and Newark would not permit as good a service to the airport as
C(./Jf\p 1r-J & currently, contemplated.
If in addition to the Aldene routing a separate
tf'V1 ,A
spur to Newark :::nternational Airport were required, capital costs would
1"" 3 Cor-'IR.A 1 t.--...... be duplicated and operating costs would be normally increased. Also,
the Aldene trackage could not provide direct access to Newark International Airport and downtown Manhattan from the City of Elizabeth. Under
the proposed PATH routing, the airport will be just a few minutes away
from Elizabeth's business district, and tower Manhattan will be directly
accessible.

12.

A·

No.· Secretary Coleman indicated that the State could not receive more than
four hundred million dollars from the existing Section III Capital Fund
Authorization which run~ through 1980. However, the Secretary recently
announced that UMTA will seek additional funds from the Congress for fiscal
year 1978 (beginning October 1, 1977) and beyond. Furthermore, Senator
Williams is now prepar:fng legislation to this same end. It is very likely,
therefore, that additional UMTA funds will be available to New Jersey. In
·anticipation of this, New Jersey will very shortly send a Letter of Intent
and Preliminary Application to UMTA for DRAP I.

Q.

Has the projected PATH operating subsidy for. the Plainfield extension
been adequately explained .to the_ public?- b'

'·
. 13.

Won't the PATH project kill any chance of implementing DRAP?

Q.

-~~0.4£7'/-

A.

14.

Q.

Yes. The projected PATH deficit for the Plainfield extension was fully
detailed in the Jo~nt Task Force Report, which is a public document. The
Task Force went to considerable effort to rublicize and distribute its
findings.
How will the PATH deficit for the extension be shared?
•

The State will be responsible for the difference between revenues and
direct costs attributable to t~e extension. No existing or additional
overhead attributable to PATH wil.L be . paid by the State. These costs as
well as the existing' PATH operating shortfall Yill be borne by PATH.
WJJt...t<t. ,:,i'-1..· r.71i[:.Cr:,?·
Xt v'e:'" 1... ii> A r-~·r; iJ;R r< -;
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15.

Q.

Does the PATH extension plan commit the State of New Jersey to closing
down the CNJ, particularly between Bayonne and Union County?

A.

A PATH u:tension to Plainfield does not commit the State of New Jersey
to closing down the CNJ between Bayonne and Union County. The plan
would perm~t continued freight and passenger service on the two
southerly tracks of the CNJ as PATH trains would run on the two
northerly tracks. ,1-'t;Atll(' b I)J-C) Ale f. ...,. )J t:, ?t4\1 Au'-;,; Cll' JTI, Till; C.:>M"' C..v/f~'J-7 A/1/tl
('i.·"~l.l({,.~/6/'li:'j- 1-JA.I~ AtA- t5IATt..)J /IJt:- /VP'11/A~k. g lt-1 .!!>~ ,;Xt=:-. ~C-17 eO, {?1/t.Y
Ct)V <&'1Aft$(i.N .t-''".Puc....,-to,..; -ye/1/?).>•'t_.?J)E'.;I<)L..:I FA~/:.-'/?££> ;/s. ,....e.:-rc~Yrta-v.

Q.

What are the provisions of the Labor Protective Agreement developed
for affected CNJ employees?

A.

The agreement is a complex and technical document. However,
it is available for public inspection and has been submitted to the
Federal Government. It follows the accepted norm for such agreements
in the transportation industry. A~}( r ~~~ W·'.f ()/'1.5 - 7-1-le i
~~v·z: )ICU ,-..,-',~? /;?V~'

, 'I

•

16.

Lt.-

. .s 1012'/,
17.

Q,

Have public hearings been held?

A.

Yes.

A public record of them can be made available for inspection/iRE
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18.

19.
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Q.

Wasn~t

A.

The original bi-state legislation essentially authorized PATH to extend
service as far west as Plainfield, including a link to Newark
International Airport.
The present plan provides the best available balance of service and
~oat. and as such represents the most responsible use of the public's
money.
1\fc-rt-:- 7/.J&- ~v&'_A:)U.AN~ t:,/; CF "A t-1~1(, TCJ Ncwv:<.J( ll'l'f"d<.N.ATtO,.JA,L

the original bi-state legislation·deBigned to provide a direct
link between Penn Station-Newark and Newark International Airport?

·

Q,

What passenger volumes on the PATH extens·ion to Plainfield do you
expect compared to present traffic le.vels?

A.

Currently, the CNJ yarries approximately 7,000 average weekday passengers
from Mainline points to Newark. With the PATH extension, which will
provide service to additional stations as well as the airport, it is
expected that by 1985 this volume will nearly double to approximately
14,000 average .weekday passengers. Further growth and traffic develop~D~,?.nt is exr:ected i.n subsequent years as a result of improved service
levels. (.' ( .;-;;
. _,I -'1 LH·~ >. A I t.,j·?)/(
,,., t~ I:-:>.t~srcv.
~f
''/\,' ;:,.5
. > .,_r<.:FI::-i"l..
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20.

21.

Q.

Why provide rail access from the CNJ corridor to Newark International
Airport when Interstate Highway 1-78 will do the same thing?

A.

The principal;Pbjective of the Plainfield Corridor Service Project is
to provide ~~~ved rail mass transit to Manhattan for current CNJ
commuters. -Access to Newark Airnort iR annthPr h .. n,..Fici,c~l
goal. Moreover, I-78 w-tl.l not pruvide access for those who have no
~ara, while PAnt will providP superf.or service to Corridor resiclentv
)
who work at the airport. W''L-$.•--\ .:>.t'1J"rH ~,-;._·fJi Of J.:.:.-t,l't JC.(,""A:O ;-.>:..· .;;-1 f'.:..'"( ..Jr;;,n.p
:t:J/'1 f'4w~ ~f:..rH~"rr r,£-;;t:!-( rt>l,.v'' P4,.,/IH,t;- { A.f{p tvl"fl/o c.:-r t.A~ C,: /A' r.;l£ (D;I(~ 1 th~J!,
.

Q.

Doesn't the PATH extension contradict previous studies which indicated
that it would not be feasible to extend PATH as far as Newark
International Airport?

A.

It was and is impractical to extend PATH only to Newark International
Airport, but extension of PATH to Plainfield serves a sufficient number
of pec/ple to justify service to the airport • ..5tC /JJt,·· ,JAI\.Iv.c~-1> ''1' 6 '} S:.7'-'P7

/'' /'-1/N~~I'ff

A7 ·'lrJ..tt,j

.

.A!'f# (,.) ovcy<_ !/Jc-: ,,., ;"?Ct)~,'W,5 1.\JI-JI Pli/1/ rt' ~<~~·./£ /\t•l?{v,(l , ... ,.<~~ 1 N1PfiAcrfc46,
·Sf-~.e ~-~~w. MO~f

22.

or

Q.

What will be the estimated traffic from Plainfield and Intermediate
stops to Newark International Airport?

A.

Based on forecasts of passenger traffic in 1985 about 400 passengers
a day will be traveling between the airport and points west of the
airport.
·:~.) ro .&:~.r-_;'<.>~f
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Q.

Why is the Port Au~hority proposing a mass transit link to Newark t.";'~ /CA
International Airport while indicating that a similar connection to
v~~~):
Kennedy Airport !~_not viable?
,r

A.

The Kennedy Rail Access Project and the McClellan Street/Newark ~ ,.l)f.S
:J!J, ·
International Airport station for the PATH extension are based on· "', _ . p tf.. ('DP.-1' C ~"'
sUbstantially different premises. The Kennedy project, as planned)r/A _ 1 ~4 ~ ~
is almost exclusively dedicated to midtown Manhattan and Kennedy "'~ ,,..,,rJr.: .,.; , H~.;
Airport and as such depends very heavily on Kennedy-bound passengers ,7-fi>.J-';) f' ~Jfl
originating in downtown New York. On the other hand, th·e McClellan ,t~JC,,I ,Arl ·1
Street/Newark International Atrport station plan for the PATH extension pAi~ ·
is part of a larger rail mass transit system and therefore depe~ds much
less heavily on airport-bound traffic.
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A.
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What will happen to the CNJ west of Plainfield? {'
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Service west of Plainfield is currently the subject of an i~~~'':f':e ~;:•'/ 7 fl41 ·~l't;JJ'I
study being carried out under the auspices of the Tri-State Regional '?.>tV., t~'7 .s.AYJ
Planning Co•ission. Cooperating in the study are Tri-State, the ;'t..!:;f£/.1l't-N't.J) M
~~rt Authority and the New Jersey Department of Transportation.
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March 29, 1977
The recently released f1 .;i ronment.al Impact Ste~tement reveals that
there is a proposed agn ·.·,nent between the Ne~.o: Jersey Dar and the
Port .c\uthority wherein tl.t· former will pay to the lattc;r an annual
lease conmtencing with a<: lual operation of the PATH line amounting
to ~;6 ,400,000 for the first year and escalating· 7% per annum thet·eafter. · Below are the figures covering this 31 year lease paym~nt
record if PATH becomes<: reality. Figur~_ng L1 years for construction, or 35 years for tl•c tctal term, it •,muld amoun~ to an average
of $::'0,000,000 per yc.u- plus whatever operating expenses would be
incurred, all to be paid by New Jersey to the Port Authority.
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STATEMENT OF THE NEW JERSEY COUNTY PLANNERS ASSOCIATION TO THE PUBLIC
HEARING OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION AND UTILITIES ON THE
PATH EXTENSION - MARCH 29, 1977
I am Russell Miles, Vice President of the New Jersey County Planners
Association, and I wish to present this statement on behalf of the Association and its President, Joseph Patenmo, of Camden County.

I also act as

the Planning Director for the Warren County Planning Board.
I wish to place in evidence with this Statement a Resolution of the
New Jersey County Planners Association which was passed in oppositton to
the proposed PATH Extension. This resolution was unanimously passed at a
regular meeting of the New Jersey County Planners Association in January
of this year.
The first point of this Resolution indicates that the Urban Mass

•

Transportation funds would be obligated over the next five years. This
infonmation is specified by Urban Mass Transportation Administration
Administrator Patricelli on September 23, 1976. UMTA funds are also
committed to upgrading the Erie Lackawanna and New York and Long Branch.
We County planners are not opposed to these two projects, but there is
widespread opposition to the costly PATH Extension. Ten County Planning
Boards in New Jersey have now passed resolutions in opposition to the PATH
Project.
The fact is that through the fiscal year 1980, all existing Urban
Mass Transportation funds are committed and there is no possibility for
additional rail or bus project funding utilizing UMTA funds. The Commissioner

•

of the Department of Transportation has proposed that the Federal Aid
Urban Systems' funds throughout the State be allocated for transit projects

'

because the Uf1TA funds are now committed. Therefore, such projects as the
purchase of buses on a Statewide basis, the Newark Subway System, funds
63X
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for the PATK Extension Project and for parking facilities along the
PATH Project will all have to

~e

met from the FAUS funds.

The FAUS funds are basically funding for County Arterial Road
Systems in the major cities and counties in the State of New Jersey.
While the PATH Extension initially would only result in a $70 million
diversion of highway funds, there would be a continual drain of funding
for major regional transit systemsJwhich we find unacceptable.
It should be understood that the New Jersey County Planners
Association favors the improvement of our rail and bus transit systems
in the State of New Jersey. However, the PATH Extension to Plainfield
is more than twice as costly as any rail transit project in the United
States and, therefore, the system utilizes funding that should be available

11

for other transit and road projects.
We also have stated that it is our opinion that the improvement
of the Central Railroad of New Jersey would be the least costly answer
to the need for rail transit in the Central Area of New Jersey and would
provide rail service to all communities from Phillipsburg to New York.
I would like to read into the record the final paragraph of the New Jersey
County Planners Association Resolution:
"NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the New Jersey County
Planners Association does hereby call upon the State Legislature of New Jersey to mandate that the State Department
of Transportation present a Capital Transit Program which
inc 1udes upgrading the Conrail-CNJ Rai 1road of New Jersey."
Moreover, we feel that the State Legislature of New Jersey must resolve
the question of a rational capital transit program for the State.· We,
64X
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therefore,

•

w~lcome

this hearing on the PATH Extension and wish to thank

the Senate Transportation Committee and its Chairman, Senator Buehler,
for this opportunity to present our views •

•
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SUBMITTED BY DR. GEORGE ENGEMAN
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MAR 11 1917

HUNTE.o'-D J1 ~ l • J ~. ~TY
PLANNING BOARD

WHEREAS, the Hunterdon County Planning Board and the Hunterdon County Transportation
Committee have offered resolutions opposing the extension of PATH to Plainfield, and
HHEREAS, both of these advisory bodies composed of distinguished an·d informed citizens
of Hunterdon County have requested that the Board of Chosen Freeholders of the said
County of Hunterdon offer a similar resolution, and ·

.

.

\'IHEREJl.S, it a~pears that too rnan.v capita 1 funds \'IOUl d be expended on the proposed.· .
"PATH Project to the detriment of all other capital. pr6jects for transportation in
Ne\'1 Jersey, and
WHEREAS, it appears that the PATH Project encompasses insufficient consideration to
the expec_ted future ~ro\'lth of the area !-lest of Plainfield, and
·
\·IHEREAS, it ap~ears that insufficient consideration has been given to expected future
shorta9es of enernv on a nation-wide basis which the proposed PATH Extension \'IOu.ld . ·
do little to alleviate, an~
·
HHEREAS, the proposed PATH Extension would appear to offer ne9li9ible.aid and. comfort
to the citizens of Hunterdon County, and
HHEREAS, it is expected that this resolution \<Jill brin~ the number of counties
oniJosing_ the PATH Extension by Resolutio11 to a majority o_f the counties of the St'ate,
NOH, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Hunterdon County Board of Chosen Freeholders
does hereby oppose the proposed ext~nsion of PATH to Plainfield, and

.,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Board respectfully requests the Governor of the
State of Ne\'1 Jersey, the Legislature of the State of He\'1 Jersey, and the Commissioner
•
of Transportation of the said State to carefully consider the \·Jishes of a majority
of the counties of the said State with special reference to the expressed wish of .
the Secretary of Transportation of the United States of America for local co-ncurrence
in the ex~enditure of four· hundred million dollars of U~ITA funds, and
·
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this ·resolution be fon-tarded to Senator Clifford
P. Case, Senator Harrison A. Hilliams, Renresentative Helen S. Heyner, State Senator ·
Anne t·1artindell, State Senator Raymond Bateman, ·Assemblyman Halter E. Foran, Assemblymal')
Karl Heidel, Assembl.vman John H. E\'lin9, and Assemblyman Halter J. Cavanaugh, to the
Boards of Chosen Freeholders of all the Counties of the State of New Jersev, as well
as to the Association of.Counties of the State of New Jersey.
~

OFFERED BY

•

Beniamin B Kirkland
/

ADOPTED

r1arch 8, 1977

66X-~~ 7/kr~=---Dolores F. Gimson, Clerk of the Board
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From the Officq of Snnator Clifford P.

'
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two additional issues ~1ere. in B7 opinion,. given ina.d.e.quat.e at:t.eAt!loa m the
Draft BI!;~ Tbc first concems pssNnJJer· comfMt. the StudJ ae.J;novtedsee tba~
PAnt rill r~~ in a F~~n Tfi'IV~~ .ri.da t.Mn ~be bo.n'l9r CNJ c;a.ra. This eearts
that: AOSAe .ridera ui.U be au'bjec;t~tl to jolting fCJt alv.IOJ~ qat: hour -... PATH r:-.rs
were never: intended for this. k.14d of aervke.
'llte! se(!Oiid f.&s.v~ 'has: to do wit.b Pii-JJsen~CT t~ecUrtty.. .The .-dditional egployel!ll
wrk.J.nt on tha C:I.J afford t.be t.r•vet..tAs public: the protect.t.oB eo necaiJ&AJT fer
the operation of a succe~Jafu.l traoait: eystem. 'this ia espeeully tt'l,Je U • as t;h8
Draft .EIS contends, off•peak ridership 1.8 expected to int:.ree.se.

Atiutber problen tba.r; I tl1in'k. tr, ~ to aritre- ritb tll.O: 'P'AT'd htension. -pro..
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,;IQT. GrCJUth follows t:rn&porta~ion systems and without land•u~HJ plaoniAfh there
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CUJ wU.l not &e replaced by urban "P~a~1 :illd 1uev.i.utb~e Und. speculation ..
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:700£8.
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tr:umport.3tion pt-ojc;c.:.ts; and I look forward tCJ tile c1sy 'W'hen the State v111 have a
mass t:ros1t p-l.m t:~a.t h~llefit:\i all regign~ to tt.li dc:it~riul.mt of ttOn.e.
Cert11inly,. I loolt. fonrat'\l to vork1ng with tt:e :Jev Jersey let;'lslatvre and
tt!th the. State ~n.i&t.r~tion in any uay Ef~t 1'. tu to help bl'hlt this &bout ..
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Statement for the Senate Transportation and
C&mmittee Public Rearing

Co~munications

--------------------------~-----------------------------------

As Mayor of Hillsborough !ownship, I am glad to·have the
opportunity to appear before you and to be heard on the proposed
•

PATH extension project from lewark to Plainfield.
Although Hillsborou£h is not directly located in the Bewark Plainfield- Raritan corridor, we are, nonetheless, affected by
the decisions regarding PATH.

As one of the fastest growing

communities in Somerset County, we have

~any

co1nmuters who use

either the CBJ from Somerville or the Reading Railway from Belle
Mead.

Each of these systems will, of course, be adversely

affected by any decision to move forward with lATH.

While at

the same time, our commuters will face the additional burden
of using a yet to be determined alternate method to reach
Plainfield and the PATH system.
The projected costs of the PATH extension are exorbitant -estimated at this time to exceed 1450 million, while the projected cost of upgrading the Conrail-Central Railroad of Bew
Jersey is $124 million.

Supporters of PAIH claim that given

the high operating costs of the CNJ, these differences will
balance each other out.

Are they co-.paring the present costs

of operating the CNJ or the cost of operating the CNJ once it
has been upgraded?

Are the figures being presented to us being

used solely to substantiate Commission Sagner's position on
•

PATH?

We do not seem to be getting all the answers.

As local

officials we are constantly being callGd upon to justify govern-

•

ment spending.
ture of the

What is the justification for such a large expendi-

ta~payers'

money?

Surely, there should be obvious
69X

advantages, but we have yet to hear them.
Of equal, if not more concern to Hillsborou(:.n, is the
fact that $70 million in highway funds are scheduled to be
diverted to the PATH extension.

Route 206, the o.1ly major

North-South highway in Central Jersey, one which has become
increasingly more inadequate year after year, is slated for
improvement with federal highway funds.

Route 2C6 is a

problem which can no longer be ignored.

At the same time,

we have lived with the promise of a completed Interstate 95
for many years now.

As a matter of fact, it has been shown

on Hillsborough's .Master Plan for the past twelve years.
Only within the past year has the State Department of Transportation started the Environmental Impact Study required for
this highway.

One might ask what kind of concerted effort

and planning has gone into the improvement and completion of
these roads.

Are we now going to face additional delays?

Are we going to be told at the end of all these studies that
the funds are no longer available for construction, but have
been diverted to PATH?

The State Department of Transportation

has long ignored the needs of New Jersey's highways.

We must,

therefore, be absolutely sure that Commissioner Sagner not be
allowed to divert highway funds to the PATH extension.

To

allow such a diversion would be a disservice to the entire
State.
I do not wish to rei te:r·ate 2.11 that has or \\ill be spoken
here today, but to si!i1ply remjnd you in Jlosing that it is

•

incumbent uron those who e;overn tc give full conE:ideration

•

to the imfact of their clecisi<•ns en all levels o1 the community.
70X
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When you review the exorbitant cost, the inc-onvenience to
commuters west of Plainfield, the impairment of freight service,
and the diversion of badly needed highway funds,- you must
realize that the PA!H extension does not fully serve the best

•

interests of all the people.

I, therefore, call upon you to

do all in your power to see that the CNJ is upgraded and that
the PATH to Plainfield

pr~ect

is abandoned.

C'~m,_~~
Patricia McKiek·nan
AfaJror _
Hlllsborough Township
March 29, 1977
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STATE;·:ENT Oi.•'
AlJE..qT 1. FAPP I Jrt.
AT A

H~'ARI;:G

OF THE

N~l

JF:RSE'i SENATE

TRANSPORTATIC:r AND CO!"?·:UNICATIOHS CONMI'ITEE
:-:ARCH 29 , 1977
ETTRODUCI' 10-:r
'/y name is Albert L. Fa.pp, Jr.

I reside in l1a.plewood, New Jersey and am

testifying at these hearinF:s as Co-Chairman of the CITIZENS COI•J.i!TTEE TO STOP
fATH (the COF1-TITEE).

l~y formal education consists of a Bachelor of Science

degree in Electrical Engineering from Newark College of Engineering, Newark,
Ne1>1 Jersey and a Faster of Science degree in Filgine:ering Ha.nagement from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York.

From 1966 to 1970, I served on

active duty in the Uni tei States Air Force, stationed at Sacramento, California
as an Electronics Officer inthe Ground-Electronics Engineering Installation
Agency.

From 1970 to 1975, I was employed by the Public Service Electric and

Gas Company, Newark, New Jersey on the staff of the Corporate Economist assignEd
to the area of financial economics.

I am currently employed by the Argus Re-

. search Corporation, New York City, as a public utility securities analyst specializin~

......

in state regulatory affairs.

Before voicing the cor:·ITTSE'S objections to the plan whereby the Port
Authority Trans-Hudson (PATH) Corporation would extend its rapid transit system

17 miles west from its prese!lt Newark, New Jersey terminus to Plainfield, New
Jersey, a brief history of our organization is in o:rder.
TO STOP

PAT~

The CITIZENS CQf!i!vii'ITEE

was organized on the evening of January 31, 1974, when, at hearings

held by PATH, at

~·Testfield,

Uew Jersey approximately half a dozen citizens and

Central Railroad of New Jersey (C~~J) ••• now Conrail. •• riders vigorously opposEd
the project.

Please note that no organizEd group existEd at that time, rather

individuals expressed their own reasons as to why they believed that the existing
railroad property, while in need of sizeable infusions of cash and technology,
would be a better, cheaper and more palatable alternative than the proposed PATH
subway extension.

After discussing the evening's events, the parties agreed that

their F-oals Here c_uite sinilar and decided to become actively involved in opposing
the PATH proposal ancL :pro;noting a CNJ u:rera.de through a. unified organiz-ation.
Durin?" the next several months, members of the COEH'ITE:i! solicitoo. the
opinions of the riders of the C:~J by requesting they se::1i in coupons (t•ee attachment 1) to the T<'Erleral Urban :ass Trans:portation Administration (UHI'A), urging
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-;.::th::.~.t

body's director to more fully examine an alternative plan cent.erinrr around

the electrification of the CNJ and coincident re-equippinc of that railroad's
present :_':lassenger stock.

Over 500 of the line's p:t.ssengers responded, Hhich,

Hhen added to the evergrowin[ opposition by elected officials and re:presentati ves,
:presentsd sufficient justification for Ufrr'A to hold meetings in August and September 1974 betHeen that federal agency, the State of New Jersey and PATH.

•

The out-

come of these talks resulted in a request by UrtrA for a re-evaluation of the PATH
extension ?roposal.

This report was subsequently issued on January

will be discussed critically later in this

15, 1975 and

stata~ent.

Simultaneous with the above actions, and throughout the past three years
during \Thich the COH1·1I'ITEE has been in existence we have contacted, either personally or through written correspondence, various local and municipal officials,
elected representatives on all levels of government, county planning boards and
concerned citizens in order to inform them that they do have a choice in determining the future shape of mass transportation in the Central New Jersey Corridor.
Funds for the COi-IT,:ITTEE \-lere obtained through donations from the individual members and we, therefore feel our organization qualifies itself as "grass roots"
in origin and represents the voice of several hundred commuters, whose pleadings
-.

have been singularly ignored by the appointe::l officials in the New Jersey Department of Transportation.

It is their comments and their preferences which we will

attem-pt to amplify in the folloHin,?; discussion.
REASONS FOR OPFOSING PATH PLAINFIElD EXTENSION

The COi·iilflTTEE is most definitely oppose::l to the extension cff the PATH from
its NeHarJ:, NeH Jersey terminus to Plainfield due to the follO\dng arguments:

(1)

Cost considerations (PAT~ versus alternatives)

(2)

Technical considerations

(J)
~·le

(a)

equipment

(b)

electrification

(c)

lack of use of existing infrastructure

Future reouirement of the area and the State
<rill no'l-r exanine each of these individual areas:

COST

•

'::o appreciate the current cost of extendit!f:: PATH to Plainfield, it might be
interesting to br:Lcfly revie,; the history of the project.
The Tri-Stat,~ Transportation Conmission published in Hay of

1966 their interim

plan for t:ra.nspon.tion i:nprovc,'1",ents for 1985 rrhich they tr"!.ought was a realistic
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assessment of needs and was readily attainable.
thinkinP: o7 the

~:ew

Jersey

~i~hway

They adopted the then current

Department's Division of Railroad Transporta-

tion lrhlch wR.s to electrify and rc-e-.1uip the c::J service into Nel·rark via the now
completed Aliene Plan.
~xi:;ting

Tri-State adde1 further that the,.r studies shm-ro:l that

track space \-ras available in NeH York's Penn Station for throup:h opera-

tiel'\' provided all trains were made up of neH electric self propelled equipment.
The cost given for this project in addition to all other rfel-r Jersey suburban
railroad improvement was $200 million,
In 1968, the then ne;r State of New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT)
:;:ublishei its own Faster Plan for Transportation.

Noting that the initial phase

of modernization for the CNJ main line was finishei in April 1967 when the Aldene
Plan w·ent into service, the report addEd that electrification to Raritan from
~iewark

was still neeied along with a fleet of self propellei electric passenger

cars.

Through operation directly into i'ianhattan was the statei goal.

Cost for

the entire project including the Aldene Plan, stations, platforms, parking,
electrification, equipment, and ticketin3 validation was put at $J2.1 million.
Now in 1972, a visible shift occurred in the thinking of new Jersey Department of Transportation officials.

The

~·aster

Plan for Transportation now ex-

pressei the viewpoint that the extension of the PATH line to Newark Airport was
a highly desirable objective with a connection to the CNJ main line near the
Slizabethport yards.
considered.

Extension of this service to Plainfield or Raritan was

The State share of this project 1m.s $47.0 million, or 46% greater

than the 1968 i'aster Plan proposal.

However, since the 1968 plan assumed that

•
...

Hew Jersey paid for all improvements, in reality the actual cost rise was, in
fact, much higher.
airport

e)~ension

i·!hile L'1flation contributei to some of this escalation, the
must bear the incremental burden of additional expense.

In April 1974, PATH submitterl an application to Ul1I'A requesting a $201 •.5
nillion grant, approximately 8~ of the $2.52 million total ca.pital cost of the
proposal including passenger eq_uipment to extend the existinp; PATH system south
from Penn Station, Newark via a new two track structure parallel to the former
Penn Central (PC) right-of-v~ay to a I'1cClellan Street station (from which point
a "people mover'' 1-rould provide a transfer capability for passengers bound fo?
~Tevrark International Airport) and then to Elizabeth.

descend on a viaduct to the CNJ mainline,

utilizin~

There, the new route would
the two northerly tracks

..

throur::hout the Union County corridor termtnati!lg 1:1. Plainfield.
F'ina.lly as Has Mentioned earlier in this statement, UI·ITJ, requested a reevaluation of aJternative mass

transi·.~

proposals in the Central Neii Jersey Corridor
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culminated in a joint ta.s}: force report by NJDor and PAT:-I on January 1.5,
1975 entitled "Central Railroad. of Net·r Jersey Corridor Cor;uauter Transportation
Alternatives". In this study, the cost of extending PAT'ri . . .as cited as being
$)47 million, a c~st which did not include additional capital costs necessary
~·rhich

•

to duplicate existing CNJ service nest of Plainfield, and system improvements
and reinforcement east of ~;e.,.rark "resulting from the PATH nainfield. Extension
Project". The Port Authority has now indicated in its UI:rr'A Application and the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement that additional costs of $139 million to
S175 Million will be needed. for the below mentioned reasons:
Improvements to PATH east of Newark
resulting from the Plainfield extension ••••••••••••••••••••• $103 million
Transit System Connection from EcClellan
Street, Newark to Ne~,-ark International Airport ••••••••••••• ,$35-94 million
Transportation west of Plainfield. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $24 million
Parking facilities in Union County •••••••••••••••••••••••••• $13-18 million
Total Additional Costs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $139-175 million
It can now be seen that the true cost of the PATH extension is in the region
of $5?.? million to $586 million. The COri!·IITT~ feels this amount is totally without justification on a corridor which already has existing rail service. The
riders and taxpayers will not be getting their best transportation bargain from
the initiation of this type of service.
The joint task force report listed several alternatives to the extension of
PATH, among them beinp; tb.ree CNJ Rail Upgrades, ~·iinimum DiE!Sel, Ha.ximum Diesel,
and Electric operations at respective costs of $60 million, $174 million and $336
million. The maximum diesel and electric options provided for the construction of
a third track at a cost of $50 million between Aldene Junction and Huntes Tower to
facilitate more rapid movement during hours of peak traffic flow. It is sienificant to note that this provision was included l-rhen the United States Railway
Association (USRA) advised task force personnel that it was considerinr; a major
freight traffic expansion through the Union County. Corridor.

•

It was argued by

opponents of PATH that this cost should. properly be borne by the freight organization, not-r Conrail.

u;·TA advised concerned p:Lrties an September 23, 1976 that the

aforementioned $50 million third

trac~

should be deleted from future cost comparisons.
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T~e

initi3.1 capital costs of the maximum diesel and electric alternatives, assum-

incr a serv:i ce ternina.tion at flainfield, can t~.ere~ore be re~;tatro to ¢12L} million
"'nd S?86 'Tlillion reST)cctivcly.

Accordln£<: to tl:.e task force financial data, ex-

tending the maximur:: diesel or electric

~ervice

nost current C:lj trains, after adjustinr; for

plan to Raritan, the terMinus of

t~e

removal of the third

tioned a "Jove, would be $170 million and $)64 million respectively.

tracJ~

men-

The cost

of

the minbmm dj.esel operation would remain at $60 million.
Hhile operating deficits of the CNJ alternatives are stated as being in excess
of the

PAT~-t

•

proposal, i t is noterrorthy to point out that such numbers were de-

veloped usiner current CNJ operating procedures which can be
by infusions of proven

technolo~ical

expertise.

~;;ignificantly

improved

These include, but are not limited

to electronic ticketing, joint maintenance facilities with other New Jersey Conrail co~nuter lines, modern maintenance free ~uipment (push pull disel sets or
self proDelled electric multiple unit cars).
At this time, the Po~t Authority has comnitted $120 million to mass transportation projects in each state.

In New Jersey, Commissioner Sagner has directe::l

all of these funds to the PATH extension; however, Port Authority Chairman Ronan
has indicated these funds would be available for a CNJ upgrade if Governor Byrne
so ordered.
T2CfiNICAL COHSIDP.RATIOl'iS

(a )

EQU J PT-'Si·IT

The cars designed for the PATH extension are
now runninf: on their current lines.
high and 11 feet in width.

simil~r

in site to those cars

These are approximately 50 feet long 12 feet

These dimensions

c~~not

significantly be enlarged upon

due to the clearance of the "Hudson Tubes" designEd and built in the first decade
Current railroad technology allows 85 foot length cars to be used.

of this century.

A rule of thumb in the rail car industry is the larger the unit, the lower the ccst
per passen~er.

Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) a new rapid transit·system in the

San Francisco vicinity, has opted for 70 foot long vehicles - this will not be
possible on PATH.

Ride quality varies primarily with the weight and length of

the vehicle confi.a.uration.

In order to appreciate the difference between basi-

cally subway tyne vehicles on PATH anfl railroad eqc1ipment, you must ride it.
PAT';{ now u:::;es Helded rail in most locations bebreea EeH.:trk and Jersey City; in
fact Conrail's :r'enn Central ::tain line between rieHark and NeH York is equipped
with the S3.le.

Try the con:rorison yo·1rself and use a modern jersey ArroH com-

I'luter car on the :FC t.ri..p to or :"'ron

If~w

York.
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The ride you experience on PATH

•

one you ui 11 cndu:ce from Plainfield.

1:ill

No amount of carpetinfO and

i:".sult2.tion ca:1 deny the F'ATI-: 's cart's basic subHay heritage, the dimensions of
~,·,.,ic 1 1 ,~ere

det0rrni!ltil at a tl:-te Hhen most of you vrere not yet born, and

~-Then

the

com..'nlm.t ties in Hhich you live did not exist.
The FAT! alternative

•

connunHies th::J.t have
inhabited by

r~ust

be vieHed as an extension of a subHay system into

histor~.cally

co~~ters

l:een served. by railroad trains and have been

accustomed to a certain level of service amenities.

There

is a serious question, accord.ing to informal surveys by the COJIT.;J:TI'.E£ as to p:!.SSen<?-"er acceptcmcc of a system designed not to serve the passenger but rather to serve
variou.s vovernnents as a rather ill defined instrument of economic revitalization.
In the last analysis, the commuter will make the choice as to lihether any mass
transportation system is adequate - if it is acceptable, he will ride it; if not,
he can select alternate modes, such as his automobile, thus rendering any potential
environmental benefits,
useless.

ori~inally

expected to be derived from the plan, rather

The COliiHTTEE is of the opinion that commuters will not use the PATH

Plainfield extension in the volumes anticipated by the Joint Task Force Report
because of the inferior comfort levels provided as comp3.ra:l to the other commuter
railroads i!l the state.
•

a~·w.y

!·1ay drive

In the long run, it is conceivable that the FATH system

just those individuals and their families from the very towns that

the project is designed to attract them to, thus leaving all parties involved with
•

•

a. monumental Hhi te elephant to poor planning •
:Q;SCTTIIFICATIO~T

(b)

The type of electrification to be usro in the Port Authority proposal
has to be that Hhich the current PATH trains utilize.

This system is of the over

ru!ming third :rail type using 660 volt direct current.

The disadvantages of the

"third rail" ( ca.lled so due to its proximity to the tHo runninz rails) can be
attested to by commuters 1-l'ho bear the brunt of ice storms on both PATH and especially

t~e

long

Isl~~d

Railroad.

Since this type of third rail has the vehicles'

:Pick up shoe contacting it on the upper surface, 1-mter and debris can and do cause
outaf;es.

'iater can freeze, making electrical pickup impos::;ible.

Urban flooding,

severe in the area under consideration for this extension, can cause a shut dmm
of servlce if the ·rater level reaches the third rail.
•

~:rrently

the Penn Csntral lines of Conraii_ are electrified using an over-

head caten2'2..7 clist:-ibutio:1 sy:>teR fo:>::" its 11,000 volt, 25 nertz alterna.ting cur-

•

rent.

The :fo:mor

~::1;;:-Lac:~a·.:anna :1o1~.d.s

a.'1.d Essex elEctrifiErl lines employ an over-
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head caten~ry distribution systen also, but n.t a JOOO volt dh·ect current
l~vel.

T"::is sy::te:"! is schedul ~i to be conve~cd by I'JD01' in the next several

ye;t:r.s to a volta~e a'1d freqtH?!:CY level identical ~iith that of the Penn Central
'f"le stated 7oal be~lid this conversion Has to allow direct access to

lines.
!ierr

Yorl·~ 's

~muld

T'enn Station hy trains on that railroad line.

also provide access directly to
~d th

would not be compatible

::e~·r

~fl1ile

the PATH extension

York, the small subway type vehicle

any clectri fie1 or non-electrified equipment used in

)

Uev1 Je.rsey and ~rill prohibit exchange of vehicles between other electrified corn-

muter linP.:.>,
The COl·:r.riTTP.E ure:es the adoption of an alternative plan to electrify the
Conrail-C1TJ rail commuter lines in thB Union County Corridor, using a standard
type electric multiple unit comnuter car already in use, or to be in use, on
other electrifiai Nmr Jersey railroads.
Safety must not be negloctai uith any electrification scheme, however the
third rail system offers

m~

hazards than an a.c. overhead catenary system.

Children Handerine· onto the tracks either by design or accident expose themselves
to lethal power does if they come in contact \d th the power conducting rail.
Fences can be provided, but
stacle.

youn~sters

always seem to surmount this adult ob-

An overhead catenary system }1Uts the :POwer wire 20 feet above the track

and well above any juvenile mischief.

(c)

IAC:\: OF USE OF EXI0TFG HfFRASTRUCITURE

The current PATH proposal routes the trains from Newark to Elizabeth
along the
L~

•

ri~ht-of-Hay

of the Penn Central Railroad.

••

At present, a minimum of

tracks exist for this distance and carry daily trains of the Penn Central as

;.rell as trains from the C:IJ routed via the Aldene Plan over Lehigh Valley Railroad
trackage.

The Port Authority would build two additional tracks between Ue\-rark

and Elizabeth for the sole use of PATH trains and abandon the Aldene Plan connections at the same time.

The "extra" tracks are needed not for the extra volume,

but rather due to the fact that stops will be made at the airport station and thus
inhibit Penn Central traffic.

Upgradint, the existing CHJ facilities would not

incur these double liabilities, all of

~rhich

add t"J the cost of the PATH proposal.

The Aldene Plan, for l·rhich capital had to be raisel thrvugh bonds, still has
fixed charges as::;ociC!te.d

~-rith

it.

Th ~ dead horse must be paid for.

The PAT:.r e:;:tens:lon, by G..ed"i.catin,; hro tracks :Jf the CNJ right-of-way for its

•

otm use, may ueJ.l imTa.ir tr:e vic::.bilit:r of existing and J'·.1turc freight traffic in
the area.

If shinnro:s feel service i:: delayEd, alGernat.e tr2.ns·::>ortation solutions

•
b,fu
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Hill be found, or in the extreme, a dHfennt location wilJ be found for their
'Jla.nt.

The imr,act for the local econouy, the environment, and the conservation of

energy Hould not be favore>.ble.

Use

o:~

standa:cd railroad type passcn,: er

ca~:o

vrould

continue a flexibility of operation necessary to maintain attractive service to
both riders and shippers alL{e,
FUTURE R;x::':UIRET·T-1'1"3 OF THE S':'A'.:-E AND AREA

A recent passenger count, conductei by the NJDOT in IIJay 1976 indicated that

32. 2.% of the passengers using the Ci<TJ Corridor originate west of Plainfield.

This

statistic also includes the Conrail-Reading ridership from Philadelphia, approximately 300 riders.

Future population in NeH Jersey will develop increasingly in

rural are.-1.s - tmms vrest of Plainfield, while east of Plainfield, Union County has
for all purposes reached its mayJ.mum po:r:ulation for the forseeable future.

A PATH

study has indicatei that communities east of Plainfield will grow in population
by ~ in the tine period from 1970 to 1985, while those tmms west of Plainfield
Hill accelera.tc at a growth rate of about 4Q;"'Sin the same time period.

Economic

activity activity forecasts over the same time frame indicc..te more rapid development in vrBstc:cn NeH Jersey.
of

r

ne~-r

The question to be raised here is l-Thether the neais

grOl-ling areas can be ignore::l or impaired. uhen improvements are contemplated.

A lowering of rail service levels and quality providei for new communities is not
in the best interest of long-term planning.

,

"

Vague consideration has been voiced

for some sort of shut·tle, bus or rail, for the luckless traveler Hho chooses to
live -..re.c;t of the PATH pro:pse::l terminus.

Sor.1eone, of course, \dll want to extend

...

PATH still further - but ir::.ap;ine riding a srnall bobbing subHay car 40 or more
miles each Hay a d.ay.
SU:.TIARY

The co;;;nTTEE rccor:1mends the electrification of" the existing CLiJ Central New
Jersey Corridor to
Station.

~aritan,

thus allm-ring a direct journey to New York's Penn

The acco:n}B-nying service and quality levels available in such an alterna-

tive •,rill facilitate the attraction of neH residents and the retention of existing
industry.

•.

The CO:,'IJ:TT:SF rejects the proposal to extend the PATH to Plainfield due to
its exc<:)ssive cost, the

•

non-co~::?-tti1Jility

of

it~;

suhl·rP.y type cars, the less com-

fortable ride provided bJ that S'(J_Ui:c>;o.ent, and the im.bili ty of the plan to provide arl,-:;q_uate

re:pl~ccment

sr'Tvice to p.-J.sscnf,ers west of Plainfield.
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Han. Herbert J. Buehler
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Committee
State House - Room 318-C
Trenton, N. J. 08625
Dear Senator Buehler:

Mason W. Grnu
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Edward E. H.tmson
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Richard 8. Sellars

Regional Plan Association was unable to attend the hearing
held by your Committee on the PATH Extension. The attached statement was entered into the record of the Hearing held by the Department of Transportation on April 19, in Elizabeth.
If it is still possible perhaps it can be entered into the
record of your Hearing.
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Statement of
Regional Plan Association
on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Proposed PATH Extension to Plainfield
before the
New Jersey Department of Transportation
for
Inclusion in the Record of the Hearing
Elizabeth, April 19, 1977

t'

•

'

•

In February 1974, Regional Plan Association announced support
for the extension of PATH to Plainfield because:
1. The project will further objectives of RPA•s Second Regional
Plan; i.e., provide better public transit to urban centers, namely Lower
Manhattan, Jersey City, Newark and Elizabeth, and provide some incentive
for the clustering of residences and commercial activities in the ElizabethPlainfield corridor.
2. It will greatly increase the frequency of service to the area
between Elizabeth and Plainfield, significantly reduce travel time, and
eliminate a change of trains at Newark for travellers to Lower Manhattan.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement of March 1977 fully
confirms the conclusion that PATH extension to Plainfield is the most
desirable way of providing transit service in the Plainfield-Elizabeth corridor.
While upgrading the Central of New Jersey line as a commuter
railroad would cost less, it also would provide less. PATH•s frequent
all-day service with direct access to Manhattan would mean more riders than
the upgraded CNJ would carry.
Improved rail transit service will attract people to live within

•
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walking distance or a short bus ride of the stations and would attract
business to locate in the downtowns reached by PATH. If local zoning
allows, this will gradually increase population near the stations--not to
New York City densities, but to clusters like those that have grown up
around Scarsdale, Great Neck or Madison suburban railroad stations. These
are moderate densities that do not change the suburban character all around.
It is the compact, transit-oriented form of the Tri-State Region
that is most likely to give the Region an early economic boost in competition
with the rest of the nation as energy costs rise, and it is the stimulus that
the PATH extension gives toward reinforcing this energy-saving Region that
justifies the investment.
In Regional Plan's 1974 evaluation, we asked that four changes be
considered. Two changes are now promised:
1. Adequate parking at PATH stations and
2. Continuing suburban railroad service beyond Plainfield.
One can be deferred, but advance planning should assure its possibility: improved rail access to Newark Airport. Regional Plan proposed
either a new rail station at McClellan Street linking suburban trains from
southern New Jersey to a short-distance 11 people mover .. to the Airport or a
PATH branch to the Airport from downtown Newark. Declining travel to Newark
Airport has deferred the people mover, leaving open the possibility of a
more ambitious Airport access project in the future.
Regional Plan will continue to be concerned about Airport access
as the level of air travel warrants, particularly the downtown Newark link
for railroad and PATH passengers from all directions.
The fourth 1974 Regional Plan proposal, a station at Harrison where
suburban railroad riders from the north could transfer to PATH, was found by
the Port Authority to be both costly and inconvenient due to track arrangements.
Altogether, Regional Plan Association is satisfied with the present
PATH extension proposal and urges its speedy construction.

•

•
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.34 Beech 3t.
Cranford, N.

J.,

07016

MAR 2 4 1977

Mar. 22, 1977

I·

Mr. Joseph P. Capalbo, Aide
Senate Transportation & Communieations Committee
Room .318-c, State House
Trenton, N. J., 08625
Dear Mr. Capalbo:
I regret I will not be able to attend the PATH hearing on the PATH Plainfield
extension March 29th. I would appreciate it 1 however, if you would note my strong
objection to this wasteful project.
PATH will cost too much for too little transit. Before the project is over,
the costs will without doubt escalate to well over a half billion dollars. And,
that money will destro¥ an existing system that services the ENTIRE centr& corridor
of the state. ~~anwhile, UMr! has already given the state sufficient money to
modernize the CNJ throughout the entire central state corridor. PATH wastes money!
PATH will not only be costly to build, but to operate as well. At a hearing at
Cranford, the PATH officials told the audience they will los~ $.3.3-million on the existing PATH east of Newark this year. iet, they maintain they will only lose $6.4-million
on the western portion, which is roughly the same route mile~ge. The actual loss tor
the ?ATH extnesion will no doubt equal the present CNJ operating costs. (Remember, to
PATH's cost musttbe added the cost of the necessary service west of Plainfield.)
'f

1 ""

En,rironmentally, PATH will create sprawl west of Plainfield due to the PATH-imposed
"Chinese Hall" across the state at Plainfield. With the modernized CNJ development
would follow a logical pattern clustering around the rail stations along the corridor
leaving ample open spaces. Even with a "connecting service", PATH will cause more and
more people to drive, which will encourage an auto-oriented 3prawl. With the approaching energy shortage - is more auto use the way to go?
PATH is not publically accepted. Even in Union County, the only locale of PATH
"benefit", -public and official opinion is split, l-rith the pro-cNJ faction in the
majority. The Union County 'I'ransportation Advisory Committee (of which I am chairman)
had1 a substantial opposition vote, which is a matt.er of public record. Most of the
on-line towns are concerned about the appearance c•f a deliberate attempt to urbanize
Union county along PATH - no doubt to justify an investment -:.n "heavy rail'! in a corridor which does not have sufficient population to justify heavy rail.
PATH will not have the operating efficientcy nor the cor.£ort to service the people
of the central state corridor. Those who attempt to downgrarle the lifestyle ofithe
residents west of Plainfield by depriving them ot good mass transit are virtually
stealing from those ~eople.

•

PATH will not, nor will it ever, serve Newark Airport. Only a system with mass
transit stations wit'lin the terminal buildings can be said t.o serve the airport •
PATH is a poor :)lan and must be scrapped in fgvor of thE modernized CNJ.

I

Yet rs truly,

Thank you.
\ .1-•

rJ)jJL~rg W.P-1~
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William R.

~-i'right
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